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a) He’s basically the Ultimate Zombie Apocalypse Survivor. Some
people would call him God in that situation.

1) He’s immortal (we haven’t seen any serious damage inflicted and
healed yet, but rapid regeneration can keep him alive against most
things. Might be Wolverine-class regeneration, might be stronger or
weaker than that.)

2) He can command zombies. This alone gives him near immortality in
a world overrun by zombies, excluding other survivors who would shoot
on sight, his own mistakes , other catastrophes and natural disasters.

3) He gets the zombie traits of enhanced strength, vision etc. while
retaining his… ‘humanity’ or will.

4) He’s pragmatic, practical & happy. He has no reason to interact with
most humans, as the only real benefits they could provide him in his
situation would be company, skills & consensual pleasure. Hell, if they
gave him enough reason, he could probably just go around telling
zombies to kill themselves (not sure if they can revert to being human),
enter camps/lockups or actually help the humans out.

b) He could potentially even scour the lands for female survivors, and if
they’re good enough , give them a proposal.

1) Become part of his human harem

2) Stay where they were

3) Become zombies, and then part of his zombie harem.

4) Die eventually of something other than zombies / Suicide, becoming
just pure corpses.

No offence, but I think most people would take 1) in that situation, even
if they’re hardcore lesbians and have serious morals. Living trumps all
other indignities. Male survivors would get a different choice or just
abandoned.



c) I’m curious as to whether or not he has to personally tell them what
to do, or if videos / guidebooks / homemade videos of himself with
another zombie doing it would help. If videos can work, he’s got
potentially the ultimate cult right there.

1) They’re all 100% loyal.

2) They won’t die to anything except violence, and the enemies are
currently too few to pose a threat.

3) He just needs to figure out which individuals knew what and did
what for a living, and then order them to continue doing that. Sure, some
jobs are too hard for zombies to perform, and some people were eaten,
not turned, but the potential is there. He can have farmers grow food for
him, factory workers produce stuff he needs, office workers go through
lists of people, and then give them to him so he can get more zombies
put to work according to skill. Normal zombies can strenghten their
bodies, so security wouldn’t be a problem.

4) He could potentially order all, or just some zombies to seek out
survivors, and then ‘escort’ (read kidnap/save) them to his location,
protecting them from other zombies, and then giving them the choice
presented in my b) section.

Now, unless some facts come to light which make some of my theories
impossible, he’s got the potential setup to become the ruler of the world,
similar to a cult leader, where they all strive for his glory. He could
become the zombie emperor, controlling most of the world, and having
at first a few zombies following his directives, but getting more and more
zombies under his control, creating a snowball effect, if the video part
works it’ll be faster, but it’s still possible if it doesn’t. He just needs to
have lots of speeches with a few demonstrations in that case.

‘Course the remnants of human society would notice it eventually, but if



he’s then in control of enhanced zombies, possibly in some sort of armor,
maybe SWAT gear, and have been taught basic knowledge of fighting by
him, most would probably decide to accept b)1) choice then, or in larger
groups decide to obey him, eventually making a sort of feudal system,
with him as the emperor, survivors as the vassals, and zombies doing
what they can & providing the armed forces to make everyone obey him.
Especially if they learn that he’s immortal (we’ll see later) and he could
just have them turned and then serve him. He would be in control of over
90% of the former humans directly (after a lot of videos and/or speeches,
but he can start small as well), with the rest either dead or subservient. If
they don’t like what he’s doing, they might get well-equipped zombies
capturing them and delivering them to him.

Now, until some of these theories are proven impossible, this is what i’ll
assume he’ll be able to do. And it’s something I might do in a similar
situation, being a similar sorts of man (a few differences in behavior,
especially the lolis, but in general pretty similar). Now, if it was a woman
in charge and she wanted me for a normal male human harem, then hell
yes. If she wanted me for a male human harem where she’s pegging
everyone, then reluctantly yes.



Chapter 1 beginning

The day of the apocalypse came without any warning.

It was a clear day, the rainy season having just passed. Outside, the sun
high in the sky to the south showing the time.

Hiiro Takumi is watching the TV inside his room. Twenty-four years old
yet he spends his time in the afternoon lazily in his room. His work in the
retail industry gives him irregular days off. Because of that, he always
sleeps until noon on his days off. He does not have any special plans
because of the inconsistent days off, he spends the days relieving fatigue
by playing games or watching TV.

However, something unusual happened before noon.

The sirens of emergency vehicles could be heard many times in the past
hour. The sound is really loud because it’s purpose is to make sure
everyone could hear it. It really ruined Takumi’s day off. He originally
planned to sleep until noon but now his plan had been disturbed. He
wakes up and looks outside the window. From the fifth floor of a building
in front of his apartment, black smoke is rising.

“Hey… Is there a fire?”

Judging from the sirens, it must have occurred only recently. Having
lost interest after finding the source of the sirens, he turns the TV on.



The TV announcer doesn’t seem to have news about the fire. Takumi
then keeps changing the station.

“Ahh, boring…”

His precious holiday is just like his usual holiday. Doing nothing and
spending his time unproductively, he gets lost in his thoughts and
realizes that after today passes he will have to return to work again
tomorrow. How could he get himself trapped in this devilish cycle? How
many years will he have to work like this?

Just when he’s thinking that, a special report is shown on the TV. He
listens to the words that come from the news anchor.

“We interrupt your program with emergency news! There have been
reports of assailant incidents occurring in Shibuya, Tokyo. We also have a
source indicating similar incidents are happening throughout Japan!”

Takumi looks at the screen. The news anchors facial expression is
agitated after the assistant director passes a piece of paper to him.
Anyone could deduce that something was happening.

“Right now, information just came in – the suspect of the incident is
being pursued by the police. The man is around forty years old and
according to the witness testimony has blood running from his mouth.
When the witness saw him, the man fled from the scene leaving his
victim. The victim has been carried by the ambulance and his condition is
still critical. The victim is bleeding hard, the cause being a bite near the
neck. Our report is currently pursuing the suspect with the police.



The scene then changes to a live report and the sound of gunshots can
be heard. A woman’s scream can also be heard in the background. Now
the report can be seen talking.

“Gunshots! Right now, three, no, four times, the gun has fired. Is the
criminal fiercely resisting? It seems the police officer shot! At the sudden
sound of gunfire, a woman’s scream was heard! It is very dangerous!
What on earth is….”

The reporter was still reporting the scene with excitement when a
shadow appeared in the screen. It is the figure of a police officer, wearing
the light blue shirt and hat. The cameraman rushes to zoom the police
officer into the center of the screen.

“What?”

The voice heard was coming from the news anchor or the reporter. It
was due to the fact that the figure of the police officer was strange. His
right hand had only a thumb and index finger. He stretches it out in front
as though he was asking for help. From the place where his other fingers
should be, blood is flowing and gushing out. It was possible to even see
white bone.

If it was only that, then it would still be acceptable – but there’s another
injury. From his neck, blood is flowing leaving red stains on his uniform.
On his belly, there is a big wound as if his stomach had been gouged out.
The wound is too large and his neck seems to be half-torn off.

“As you can see, the police officer that pursued the subject is injured…
Someone, call the ambulance!”



The police officers head then bends backwards into an impossible
angle. After that, he started to run towards the reporter.

Bzzzz… The live feed lost its signal and the screen switched back to the
studio.

The news anchor can be seen trying to clear his throat several times
before talking.

“Well, we’re sorry. We apologize to you because the video signal is
having some problems. We will return to you as soon as possible.”

While watching the situation, Takumi felt strange. The police officers
injury is serious. It could even cause an instant death. You don’t have to
be a doctor to know that. However he was still alive and in that last
scene, he was running.

The ANA station screen changed again to the scene earlier. The angle
seemed to be taken from the ground as if there was no-one holding it.
There are also bloodstains on the lens. A figure of a man covered in blood
is project. The woman’s screaming can also be heard even louder. The
man walks forward with missing limbs.

Beeeeep…. The screen changed again and shows a cartoon figure of a
man bowing down with a bubble containing text on top if his head.
“Please stay with us.” – Something had occurred if there’s a problem with
the recording.

Takumi thinks hard while looking at the screen. He switches to TV Tokyo



from ANA but they were airing the travel program normally. He tried to
find another channel and some he switches over to have a ‘Please stay
with us’ sign.

Takumi knows something is not right. He gets a backpack and put in
some daily necessities. He takes some clothes and looks in his wallet.
After confirming there is three ten thousand bills, he head out to the
convenience store in a hurry.

“Dangerous!”

Only drunk or mad people would not know something bad is
happening. He knows he needs to do something.

“In case of emergency, I need to secure water and food first. That’s my
highest priority.”

In case of an earthquake, it’s common in Japan that some households
have a stock of supplies in case of an emergency. But, they also have
expiration dates and people aren’t sure when the last time they checked
it is. For people that watched the TV, they will also think of the same idea
to try and secure food and water.

The nearest convenience store is right in front of Takumi’s apartment.
He never thought of it before but it’s handy. He never thought of the
convenience of a convenience store until today.

It’s still noon on the weekdays, so only a few customers are there. For
what is happening now, the clerk seemed to not have noticed.

Takumi takes five bottles of purified waters. He wants to take as much as



possible, be he realises the shortage of money. He looks at breads and
rice balls and chooses the longest expiration date available. Bento box,
snacks, he grabs things quickly until they fill two baskets.

The last thing he does before checking out is that he grabs another five
bottles of water. Hw comes out with a backpack full and two heavy
shopping bags. He carries them unsteadily to his room. He realises that
he forgot to buy batteries and an emergency lamp. He even wanted to
buy gas for cooking and a tent. He knows that to get those things he
needs to go to a bigger store.

He decided just to get some batteries from the convenience store. Just
when he leaves his room, a dull sound is heard and screams are heard all
over the place.

He looks down from his apartment hallway and sees a black sedan
involved in an accident. Tha man inside shouts.

“It’s because that person jumped out suddenly!”

Takumi heard the driver saying to call the ambulance. It will be
fortunate if the victim isn’t heavily injured.

“Should I go to the convenience store?”

Takumi’s eyes are still tied to the body of the victim. He can ignore the
incident, but the man stood up from the pool of blood. His hand and leg
are bending in a weird way and he is walking awkwardly.

Just when people who started to gather around the scene recover from
their shcok from seeing the man stand up, a van driving really fast hit a



shop nearby. It ran over some bypasser in the process. From the driver’s
seat, a woman covered in blood comes out.

The crowd is panicking and some try to call an ambulance. The man
from earlier approaches his hitter and a loud scream can be heard.

Takumi forgot about going to the convenience store. Watching the
scene in front of him, in just less then three minutes the road had been
dyed red. He can see other people coming and walking unsteadily.
People screaming help, then more people come and get involved in the
strange phenomenon.

“What is this..?”

Takumi stood still.

It doesn’t stop there. The sound of glass being broken, the sounds of
things breaking, screams, cursing, crying, laughing, sirens, are coming
from everywhere.

Unable to withstand reality, Takumi’s leg loses its strength. Just when
he’s about to fall, someone is supporting him.

It’s Yumi Takahashi who lives next door.

She is a college student that started to live there a year ago. He
remember she gave a greeting when she first moved in but after that
there wasn’t an interaction in that entire year. Her long hair is beautifully
coloured a natural black. She looks like a refined young lady. But the
things that could never be missed are her large breasts which are on par



with a gravure idol. When seeing her, you could not miss that feature of
her. Even if she’s dressed in casual clothing, you still couldn’t stop staring
at her chest.

Takumi looked at her. Her smooth and white skin is dazzling because of
the light. More importantly, she is naked. Her body is wet as if she just
finished taking a shower.

“Ah… Ah…”

Takumi can only mutter those sounds seeing the treat in front of him.
He examines her body closely and…

There’s a large amount of blood on her stomach. The door to her room
is broken, caused by a strong force. Her eyes… Are glowing and have
turned red.

“I have to run away.”

But Yumi’s hand which is supporting his body grips him harder. With an
extraordinary strength that couldn’t come from her fragile body.

“AHHHHH….. Let me go!”

Takumi screamed at the sight of Yumi opening her mouth.

Takumi’s eyes send out a stream of tears. His shoulder is bitten and the
pain he can’t withstand fills his mind.



With his shoulder being torn off, Takumi’s consciousness went down as
if falling into darkness.



Chapter 2

Takumi slowly opened his eyes.

He recalls his memory. He jumped when he remember the situation
before he lose his consciousness.

He remember bitten by Yumi. The pain of having his meat torn away is
still lingering.

“I can’t move my body!”

He tried to get up but the whole body feels heavy. As if his body is
pinned down by heavy metal.

“Is this even real?”

After comfirming his situation, he realized he just encountered
something that look like coming from a cheap zombie movie.

The walking police officer, the man who was run over by a car stand up
and walks. Of course they should be dead with those serious injury but
somehow they are stikk moving.

He recall the zombie man start to attack others just like in zombie
movies and games.



He know what has hit the mankind is the zombie apocalypse.

“I know if someone was attacked by the zombie they will become one of
them. And the one that also got attacked, is me?”

“But I still have my consciousness. I didn’t lose my mind like brainless
man eating zombie.”

“No, what was I thinking. The zombie incident is real and I was infected
but the symptoms will appear later on.”

He knows from playing zombie games and watched movies, some
people may get infected by the zombie virus later on not immediatelly
based on their immune system.

“More importantly, how long have I been fainted?”

He can’t move his body to see the clock but from the brightness of the
sun it must still be in the afternoon. He may only passed out for a few
minutes.

“Wait.. Is that Yumi?”

Seeing the culprit that just bitten him, Takumi tried to move his body
but he couldn’t.

Seeing Yumi come nearer, he is on alert. Who won’t when seeing



someone that just eat you?

“Why can’t I move my body?”

He tried to gather his strength but couldn’t. It must be because of the
virus that started to enter his body is started to infect him.

“Thud!”

With a dull voice, he tried to move which resulting his body fall down to
the floor. He feel he just hurt his neck in the process.

“Darn.. Someone, help me!

He asked for help but soon he stopped. He remember just how he tried
to save himself by buying food and water without caring of what will
happened to others.

Maybe if he rest a little bit more, he can move his body.

But this is not the time for that. A footstep could be heard approaching
him. Before he realized it, Yumi is already infront of him. She is still naked
and looked down at Takumi.

He brought back to the cruek reality when he saw those burning red
eyes. It wasn’t a humans.



“AAAAAAH!”

He screamed and even pissed himself.

“God please save me.”

He is praying but is it heaven that going to answer or hell?

Yumi lifted his body in a so called princess carry style.

“Oh no. If I’m not a zombie, the reason she bring me here… Is it to eat
me..?”

He is now placed on top of a bed.

“At least you should kill me before you eat me. Darn.. Did you want to
torture me? To be eaten alive..”

He closed his eyes to accept his fate and could feel Yumi is undressing
him.

“It’s natural if you want to eat a human you will strip them naked right?”

When Yumi lowered his trousers and pants, he still get embarased. His
privates has been exposed in front of a girl.

He close his eyes again waiting for his fate.



He is now a served food on top of the bed.

“Aaah!”

Takumi screamed not because of pain but surprised. His male genital is
wrapped by coldness that is coming from Yumi’s hand.

Even in this situation it slowly stand up.

“slurp”

In a blink of an eye, his lower member is already licated inside Yumi
small mouth.

Wet sound echoed in the bright room but it didn’t come from the
shower that has been leaved on.

“What is happening?”

This is not the first time Takumi encountered a sexual experience. He
sometimes visited a brothel but, for Yumi to suddenly gives him a
blowjob. It’s abnormal and beyond his understanding.

Yumi’s pupil still glowing red as usual and looking at that scene could
make anyone goes mad. The pleasure comes from abnormal condition
and what’s more it’s cold.



“I know that she’s not human. Her hands, her mouth, it’s cold.”

But the sensual feeling is still real. Getting a service from a beautiful
young lady, his rationality has been driven out by lust.

“This wave of pleasure.. Oh.. If it’s a dream, I hope I never wake up.”

The wet sound echoed in the room.

Yumi remained expressionless and moving monotonous but the feeling
of his member going out and in, makes Takumi leaked out a voice of
pleasure each time.

Yumi continued and Takumi’s member is covered by cold saliva all over.

It is now completely awake and stood proud pointing to the sky.

Yumi slowly stood up and located herself on top of Takumi.

With a slow movement, Takumi member headed towards Yumi’s private
parts. Yumi lowered her lips and Takumi’s already located at her entrance.

From the tip Takumi can feel the wetness coming from her love juices
but it’s also cold. He saw the slimy and glistening opening. Now their
privates are ready.



Yumi lowered her hips and..

“It’s tight!”

From Yumi privates, a faint red blood flows down.

“Is she a virgin?”

Yumi forcefully pushed her hip down and swallowed all of Takumi’s.

This is a virgin first time experiencing sex. Takumi feel his member is
gripped harder and showered by cold love juices. Experiencing a virgin
also the first time for Takumi.

Their body touched each other and Takumi feel the coldness coming
from Yumi. If only it was warm and normal, he will lost himself to the
pleasure.

“This is bad.”

Yumi start to move and every time it goes in and out, a wet and sensual
sound resounded in the room.

Yumi erected breast sway in an up and down motion together with her
body. Seeing the feast in front of his eyes. The well shaped breast, pale
pink nipples that is stood out and darker areola, fill Takumi’s mind with
lust.



If only he could move his body he will reach his end real close.

After a few minutes Yumi movement is not so stiff. Her body has getting
used to it. It smoothly enters and get out.

She is still expressionless but her body trembles and a small cute voice
comes out.

“aahn.. Oh…”

She is panting and moaning. Her expression didn’t change but her
movement has become more aggressive.

Each time Takumi member reach the deepest part of her, she will let out
a stimulating voice.

How can Takumi resist? Even if it’s cold, the feeling of the tight and wet
virgin girl. Bouncung breast and soft moan. He is now on the edge.

“ah.. Ah.. I’m coming!”

The waves of white stuff flow out and entered Yumi deepest part. Yumi
body also trembles and releasing her own liquid.

“Plop’

With a loud popping sound, Yumi lifted her hips and stand still as if



nothing happened.

Takumi realizing all of that and his sticky member feel uncomfortable.

“If only I could move my body to clean.”

It was just a casuak remarks but the effect is unimaginable.

Yumi began to stick her tongue out and licking Takumi’s member like
eating an ice cream. Slowly and carefully without even missing an inch.
Yumi body is pale white but her lips is still pink enough to arouse him.

Sinking into another wave of pleasure, Takumi is going to lose his
consciousness soon.

“If only you clean your self, wear cute clothes normally after all of that, it
would be perfect.”

If only Yumi is “normal” it was a perfect sexual experiences indeed.

“I don’t know what happened but I don’t want to go out.”

And with that, he succumbed into another sleep.



Chapter 3

Takumi awake after that warm encounter. He woke up and can move
around but his body is still heavy.

He check his phone to see how long he has fallen asleep.

“I tought I just sleep a few minutes because the sun is still shining. But
actually I sleep one full day time.”

Now, he need to check his condition. He could probably have decided
that the outer world have fallen. He sit on the bed and surprised.

Yumi was there, standing at the door.

“Whoa!”

He shouted on reflex. He forget that he is currently at Yumi’s apartment.
He noticed that Yumi isn’t naked anymore. She wears a pink dress and it
suit her perfectly.

“Am I dreaming? The zombie incident, was it a fake? Where’s the
camera?”

But his thoughts erased the moment he saw Yumi red eyes. It brought
him back to the harsh reality. However, seeing Yumi has changed, he



remember the last moment before he lost his consciousness.

“Could it be?”

He remember asking her to clean herself, wear clothes and even staying
inside.

There’s still one big question.

“Why I was taken by her and not be eaten?”

He was confused and tried to ask Yumi. Because clearly she didn’t look
as scary as the zombie that he has seen so far.

“Um.. Takahashi-san.. Can you explain what happened to you? I’m at
lost here..”

If there’s a consciousness she should be replying to him, but she just
stood there.

Seeing no response, he tried another approach. Seeing that she obeyed
his word, would she listen to him?

“Can you come here?”

Yumi keep silent for a few seconds but then she walked slowly. Takumi’s
eye widened seeing that.



“Can you fold your arms?”

“well, lift your right leg.”

From simple asking method now he is giving order. But seeing her
balance is so bad, he asked her to stand casually. There is also a lag time
before the order was followed.

“Next! Please lift your skirt.”

Without hesitation she lift her one piece dress and reveal a blue and
white stripped panties.

“Now, I have no doubt she will listen to my instruction.”

After satisfied looking at her pantie, he took a note and start
experimenting with her. Check the reaction to variety of instruction, all is
written down in a notebook.

He also checked wether she need to take a breath and found out her
heart isn’t even beating. It is a mystery at how she could move.

He eliminates the chance that she could be saved and declared that
she is already dead.

For further investigation, he need more time and zombie.



Now he is sitting at a chair and Yumi is located inbetween his leg. She
is just following Takumi instruction. Without refutal she is now licking
Takumi’s.

“Yumi followed my order obediently but she can’t speak. She can only
let out an Ah or low growl. But I wonder how the voice is reproduced
since there’s no air coming out or in from her mouth.”

He also inspected her wallet and found out nothing special.

“Not just taking it in and out. Use your tongue and lick it too.”

After that commands, Yumi took it out and start to lick it as if it was
sweet and addicting.

“I have to make sure that if my theory is true. Some command can’t be
executed if they didn’t understand about it. Like this blowjob, I’m not
sure if she have an experience before because she is a virgin.”

While thinking that, some splashing noise is resounded in the room.

“Maybe she has do a blow job before or have a knowledge about it
because she doesn’t look like a slut.”

“Took it all the way to the base and suck it stronger.”

She sometimes put her own variation when servicing him.



“Maybe if she repeat it, she will be experienced in it.”

Without needed another instruction from Takumi, Yumi is servicing him
well.

“The instruction can’t be too complex. Before I passed out she
managed to clean herself and wear clothes. I wonder if three is the limit
when giving commands or more can be inputted.”

He takes a note whenever an idea enter his mind however it’s been hard
due to the pleasure. The features of Yumi body and her enticing youth
age, seeing her cute face and small lips eating a man thing with addition
of vulgar noise, how can he not feel aroused.

Yumi on her initiative move faster and Takumi feel his end is near.

“Yumi… I’m coming.. Please hold it in your mouth.”

Takumi spit out white semen from his penis and it all enters her small
mouth. It fills her up but she was ordered to hold it in.

“Yumi this time swallow it in and lick me clean.”

After minutes in heavenly pleasure Takumi regained his senses.

“Since the electricity is still running, let’s gather information from the
net.”



Takumi ordered Yumi to not leave the room and he decided to go back
to his apartment. Walking in the hallway is now a scary thing. He need to
be careful. He crouched in the hallway and keep looking around to watch
for strange movements.

“It’s so quiet.”

He was tempted to look down to the streets but he don’t want to be
careless.

He arrived in his room next door which seemed far away. Closed the
door and lock it.

“Fiuh.. Fiuh… My throat is so dry.. I need water.”

He go to the bathroom and turn on the sink.

“It’s good that water is still running.”

He took a glass and drink the water. After finished drinking he saw his
reflection in the mirror. He is smiling to saw his own face. He noticed his
shirt have some dark stain in shoulder area.

“Aah, I remember Yumi bite me.”

He completely forget about it because after that extra painful
experience he passed out. However he know his meat has been gouged



out.

“I have to do disinfection. I don’t want to caught the virus.”

He is feeling relieved that he isn’t infected and still he didn’t know the
mechanism of the infection. He just know that he need to do something
about his wound.

He take off his shirt and looking for the wound. His face suddenly
turned stiff.

“What is this? I’m sure I was bitten on the shoulder. I still remember the
pain.”

He know that it wasn’t a dream. From the stain in the bloodied shirt,
clearly his shoulder has been bitten but, the crater that supposed to be
there can’t be seen. The skin even look flawless.

“……..”

He hurriedly took out a razor from a shelf and with the sharp end make
a light cut on his hand.

From a thin line of cut, red blood is oozing out.

“I didn’t feel any pain. Maybe it was too shallow.”



He wash it with water and gaze back at the back of his hand.

“Darn…….”

On the back of his hand, where the razor cut is inflicted, there’s no sign
of cut, not even a scratch..



Zombie master chapter 4 – collecting infirmation

(Plot chapter is short while obscene one is long Lol..)

Takumi shocked at the wound because there’s not even a scratch.

“Maybe it was too shallow and when my shoulder is bitten, it was just
my halucination.”

To confirm it, he prepare first aid kit, alochol, gauze, antiseptic, and
prepare to make another wound on himself.

He need to check his own condition. Just in case he will stumble into a
shelter, he need to make sure that he is normal and never bitten by a
zombie.

This time he make a deeper cut at his finger. Almost cut it off.

“ARGH… It’s hurt!”

Takumi relieved to feel pain. He clean the cut with antiseptic and apply
the gauze. When he want to put a band aid, the wound is healed already.
The visible damage now only left a thin line behind and dissapear.

“What is this!”

Want it or not, he have to admit that there’s something wrong with his



body. He saw his own face reflected at the mirror. The eyes are black, and
not red. He put his hand under his nose and could feel his own breath. He
put one hand on his chest.

Badump

It’s beating.

“My eyes are normal, I’m breathing and there’s a pulse. I didn’t lose my
mind so I’m normal right?

Is he still normal? Or the effect is not yet affecting his body?

“I better quit thinking about this. There’s nothing I can do.”

Takumi turned on the TV and except NHK, the other channel isn’t airing.
It is also a repeated recorded news saying that the recent outbreak of
zombie is happening all around the world.

He decided to search the net and luckily it’s still online. He found a lot
of threads in various forum talking about Zombie, no celebrity news, no
porn, it’s all about zombie.

He take a note on the information he found.

First, the disaster is happening all around the world. Even in Yout*be
you can find lots of video about zombie attacking human. Still, there’s
also people who can still think rationally admist this confusion. A thread



titled “All you know about zombie! Let’s share infirmation!”

Only 20 anonymous user have visited the page.

“What happens if you’re bitten by a zombie? 1. You become one of
them, 2. You’ll be a zombie at a later time (uncertain) 3. Die (highly
possible)”

He look again and there is even a scary comments.

“You’ll lose your manhood.”

“Noo way!”

Takumi shouted when he read that.

Post 300: “There is someone that claimed to be able to kill a zombie by
smashing their head.”

301: “I saw someone do it with a bat too!”

302:”Someone in a hospital was bitten but he haven’t turned into a
zombie.”

303: “Someone posted about a person that turned into zombie in a
shelter.”



590:”Don’t hesitate to kill a zombie.”

591:”But they used to be human right?”

592:”It’s kill or be killed.”

What is posted is acceptable but Takumi is thinking hard.

“Why Yumi moved slowly while the police zombie in the Tv could even
run?”

He also knows someone is still alive by locking themself in their room.
There is a shelter prepared but more people means more risk for
someone of them to get infected. There’s also no real guarantee wether
the electricity and water will run forever. You’ll run out of food and
eventually die. He maybe pesimistic but he is still hoping the JSDF (Japan
Self-Defence Force) will do something and be a zombie destroyer. But it
was all a frail hope. He looked again in the forum.

Post 1031: “All of us will die.”

1032:”If only I could have sex before I die.”

1033:”Why don’t you do it with a zombie? Hahaha. Just find and
elementary kid who couldn’t resist your force and r*pe them.”

1034: “Good idea! Do you have a condom? I don’t want to get zombie
virus.”



1035: “Don’t worry about that. You’ll die before you find your ra*e target
anyway. Lol.”

1036:”We’re pathetic thinking of losing our virginity to a zombie.”

….

Takumi read all of that and his mind is running wild.

“It’s probably impossible for others but if other zombie followed my
order like Yumi, I could have as many virgin as I want.”

But first, he need to make sure that he won’t get attacked by zombie. If
they could be commanded like Yumi that’s even better. He doesn’t even
have to fear about zombie anymore.

He smiled like a madman.

“Maybe in the end I’ll turn into a zombie.. But, I don’t care anymore. I’ll
do what I want.”



Zombie master chapter 5

Takumi next goal is to find out wether other zombie can be controlled
or not. But it was really difficult.

How to find a zombie? Should he go outside? If turn out that he
couldn’t command them, it’s a disaster. Should he pressed the bell to
other room to find out any survivor too? Maybe there is still someone
alive. He may even find companions. But, helping each ither in this kind
of condition will makes it worst.

What if the person he found is useless? How if it was a trouble maker?

From what he gathered in the net, zombie have decent sight and
hearing because they could locate their prey. There’s also an info saying
at night they will become more aggresive and more docile at day. But, if
he go out like this he is just a fool. He sneak out after comfirming there’s
no zombie outside.

He go to the management office and take the resident book and the
master key. He was in luck because there’s no zombie he encounter and
not even a human of course. He entered the office and.

“WAAH!”

He was surprised. He saw a young man in uniform have fallen at the
floor and his body is covered in blood. There’s a rotten smell but it’s not
from that corpse.



Munch

He look around and saw, the young man arm is half gone. It was being
eaten by a zombie in janitor suit. The usual smiling janitor is now
expresionless. He was eating the young man arm as if having a delicious
snack.

The janitor noticed Takumi barging in and stopped for a second. His
gaze shift towards Takumi. The blood stained mouth is red. He even saw
some meat stuck between them. His life is in crisis. He even use one hand
to block his mouth and stopped breathing.

However it just looking at Takumi without even blinking. Takumi
trembling but he need to do it.

“Release that arm.”

Then the janitor stand up waiting for another order. “Give me the
resident book.”

Altough the smell is unbearable, Takumi held it in.

The Janitor pass a book and after checking it, Takumi commands him
again. “Give me the master key!”

He search around and passed the key to Takumi. After that he leave the
room smiling. He didn’t take the elevator to search the room one by one.
On the first floor, he noticed a door is slightly opened.



“Room 111. Three person. Father Mr Minoru , mother Mrs Harumi in
their fourtieth and a 14years old daughter called Hiromi.”

He entered and the umbrella stand in front of the door has fallen. He
entered the living room and saw a middle aged housewife in apron, a
teenager in sailor suit sitting calmly. But after seeing Takumi they quickly
walked toward him with their arm stretched.

Takumi is now panic. The janitor is staying put but these two are
coming after him.

“S-s-stop! Please wait a minute.”

He stuttered when saying that in fear but thanks God the two has come
to a halt.

He is relieved hat the crisis have been averted.

"You two , go and pack some clothes and lingerie in a suitcase follow
me!"

"Harumi , go and pack all your sexy lingerie and some clothes in bag,
while Hiromi, you go pack your clothes too in a bag"

Takumi was taking them to his room, but as they were living apart, he
needed the people to wear some clothes, and posted the janitor as guard
outside!



"Yumi and Harumi , stay in the hall and wait for me"

“I’ll talk with the daughter Hiromi first. Come follow me!”

Takumi show a confident and silly smile. The girl followed behind
Takumi to a bedroom. He took out the resident book again and check her
out.

“Naito Hiromi, 14, enrolled at St. Mary’s woman school.”

It was a private school and a good one. They used English for daily
language and it’s popular. Thr uniform they used is a skirt and white
blouse with blue vest. It was a pleasant for the eyes. They maintain the
dignity of the girl’s but become the dream of many man. Her wide eyes
and cute face is attracting Takumi. The feeling of having a junior high
school girl’s body also excited him.

“Altough I didn’t mind doing it in uniform like this, it’s called sailor
cosplay but I rather see you naked.”

Hiromi quickly stripped off her clothes. There’s no feeling of shame and
obeyed Takumi’s order. As piece by piece of clothing is removed, He get
more and more aroused.

Hiromi is 150cm tall. Her skin is milk white and she is slim. The chest
area is still in developing stage but it wasn’t flat. In the middle of it, a
pink areola could be seen. Slender waist and even her bottom is perfrct
without excess fat. There’s even barely hair in her pubic area. Her



womanhood is still closed like an innocent child.

He moved behind her and cope a feel of her botton. It’s firm and soft.
He once again moved to the front and grabbed her shoulder. He feel the
coldness of her skin. It was cold, and dry but not a rotten one. There’s a
remaining of what once moist and young skin.

He then moves toward the chest area and put it in both of his hand. He
grabbed it easily because it is rather small. Takumi prefer it big and soft
but, this immature chest isn’t less appealing. While massaging it with his
hand, he used his index finger to stimulate the small pink dot. Slowly, it
becomes longer, it was inverted types.

Seeing that, he feel a deep lust growing and his hand moves rougher. It
may even be painful if the girl is still alive but she already turned into a
zombie.

“Aaah…” there’s a response. That makes him lost control and he quickly
put his lips on top of hers. He doesn’t even need to gives an order for her
to reply his kiss. Their tongue even entwined with each other. Three
minutes was enough to make their saliva overflowing.

“Good. You’re pretty experienced in kissing. Now let’s see how well you
can kiss me down there.”

However Hiromi didn’t move. Maybe the command isn’t clear enough.

“You know. Give me a blowjob!”



Still she doesn’t move. Takumi noticed, maybe the idea of putting a
man’s inside her mouth is something she doesn’t know how. He feel joy
because he could do dirty things to the innocent girl.

“You know, you put mine into your mouth but be careful and don’t bite
it.”

Hiromi kneel before Takumi and she released Takumi’s from his pants.
She put one hand to make it directed to her mouth and start doing her
job.

He was excited at how gentle she was. Without hesitation it was already
inside her mouth.

“Aaah..”

The feeling is even better than Yumi’s. Because it was full of saliva from
earlier, it’s smoothly going in and out.

“Use your tongue too. Like licking a popsicles.”

He even moves his hips to match Hiromi’s movement.

“Aaah.. Suck it hard.”

Takumi couldn’t stand the pleasure to be licked, sucked, and going in
and out all at the same time.



splurt

“Aaaah… That was amazing.. Swallow it all!”

Hiromi is still moving her head and still sucking him dry.

“Aaah… Now, lick it clean.”

She immediatelly followed the order.

“Remember, this is called cleaning blow. Everytime I ask you to do a
cleaning blow. You have to do this.”

After that he ask her to stop and ordered her to do a cleaning bow.

“Good girl. You already remember what I taught you.”

He stroked her head gently. It may be an illusion but he felt Hiromi
expression is changing.

“Maybe that’s my imagination. However I’m pretty sure now that I could
give instruction to a zombie.”

He keep caressing her head while thinking of his future plan.

Strangely enough, he smiled.



Zombie master chapter 6

Takumi sit on the bed and Hiromi is still naked in front of him. She
spread her leg and push out her hip to present her flower to Takumi. The
colour is beautiful cherry red and she spread it open. Revealing a thin
line of her hymen. Yumi is also a virgin but he didn’t get a chance to see
the hymen. Seeing Hiromi’s is his first time.

He never have sex with someone younger. Tasting Yumi’s and Hiromi is a
wonderful experience for him.

“Strange enough, it is wet.”

There’s a drop of water coming out. For a girl that doesn’t even know
the meaning of fellatio earlier, she is already well prepared to be
embraced by a man.

Takumi put his middle finger infront of the opening and touch the cold
liquid. He tried to push it in but the feeling of hitting a wall is pressuring
his finger. He take it back lift Hiromi to the bed.

“Spread out your leg and bend your knees.”

Her leg is in M-shape while she lay down on the bed.

Takumi’s member is already dry even though Hiromi just lick it before.
However the love juices coming out from her is sufficient to do the job. If
it was a normal girl, he will hesitate. But she is a zombie. Without reserve



he forcefully deflowering her.

“Aarrggh… It’s.. Tight… It’s.. Painful!”

Takumi penetrated her deep. Red blood can be seen around the
opening. If she’s not a zombie she will be crying in pain. The blood that
comes out is more than normal.

“Afterall.. It’s too tight.”

Takumi couldn’t move but the inner wall is contracting. It’s moving like
it wants to swallow it.

He feel comfortable but painful at the same time. It’s tightening even
more.

“Aaah.. What happened?”

In that moment, cold water is coming out from Hiromi’s. The inner wall
of her is squirming as if massaging him.

“Whoa.. This feeling is amazing.. I didn’t even move.”

After it relaxed and flooded with cold liquid, Takumi start to move.

The opening contracted everytime he goes in and out. He move even
wilder enjoying the sensation.



The room is quiet and a wet sound is resounding.

“fuh. Fuh..”

He even changed their position several time and have been doing it like
a wild beast. With waves of pleasure, Takumi dumped all of him inside
Hiromi. He took it out slowly but it’s still hard.

“Not yet.. It’s not enough!”

Slowly, a naked Yumi enters the room. This time she comes without
even being instructed. However Takumi didn’t care about how she got
there. He grabbed Yumi’s neck and pull her down in front of his.

Yumi looked at his and without any order took it all in to the back of the
throat. Carefully cleaning it. Takumi pull her hair and moves her head
back and forth. After she is doing it on her own, he massaged her large
chest savagely. Hiromi is now looking at Takumi as if waiting to be
allowed to join in. Takumi gestured for her to come and now Yumi and
Hiromi is sharing. Alternately left and right, it enters the girls mouth.

“Now, get down on all four and show me yours.”

Hiromi and Yumi is lined up and showing their opening. It was a dream
for all man. It’s a scene that could arouse anyone. Without any wait, he
penetrated Yumi. Her inside is already wet. He moves vigorously until the
bed is shaking. Yumi large breast is jingling up and down. And her
privates is clutching Takumi’s like a carnivorous plant that caught its prey.



“Even though they’re zombie. It still feels good.”

After he do Yumi long enough, he take it out and stick it in Hiromi.
Today is her first time and it was still tight. Making it hard for him to
move.

“It’s tight. Hiromi feels amazing.”

However if doesn’t mean that Yumi is inferior. He takes it out and when
he stick it in Yumi’s, her inner wall is enveloping his perfectly.

“Yumi is also amazing. I couldn’t hold it any longer.”

Takumi lift Yumi right foot and lift it up. It gives more access for hin to
reach deeper. Seeing her breast moving, he is bringed to his end. While
squirming a littlr, he released his liquid inside of her.

When he take it out, the two girl is competing to lick him clean.

With satisfaction in mind, he stroke their head.



Zombie master chapter 7 -reality

Takumi decided to clean his body and enter the bath. His lower body is
sticky due to the sexual activity that is done many times in a short period
of time. You could even said he exercising due to the amount of sweat
generated.

In addition to that, Yumi and Hiromi also join. But the bathtub is only
able to fit one people so they are left on the floor.

The purpose is not to clean their body only but to examine it closer.
Observing the two bodies, he ask them to clean their self whole he is
observing.

“Except for a scar on her stomach, Hiromi’s body is flawless. Yumi’s too
is amazing. But it was pale.”

It was because the heart has stopped so the blood isn’t circulating. He
was worried if one day they will become rotten and smelly. There’s also
no other wound.

“I wonder if the wound they get when infected is already healed.”

"Ah! , I forgot about the lady, i always wanted to see a mature women,
how they feel like"

Before going to the lady , he ordered the two girls to clean up, get
dressed and stay in the bedroom.



This part was omitted by the author!

yes, he forgot about Hiromi mother!

Harumi story to add here!

However his thought is distracted by a low growl from his stomach.

He decided to eat immediatelly. While he electricity is still running, he
will use microwave to heat frozen food. When the electricity run out it will
be a junk and melted because the fridge was off.

“What am I supposed to do with the two of you?”

The image of a typical zombie in movie and games attending to their
daily needs is never be shown. In movie and games they are only eating
humans. Now he’s going to live with two zombie, not a pet cat or dog.

“The janitor seemed to be eating a corpse. I wonder if it was because of
hunger or what?”

Takumi took out the frozen food that is already warm and split it
between the three of them.

“They will eat it if they want to eat it.”

He don’t know how the metabolism of a zombie works. However the



scene of the girl eating the food surprised him.

“Does it mean from now on I have to keep them well fed?”

Seeing them could eat normally Takumi start to think.

“No need to feed them anymore. But,”

Takumi is in dillema. His food will run out faster. He wantes to keep
them mainly to be used as sexual partner but he also still need to
experiment with the instruction. They also may be useful later on. It’s not
a good idea to abandon them now.

“Well, if they keep eating won’t their stomach will be full eventually
because they couldn’t digest it?”

He is worried if one day they will spit out food from their mouth.

“Seeing them eating now, if there’s a corpse in front of me I wonder if
they will change.”

Takumi didn’t stay any loger and reorganizing things. He secure food
and water, put them in one box, maybe if they decide to leave the
apartment he will be able to carry it wih him. He turn on the radio and TV
however the same recorded emergency news is the one that aired. On
the net it’s even worse. They are all spamming their death’s will.

The second night of the apocalypse come. Takumi is now dressed in all



black to blend in with the darkness. He want to study zombie habits
when the night have come. It is still unknown wether they will be normal
or not, if they still obeyed him or not.

“They said the zombie at night is more aggresive. I have to fins out if
they are still obeying my words or not.”

He want to bring weapons but right now he only have kitchen knives
and pans.

“I’ll just run when it’s get worse.”

Takumi go out and there’s no sign of zombie.

“This is terrible.”

When he reach the road, he gasped involutarily. As far as he can see,
dead bodies are lying down and scattered. People that have been eaten
in half. Broken glasses and pool of blood. He arrived at the convenience
store and see two zombie is moving around. It semed that they didn’t
noticed him.

“To think that it was only the second day.”

Takumi walking in the shadow avoiding street lamp. He met a middle
aged zombie but he followed his instruction to “go away”. Therefore he is
relieved that even at night his words still have power.



“We arrived.”

It was a perfectural elementary school building. This place is the
emergency shelter for this area. If some disaster happened, this is the
evacuation spot. If there’s a human refugee camp this is the place.

There’s no light coming out. There’s no sign of people there.

“Maybe it’s to avoid the zombie attention.”

Afterall he wouldn’t know if he didn’t check.it. The best place to check
is the gymnasium. However in the yard he already saw a small figure
wrigling. It was a small boy zombie. Several children also coming there.
When one of them saw Takumi, they start to run to him at an outstanding
pace. Takumi immediately run from seeing the horror scene.

“This is hell.”

The sight of lifeless children chasing him is burned in his mind. At that
time, two shadowy figures arrived at his side. They wear gym suit and
their name tag is still clear. “5th grade Hayami Rika” and “5th grade
Fujishima Yayoi”.



Zombie master chapter 8 – elementary school of tragedy

Takumi observes the two girl that is coming closer.

Hayami Rika, her height is around 130cm and hair is shoulder length.
There’s a red big ribbon on her head to show off her cuteness. Large eyes
and petite face can only be described as cute. When still alive, she was
the class number one beauty.

In contrast Fujishima Yayoi is 150cm tall. Thick eyebrows and short bob
hair. Her face is still a little bit childish but when she grow up it will be a
beauty. Her body is thin but there’s a hint of athlete’s body. She is one of
the top girl in the class along side with Rika.

“Wuuu…”

A groan comes out from one of them. He know maybe they are
signalling him about the others children zombie.

“Both of you, stay on guard.”

Takumi take a peek at the gymnasium. This where usually people sleep
when a disaster occurs.

“They are wearing gym clothes, maybe they are attacked at the PE
class.”

Twenty small zombies were walking aimlessly inside. There’s also



several corpse lying on the floor. They are all wearing clothes with name
and 5th grade are written.

“Is the whole class infected?”

When Takumi attending elementary school at least 40 people is in one
class. He count the number of body and know some were missing. He
move to the back and heading to the locker room.

As far as he knows it, zombie couldn’t open the door normaly. When he
ask Yumi to open it, she couldn’t turn the doorknob. She opened it with
force. Maybe zombie have low intelligence so, if humans hide inside a
room there is a possibility of survivor.

He recognize that inside the gym, some of them gathered at the
entrance of the locker room. So he deciden to go there from the back
door. But, so far he still didn’t see the sight of the teachers. Maybe there
is someone who stay inside the locker room.

“Excuse me! Is there someone inside?” if there’s a human someone
should give him a reply. But there’s no reaction. Takumi feel somewhat
down. If there’s no reply, someone must still be afraid to come out. If
there’s something jamming the door or blocking the path, the probability
of a survivor is high.

The door opened easy and bring dissapointment. When he look inside
he is frozen to death. Five children zombie is eating two adult corpse.
They are busy eating and didn’t notice him.



There’s a sign of barricade made from vaulting horse box but it failed to
protect their lives. He closed it again an sighed. He searched the school
and encounter the same situation on some classroom. It was far worse
than what he originally think. In this tragic situation, how his future will
be?

“No, I can’t get depressed. I’m still alive!” he slapped his cheek to
energize himself.

When he was about to leave the school, three children is gathered at
the entrance. The first is Rika and Yayoi. The last one, Tanak Fumika.
140cm tall and jet black long hair like a Japanese doll. She didn’t stand
out like Rika or Yayoi but still cute. Seeing them, Takumi depression is
long gone.

He imagined the sight of them when they are still alive. Waving their
hands and with their innocent children voice, playing around. However
their red gleaming eyes and expressionless state pierces his heart.
Strangely enough the three girl is following him around adjusting to his
walking speed.

“For now I’ll go home. I can’t bear to look anymore. Maybe I’ll come
again in the future to check.”

Takumi is stunned when seeing the three young girl standing side by
side. Wearing their gym clothes, it gives off the feeling of illussion.

“What am I going to do with them?”



He noticed that the blood scattered on their gym clothes is enough to
tell him about their bad experiences.

“For now, take off your clothes.”

He remember when he was at elementary school he never seen a girls
body except when they were taking swimming lesson. He feel nostalgic
and shouted “Oh?”.

At first taking off the clothes he mean for them to leave their underwear
on. But right now they are already naked.

The shortest is Rika, her chest is too small but her ribbon giving an
alluring sight. Fumika on the other hand, like a doll her skin also white
and smooth which gives off unhealthy feeling. Yayoi on the other hand
with her athletic body is sending her charm. She even wear sports bra
because her chest have matured earlier.

Seeing them, he lost his rationality and the bulge inside his pant is
groeing. He asked them to kneel doen in front of him and opened their
mouth. The first one to be defiled is Yayoi’s mouth as her body is more
mature.

She accepted Takumi’s unsude her mouth. There’s a hint of guilt coming
from Takumi but the lust override it. “Lick it like eating a candy. But don’t
bite it.”

Yayoi then began his intruction. There’s a sensual sound coming out
from her mouth. She is eating a candy that will never run out.



“Aaah.. It feels so good.”

The sight of Yayoi servicing him is really dangerous.

“Stop! Stop!..” he can’t let it out now.

“Fumika, do the same thing like Yayoi.”

Fumika bring her mouth closer and start with a small peck. With each
kiss, Fumika bring it deeper inside her mouth. This is her way of eating
candy. She lick it a little bit and put it in and out her mouth. Starting by
putting in a little bit then putting all of it in. Takumi feel one of the best
sensation in his life.

“Ugh.. That’s enough… Having two different style is amazing. Rika, can
you do it too?”

Her small lip parted and she put it deep down at her throat in one go.
She even used her hand to stimulate other area. She is skilfully moving
her head and hands to stroke it some time. Takumi eyes widened. Seeing
the innocent Rika servicing him eroticly. Takumi didn’t know she used to
read a hentai comic that belongs to her brother. This time she is using her
knowledge to please a man.

“Hufh.. Hufh..”

He pull it out from Rika’s mouth and thrust it into Yayoi. He moves his



hip to match her movement. If it was a normal girl she whould be choked
but for zombie, they don’t need to breathe. He shift it to Fumika and her
small lips again. She couldn’t use her tongue like before but the saliva is
overflowing.

“Rika, I’m going to do it violently.”

He put it all in one go and grabbed her hair. She moves her head back
and forth faster than the others. He was confused that a zombie
movement can be this agile.

“Ugh… Rika… I’m coming…..”

Due to the intense movement, he reached his end.

“Splurt”

“Rika! Swallow it all!”

Either he realized it or not, it was already swallowed before he ordered
it.

He take it out and lay down of the bed.

“Three of you! Please lick it clean!”

The three girls head is dancing on top of Takumi’s. Their tongur is also



used and causing wet sound. They licked it clean without leaving any
spot unattended. Even when it’s already clean they keep on licking it.
Takumi is looking at that satisfied.



Zombie master chapter 9

[Loli Sex]

Takumi is now troubled. In front of him, three girl lay down on the bed
and their leg is on M shape. They are all comoletely hairless and hidden
between their leg is pink opening. The sight of the three young girls can
drive any man mind to break.

But why Takumi is troubled? It was because they are still underaged.

“If I put mine inside. There’s a probability that they will be ‘broken’ “.

The three of them is even younger than Hiromi. He tried to put his
finger in but he hesitated. If he tried to put it in forcefully he may harm
the girls.

They are already a zombie so they wouldn’t feel pain but, his mental is
contradicting.

“They won’t feel anything.. But, they are still underage.. Aarrggh..”

But still, he is a selfish man. For his pleasure he could care less about
others.

“Maybe I could use lotion.”



However where will he find such lotion at this time? He give up the idea
and use an easier approach. Maybe I could make them aroused.

He tried to touch Rika’s. When giving service she was the most
aggresive girl. Maybe she is also the most wet. His left hand caressing his
chest and there’s only a slight mound. He could put all of it inside his
hand. Still, it’s tight and dry.

He moved to Yayoi that have the largest breast from the three. Each
time he massaged it, her body gives a response but, she is still dry down
there.

The last one is Fumika. He couldn’t massage her chest so he just rubbed
it with his palm. After some time, he moves his finger to her opening and
it convulsed for a second. He noticed from her small opening a stream of
sweet liquid coming out.

“Is this..?”

He start using his pinky, then changed to ring finger before finally use
his middle finger. If he listen closely there’s a sound of water everytime he
moves his finger. Slowly he manages to insert his whole middle finger.

He readied himself for intercourse. He put the head first inside and
slowly work his way to the base.

When he did it with Hiromi, her virgin’s wall is squeezing him without
even needing to move. This time, it was tighter.



“Ugh..”

This time even Takumi could feel the pain. Slight trace of blood is
flowing down. However the wetness easen his pain. Slowly it adapts to
Takumi’s.

If she was alive her pain will be unbearable. Right now, Fumika remains
expresionless. When he feel he pressure is lessen, he start to move.

“Uuhnn… Uuhnn..”

Fumika remain expressionless but every time Takumi’s going in and out,
she was moaning as if gasping for air. Fumika’s wrapped Takumi’s tightly.
He couldn’t move too quick because it will only causing him pain. With
each slow movement, an erotic wet sound is produced.

Takumi is aroused. Fumika release a lot of love juice until the amount is
like flooding out.

He thrust it as deep as he can and.. “splurt”

He released it at the deepest part of her. This time he released it for a
long time until his lower back feel numb. Fumika’s is twitching recieving
it and produce her own liquid. He took it out and it was shiny because of
the juices. He moves it to Fumika mouth asking her to clean it. He is lying
on the bed exhausted.

After several minutes restoring his strength, he isn’t feeling lustful
anymore. He thinks of what to do next.



“I better clean myself.”

This time he entered the bath along with the three young girls. Their
eyes were red and low body temperature. They are clearly a zombie, but
because they will live together from now on, he cleans them personally.

Just when they finished taking a bath, he noticed that he have no
clothes for the new member. He may decided to go shopping with the
girls tommorrow. However for now, what should he do? The washed gym
clothes is still in washing machine.

Their movement is dull when coming out of the bath. If they are still
normal, he will hear their giggles and laugh while they are chatting with
each others. However these girl just stood there in silent.

While thinking about washing machine he gets a sudden idea and
leave the girl standing there. He entered Yumi’s room.

He write down an instruction and passed it to Yumi.

“Yumi, do your laundry.”

She followed it and collecting dirty clothes in the basket. She put them
inside the machine and activating it by pressing the button.

“Does she have some consciousness when turning on the machine or it
was based on her experience?”



He tried to scribble unknow words and passed it to her. But she stayed
silent. He tried to commands with words and she obeyed.

“I also have a curiosity. Does anyone could give order to zombie or is it
only me?”

This ability of his is still in question. But he didn’t dwell on it and
continue his experiment.

He write another command at the paper. “Stand on one foot.” and she
obeyed it.

This time, he passed the instruction to Yumi and asked her to give it to
Hiromi. However Hiromi didn’t move. He gives direct order to Hiromi
trough writings and she obeyed it.

“This is still a hypothesis. I could give an order if it’s a direct order.
Written order won’t work if passed down by a zombie even though they
know that it was written by me.”

Slowly but sure Takumi is more interested in the zombie, their life and
his ability.



Zombie Master chapter 10

He lost one T-shirt, two towel, and three pants that is torn by force by
asking the zombie to do his laundry. Altough they are able to follwed the
order but they lack gentleness.

After the laundry job was done, he exit his room and gathered more
specimen. This time he get three fresh body.

The first one is a woman in her twenty. There’s a large scar across his
stomach. Maybe if the wound is afflicted before their death not because
of the zombie it won’t get healed. This time the girl he brings in is not for
sexual act. He instruct her to stand still in a corner. He want to know how
long these zombie can stay “alive” without food, drink, he want to find
out their life span.

The second body is a middle aged man. He use him to pick up food
and water from convenience store. While on the way, he could see more
zombie roaming around. However the reason he raid this store is too
survive on his own and eliminate threats that is coming from other
human that have same ability as him. At least he doesn’t know yet how
many survivor is out there and how many have this power. He issued him
to move back and forth moving the supplies. He used him because he
doesn’t want to take risk in losing his playthings.

It is a strange things watching zombie move around carrying food back
and forth. He didn’t specify what things to bring and the first thing he
brought is beef jerky and low malt beer. The beef jerky can be preserved
but there’s a rotten smell stuck to the package from the man’s body.
When he asked food, there’s a wide variety of them. But for water, he



didn’t think he will bring malt beer instead of purified water.

After the convenience store is empty, he gives him order again to
search for food. He didn’t come back to the store and was missing for a
long time. Maybe he will search forever. But he comes back with a pack of
frozen food.

“Well, maybe he searched around for it. Altough the instruction isn’t
detailed it still completes his task. Maybe they have intelligence after all.”

He asked him again but he keep on bringing frozen food. Once again
his hypothesis failed.

“It doesn’t have intelligence after all. It must be based on his habit. It
comes from his memory when still alive.”

There’s a big chance they still retain their memory when they’re alive.

The third pupil he obtained is a man around thirty years old, his neck is
almost fell off and his belly is gouged out. It is similar to the police’s
zombie and show the same agility when he asked him to run. He noticed
his body may undergo a mutation. From his leg, another layer of muscle
can be seen outside of his leg. From the arm, a thick meat covered a
wound. Maybe these are the factor that could enhance their speed and
strength but it is still unknown. But due to his extra ordinary speed and
strength he was asked to take patrol. He set a perimeter around his
apartment.

He gives order to let him know if there’s a survivor approaching but he



still didn’t sure wether the zombie will attack the man or listen to him.
Still, he is interested in the physical changes of the zombie body. He
doesn’t know what is the cause.

He tried to find more information on the net but it wasn’t helpful. The
people is now more depressed. The post is now only about confussion,
desperation, trashy chat and fear of reality.

Still there’s an interesting chat about the cause of the alocalypse.
There’s a possibility of man made virus, natural phenomenon caused by
God. They also post their theory and backing method. There’s even
saying about voodoo magic, mutated disease and about how it
happened at the same time all around the world.

Long incubation period is the most reasonable. It has spread for a long
time and people doesn’t aware about it. Infection by air rather than
zombie’s bite, but now talking about the cause when all the world have
been infected was too late. Maybe they are trying to find a hope for a
cure but more pesimistic people is flaming around.

“Apocalypse. Judgement day has come and hell fall upon earth.”

However some scientific people replied.

“This is the path to evolution. We’re able to become immortal if we
passed the natural selection.”

He decide he need to stop searching the forum and move into a
productive session. After all we didn’t know how long the net will stay



online.

He searches for survival techniques and print them down. Method to
secure water, food, rope knots, tents, reading maps, and all other thing
that he think he will need. While the printer is busy, he searched to find
info about survivor abroad.

There is people surviving at other country too. One of them work at a
convinience store and lock himself within it. However it was all posted at
the day of the apocalypse. There’s no news from today. No news from
goverment or any sign of military resistance.

Soon the night of the third day will come. In the middle of the night,
strange things happen. Breaking sound can be heard from various places.
Humans scream is echoing. This is the first time the zombie is actively
searching for survivor. Before daybream, many survivor has decline once
again. Either killed or turned into one of them. This is only the third night
yet humanity is on the brink.



Zombie master chapter 10.5 Interlude

Sarah Nakagawa, she has been fighting her disease as long as she
remember. She is half foreigner, her father is American and her mother is
Japanese. From childhood her mother suffered respiratory problems.
When she is eight years old, her mother sickness becomes incurable. She
is trying to heal her mother as far as becoming a doctor herself.

She inherited her mother oriental face and really beautiful. Her
appearances mix well with her blonde hair. When she grow up her
appearances is irresistable. No man can walk past without looking at her.
However she isn’t interested in man. She only have one goal and that’s to
cure her mother.

She become obsessed in her works and others distanced theirself from
her. She didn’t feel sad but she is grateful. She doesn’t want to waste her
precious research time in pointless human relationship.

Despite all her effort and devotion, her mother passed away one year
later. Her father grieved so bad to the point he goes after her three
months later. Ironic, one month after her mother died, she found a drug
that could surpressed the disease. It might save her life if it was
completed one month earlier. It might save her father if he knew his
health was deteriorating. Only bitter regrets remains.

In the process of creatinf the new drug, Sarah makes multiple major
medic discovery and become famous. She even become a candidate to
win the Nobel Prize. But it means nothing for her.

She relocate her home to Japan after all of that. She stayed at her



mother house. Because of her achievements she easily accepted at the
Japan University Hospital. However one year later, the zombie outbreac
occured. She was contacted by the Japanese goverment to research a
cure.

She doesn’t believe in supersition of zombie. It was only an unknown
infectious disease. Sarah who hated disease that cause deaths victim
agreed to help.

Panic caused only because of high infection rate. Because of that,
research data is gathered with ease. She then given a level 4 laboratory.
Level 4 is the highest safety level. Not even a bacteria or virus could move
freely and infect people. National Institute of Infectious Disease and the
RIKEN Tsukuba Institute joined hand and given all authority.

What is the power in level 4 laboratory? For a level 3 lab, even in a crisis
state, they need a couple of months to be allowed to do animal
experiment. For level 4? They could even do human experiment but
usually the location is on remote island. Why? The risk of a virus outbreak
can be contained by the sea. The higher level the lab have, the higher the
risk because they research on dangerous bacteria.

Therefore this level 4 lab is the only exception. It was created in haste
and located at Tokyo underground. Talented people from all around
Japan including Sarah is gathered here.

It also makes it easy to collect zombie sample. Brain cell, salivary
glands, all were inspected under the electron microscope.

The virus is shaped like a bullet. The shape itself was bizarre. It was



found both in the brain cell and at the salivary glands.

“What is this?”

In one of the cell, there’s a fluctuation of nucleic acid. In another one,
the nucleic acid is repeatedly replicating theirself. Each cell formed
together into a form of new virus wearing a shell of protein in an oval
shape. If it was infecting one cell, there isn’t a big problem. But this one
virus attacking others and soon the number overwhelming normal cell.

The virus that attacked the brain shell even do more impossible things.
Some of the cell mutated and the virus is incorporated into the original
cell and enlarging it. The sample was taken under miscroscope and the
dead infected brain cell pulsating as if it was alive.

From the salivary gland, another virus is found. The appearances is like
a teardrop. This soon lead to one discovery after another. The oval and
teardrop mixed and resulting in twenty nine different variation. The
strangest one is a triangular shaped that is swimming inside the blood.
Even if the blood flow has stopped, it is still circulating inside the body.

“Is this really a virus?”

From laboratories all around the world, no one could figure out what’s
going on.



Zombie master chapter 11

[Harem King sex]

After the aggresive changes on the night of the third day, a lot of victim
had fallen. The news was spread rapidly trough the net. Fear and despair
envelopes the grim future.

In the fourth and fifth day, more victim has fallen. The news only
repeated the same goverment emergency order. It is strictly forbidden to
go out at night. The zombie will react to any sound and light coming
from windows and it was recommended that you close the shutter or
even don’t turn on the lights. Cover the windows using black light curtain
to block off some noise as well.

There is even a movie where a zombie could even find a human just
because he lights a candle. People take it as a joke but now it seems true.

Lower apartments room havr taken considerable damage. Some of the
survivor on the net have move to higher level. However right now the
biggest problem is not about the zombie but about food and water. Their
emergency stock for emergency earthquake, some didn’t prepare it.
Fortunately water is still running. But, human can’t live with water only.

There is also no help from the government so far. It was only their
emergency order on he TV. There is a mention about shelter but along
the way they provide no assistance so the safety to reach it is on your
own risk.



It is strange but this was completely beyond the response capacity of
the government. It once have their pride, the JSDF. However it couldn’t
handle threats from all around Japan at the same time. Vehicles
abandoned on the way further limiting their mobility. Therefore
helicopter is the only option but the helicopter available is being used for
moving personnel and defense.

When people gets more desperate, Takumi feel the opposite. On the
night of the fourth day, he noticed that his body gradually becomes
stronger when the night comes. His body feel lighter as if supported by a
strong force. His hearing enhanced and his eyes can see better in the
dark. He was scared to turn into a zombie at first but his pupil remained
black. Each time he check it in the mirror, he is sighing in relief.

After the third night, he was feeling anxious because of the changes of
behaviour of the zombie. He checked the lower floor and check wether
there’s a survivor. On the night of the fourth night, he already make
barricade on the third, fourth and fifth floor. He didn’t care using
residents furniture because he is the sole survivor in the building. He only
cares about preventing zombie from climbing up. If someone saw a
barricade they will know someone is alive but for zombie, they won’t
noticed it.

The first and second floor, no door is closed. There’s a sign of it opened
by force. The situation inside is a horror sight, as if a wipe out operation
was done. After that, he becomes a scavenger. He rummage trough the
room and take anything he could. Food, tents, sleeping bag, telescope
and camping supplies, it comes from a room with a hobby of stargazing
he guess. He feel guilty for taking it without asking but he have to do this
to stay alive.

Third floor and higher, some of it was closed. He could open it using the



master key but there’s no reason for that. For Takumi, another human
possessed the same threat as zombie. People may try to help each other
but it is meaningless for Takumi. Their food supply with deplete faster
and there’s no reason to put himself in such disadvantages.

For normal human, zombie is the threat so they work together however
it’s not the same with Takumi. If they know about his ability he is in bigger
danger. He can freely control zombie and don’t want to feel regret if he
gave up on this godly ability to live with human.

Takumi even once think to mobilize zombie to kill any survivor in the
building but he couldn’t do such a terribke act to actively hurt others.
Feelings of wanting the survivor to be safe also exist but he shouldn’t be
their saviour. What’s more his body condition, he is not sure what’s going
to happen to his body.

While no one is walking at night, Takumi can freely get out of the room.
He can take a bicycle and heading home. Not to his apartment but to his
real home. He want to check his family safety. “I don’t have high hope but
it’s not wrong to check it with my own eyes.” however the sight in front of
him hinder his intention once more.

The number of zombie woman under his command is more than twelve.
Including newly recruited under his instruction they are all naked. He
doesn’t even go as far as to remember their names except for the first
five girl that he shared his pleasure. He no longer cares to such trivia
things as name.

Takumi is lying on the bed. To his left and right there is Yumi and
Hiromi. They are slowly caressing Takumi’s thight. Each time the coldness
of their hand send waves of pleasure. In his right leg, Yayoi and Rika is



rubbing their body all over. In his left, Fumika and one other girl clinging
doing the same thing. Under their child like skin, he feel his lower half is
in heaven. They even start to lick all over withkut being instructed.

It also makes his precious member under the service of four young girls
tongue where they keep shifting. It soon aroused Takumi and he is ready
for the next step. He instruct a new woman to come.

She is mid-twenties with a short bod. With glasses that gives off a vibe
of secretary. Her rounded buttocks is round and firm.

Takumi asked the woman to show him her back. She used his hand to
enjoy the firm bottom. The skin is not smooth but its have a grainy
texture (someone know what is grainy texture is?). He couldn’t help it but
to slap her bottom. He is spanking in moderation and since zombie
couldn’t feel pain he didn’t hold back. He grabbed her waist and at once
inserted his own inside.

“whoa!”

She is not a virgin but the tightness is comparable to virgin high school
girl. It have some love juice and softly wrapping Takumi’s. The softness as
if he melted with her. They are connected so perfectly. Takumi instructed
her to move her hips up and down. Everytime, the sight of such plump
bottom covering his and going up and down, the sight is burned deel
inside his mind. He move his hands to grab her chest drom behind. The
soft feeling running trough his hand and the size is smaller compared to
her bittom. The large nipple is fully erected and giving unexpected
sensation to his lower member every time he pinch it. The woman
movement is kinda jadded so he grab her waist.



Takumi move her up and down vigorously. He didn’t realize that he is
lifting her with his hand because he couldn’t even feel the weight of her
body. He just move her to his desire. The sound produced is so dirty. The
sound of his waist hitting her bottom. The wetness of their sex genital. He
soon released his liquid deep inside her. When he lift her and lowered her
to the side, he feel a little bit numb.

“Maybe that was too much.”

Seeing that it was dirty, he grab the new girl on his foot which he don’t
know the name to clean it. The girl could even scream if she was alive.
The tongue enveloping his member and the girl couldn’t bear to let it
part with her mouth. While enjoying the services, he grabbed two new
woman.

The first is in early twenties with medium length hair. The size of her
bottom is comparable with the girl earlier but she has some muscle
indicating her love for sport. The other is twenty years old and short pony
tail hair. The most unmatched sight about them is their height when lined
up. The first girl is tall while the other is short.

He asked them to show their back to him again. He asked them to crawl
on all four and lift their bottom. If a normal girl do this, it will be a
humiliating sight but since they are zombie, they do it without even
hesitating. In order to make love with the two, he asked Yumi, Hiromi and
the gradeschooler set to masturbate and show it to him. He doesn’t know
wether they could pleasure theirself so it makes sense to try it out.

Yumi and Hiromi is doing it while sitting down. Their hands is roaming



on their chest and lower mouth. Fumika is doing it while lying down on
the bed. Yayoi is doing it while on crouching position but her bottom is
higher and her head rested on the bed. Rika and the nameless child
doing it awkwardly as if lacking experiences. Seeing the six masturbating
girl, his lust soared.

He approached the tall woman first. She isn’t a virgin anymore but her
hymen break because of her vigorous exercise from school days. This is
the first time her lower mouth accepted the things if man. The inside is
wet and wriggling as if there’s a creature inside of it. It make Takumi
involuntarily leak a little. It was a deadly pleasure that makes you want to
ejaculate as soon as you put it in. He need to do something.

He take it out and put it inside the smaller girl in surlrise. This one is not
a virgin but she lost it because she violates herself. Her body figure is
comparable to high school student and the tightness is even tighter. He
was at his limit from the first girl so he stuck it deep and the tightness is
squeezing him down. “splurt”. Like in AV, the woman body wriggled and
writhing. From her lower mouth a white liquid is coming out.

Seeing that, Takumi recovered. He move in and out once again and
white foam is formed along with sticky wet sound. Her chest is moving
along with her body. After few minutes he shift it back to the tall girl.

The creatures inside is giving Takumi unimaginable pleasure. Without
even exceeding twenty stroke, he released a white stream of liquid inside
her.

“She is amazing…as if something is living inside.”



He then moves to the rest of the party. The first is a woman in early
twenties but her chest is enormous. E, no F, the large chest will drive any
man mad. Takumi pushed her down and the floor and do a self-paizuri (if
you don’t know what it means, don’t google it up!). He feel as if he was
lost inbetween the soft and large mound. He is ready and pushed it
inside her while coping a feel to her enromous chest. She feels
experienced.

Not like the first timer and inexperienced girl. She was a lady. Her inner
have a charm and luring his in. There’s even a variation coming from her
inside giving variable pleasure. His finger sink down in the soft chest and
tighten every time he massage it.

“I’m coming… Aaah…..”

“pant.. Pant..”

With that, he already released it inside for three times. It seemed to be
his limit. Due to the extreme movement, his lower half is numb. However
when he want to take it out, something is swallowing it deel and the
sudden pleasure makes him release another white liquid.

“splurt.. Splurt.. Splurt.. Splurt..”

It’s squeezing him dry and his waist trembles.

“Incredible.”

Sleepiness hit him so he rest his head on the enormous chest that is



softer than a pillow. Without taking it out, he closes his eyes.



Zombie master chapter 12

[New Character Introduced]

“Alright I’m ready..”

When the sun has been going down, Takumi is riding a bicycle and
bring a backpack eith some food. The destination is his parents’ home in
Tokyo. It was sixteen kilometer away. It’s easy to reach if he use a car but
the number of car abandoned on the road makes it impossible to drive
trough. This is the fifth day of apocalypse. Mother should be at home,
father is in his office. My two sisters are in the middle and high school
nearby. My sister can think quickly and adapts to situation. My father is
dependable so Takumi decided to check on his mother. If in luck they will
be safe and will use the family house as the base.

He takes the nationak highway and will takes time around an hour.
However due to the number of car abandoned it will take twice as long.
Some car even burning. There’s also zombie walking aimlessly on the
highway.

“How come, these guys seemed to be avoiding me.”

In the past occasion some zombie may run coming at him but nowdays
it doesn’t happened anymore. Even while dodging the abandoned car,
the zombie not even once block his way.

This time, he couldn’t tell apart between human and zombie. The dead
who’s not turning into a zombie will have their body damaged either



because of suicide or killed before infected. The zombies, some of them
have clean undamaged body. Only by seeing their movement or rotten
smell, Takumi could know they are zombie. That’s also the reason Takumi
could do sex with them. Yumi and the girls not even smell and their
wound from being bitten has long healed.

However the appearances of corpses is unpleasant much more than the
zombie. They were all in terrible state. No burial, no name, and even after
they died, zombie is eating them and leaving behind only bones and
blood.

He quicken his pace, worried about his family. However in front of him
the road is blocked. Burning vehicles completely blocking the way.

“Let’s find another route.”

He wants to take a primitive map but he remember he have a
smartphone. The GPS nowdays is way better than a regular map. He take
out his phone and his heart skipped a beat.

“there is.. A mail?”

He only checked his phone in the first two day. Given that today is the
fifth day, he didn’t check it anymore. He checked the mail and the sender
is Anba , his first sister. The time, one hour ago.

“Help! I’m with sister hiding at school!” the sentences seemed to be
written in an hurry. He relieved that they manage to stay together admist
the chaos. One hour ago, they are still alive. Just from that, anxiety comes.



In one hour anything could happened. He opened his phone and search
for navigation to his sister school. He could care less if it was sended by
others but it was his sisters. He also have a pride as a brother. Seconds
later the fastest route is displayed on his phone and he pedalled hard. He
ride it with determination.

…………….

Anba . Soon, she is going to be sixteen years old. She have dignified
expression and calm eyes. Her impressive figure completed with a long
black hair in ponytail. The term to describe it is cool beauty, a strong
sense of responsibility and caring personality. She is popular in the
underclassman and a part of the tea ceremony club. She will be the
student council president next year if it goes well. However, it doesn’t
look like next year will come.

The zombie apocalypse happened at lunch break. The tea ceremony
have a special routine to eat lunch in their clubroom. In a school that is
famous as princess school, tea ceremony is also becoming part of the
general class so it was larger than usual. It have a bathroom, simple
kitchen, lounge and allowed to be freely used by the club member.
However the location is quite far from the main building is the probkem.

Anba is having lunch with his younger sister Azuri and three other
person. This is their daily routine as the tea ceremony club member. Even
if it’s quite a distance from the main building, it is comfortable to eat
here. They always come there everyday to eat.

They are about to come back to the main building when they heard
scream and sound of breaking glass. There are some students who act
“funny” in the courtyard. They aren’t dumb to know they behaving like



zombie. They decided to return to the teahouse first. Anba is trying to
call the school using the intercom but all the signal is busy. She even
tried to use her cellphone but the network isn’t available. Mail also
couldn’t be sent. As the oldest and smartest from the group, she closed
the windows and before the situation is safe they won’t leave.

The tea room is quite far so barely any zombie passed by. They noticed
the situation and survived so far from the sweet snack to accompany tea.

However the fifth day changed everything. The zombies become more
aware and because of the sound of water, they noticed someone is inside.
Out of the five people, three people was bitten, one underclassman was
bitten and becomes a zombie. The next one bitten is Anba friend
however she died when she vomitted a large amounts of blood. The
zombie attacker was only one and two with their turned friends. They
managed to repel them by crushing their head using anything they could
find, chair, pan, kettle, and thankfully that’s it. However the broken
windows where the zombie comes in couldn’t be fixed. The stench of
blood also thick. They didn’t dare to go outside.

The night came so they decided to hide under the flooring of the tea
house. Because it was a Japanese style, there’s a room in between the
floor and the wooden base where the tatami is laid out. There are three
girls hiding. Anba, Azuri and the last one is Yu Kisaragi. She is a
childhood friend of Anba and always stick close to her. They hugged
closely under the floor and right now Azuri have a high fever. She is the
last one that is bitten.

“Grooooo….”

A sound of a zombie approaching can be heard. They were all



trembling under the floor.

“I wonder if brother get my mails. Will he really come? I don’t even
know if he is still alive.”

Anba hugged Yu and Azuri. Anba and Yu is trying hard to hide their
presence. Meanwhile, Azuri breathing is slowly returning to normal. Her
temperature has cooled down. She slowly opened her eyes and under the
darkness. It’s glowing.



Zombie master chapter 13 – words

“O..neee..chan…”

A hoarse voice is coming out from Azuri.

Her eyes in the dark is brightly glowing in red. Anba and Yu know what
it means.

“Azuri..?”

“Azuri-chan?”

They understand they couldn’t speak loudly because there’s a zombie
nearby but, does Azuri turned into a zombie?

“Uuuaaaaahh!”

Azuri suddenly roared like a wild beast. It is enough for the two to
consider she has turned into a zombie.

“Waaah”

The two realized the moment Azuri let out a sound, her position is in
danger. What’s more there’s another zombie outside.



“Creak..”

The flooring was crushed by a hand near their location. The scream
from Azuri clearly have lured the one which is searching for them.

They quickly crawled and trying to get out from beneath the floor. They
looked back and saw a pair of gleaming red eyes peeking from the hole.

They don’t even have the strength to scream. They must escape
immediately. However when they get out from beneath, their leg lost it’s
power. They have crouched down for almost two hour below the floor and
it is possible for their legs to have cramp because of sudden movement.
As if giving a horror, the pursuing zombie is approaching near.

“Club president..”

The zombie infront of their eyes is the tea ceremony club president. If
things goes well Anba will take over her position next year. Her name is
Terashima. Her face didn’t shiw any sign of gentle smile that she used to
have and just looking at them expressionless.

Anba and Yu hugged each other. Their body are trembling. They are
waiting for their end. As Terashima coming closer, they tightly closed
their eyes.

However that decisive moment never come. Terashima hand never
reached them.

“Azuri…?”



Anba gather her courage and opened her eyes. There he saw Azuri
holding Terashima.

“Azuri.. Are you helping us to escape?”

Anba is hoping for a reply but Azuri is showing the same blank face as
Terashima.

“Anba-senpai.. Should we flee now?”

“It’s dangerous to run away aimlessly. We don’t know how many zombie
out there. Maybe, Azuri will protect us here.”

Even if she said that, there’s no guarantee that Azuri will help them in
the future. There’s even a chance for her to attack Anba. However Anba
wanted to believe in her sister.

Azuri couldn’t move and keep holding Terashima.

Should Anba remained here or run away?

While Anba couldn’t decide a sound of door slammed open and
footstep from a man running could be heard.

“Anba! Azuri! Are you here?”



Takumi reached the school guided by the GPS and when he visit their
school in cultural festival, he remember they were a member of tea
ceremony club. Therefore he could find this place.

“Onii-chan!”

Anba shout with lots of mixed emotion. She didn’t think it was possible
for her brother to come.

The first thing that Takumi saw when he arrived is Anba hugging
another girl, Azuri also doing the same thing but she is holding someone
back.

Takumi bit his lips when she aware that Azuri eyes and the girl she
holding is red.

“Azuri!”

Despair fiil his heart. He was late. It’s his fault for not coming earlier. But
somehow, why is she holding back another zombie?

“Azuri.. What happened to you..”

“O…ni…ch…an…..”

Takumi couldn’t believe what he heard. There’s a rumour about flying
zombie, huge zombie and other type on the net. He couldn’t believe in
those rumour but he couldn’t even believe that Azuri just spoke. There’s



no one mentioning a talking zombie.

“Anba.. And. Uh..”

“Kisaragi Yu-chan. She’s Azuri friend.”

“I see. Anba and Kisaragi, stay here. I’ll take Azuri and the other zombie
outside to make sure it’s safe.”

“Okay.. But, Onii-chan. It’s dangerous.”

“Don’t worry I’m already get used to it. I can prove it by coming here
safely from my apartment.”

Anba could only nods while looking at Takumi anxiously.

“Azuri, come with me outside while keep holding her.”

It is a simple instruction but Takumi didn’t know if it will works to Azuri.
Afterall she could speak. Takumi then look out first for other zombie while
waiting for Azuri to come out.

“Oni.. Chan…”

Azuri comes out but she walks slowly. Anba also approaches him.

“Brother, Azuri is…”



“I have told you to wait inside. Anyway, who is she? The one Azuri is
holding.”

“It’s the tea ceremony club president.”

Yu is the one answering on behalf of Anba. They finally returned from
their shocked state.

“If that’s the case I will release her in a remote area.”

“What, isn’t that dangerous Onii-chan?”

“Don’t worry. Trust me. You two wait here alright.”

Takumi strokes her head and comes out of the tea house with Azuri.
After they moved pretty far from the tea house, he check their
surrounding to make sure nobody is around.

“Azuri that’s enough. You could release her.”

When she heard that, her grip lossened. If it was any other human, the
club president could jumped and attack him. Because there’s only Takumi
and Azuri, she stayed still too.

“Alright, please stay here.”



Takumi first go to examine Azuri. He reaffirm that her eyes is red. There’s
a bite scar on the arm. He concludes that indeed she has turned into a
zombie. Her face also expresionless. However, there’s something that
makes her special.

“Oni…chan..”

She can speak. She could repeat her words instead of zombie’s
meaningless groan voice.

She also keep calling him brother. It is indicatung that Azuri is able to
recognized him. Judging from zombie could do instruction based on
their habit when still alive, it is possible that she retained her memory
when she is still alive.

“Hey, are you perharps still have your consciousness Azuri?”

Takumi grab her shoulder and asked. However she is just looking at him
with a blank expression.

“If you are still have your consciousness please nod. If your understand
my words, please nod.”

Takumi is waiting for her reply with expectation however she keep
silent.

“This is bad.”



Takumi is feeling sad. Just thinking he couldn’t see her carefree smile
again, tears come out naturally.

He first want to check his family safety and neglects it while he is
playing around. If only he search for them sooner. He who was keeping of
his own safety inside his room. He blamed himself. If only he decided to
leave his apartment one day earlier.

However the milk has been spilled. Nothing can change the flow of
time.

“Onii….. Chan….”

Takumi surprised by Azuri. She was gripping his body and making sure
that he couldn’t flee. She move her hand towards his nether area and
gently stroking his private trough the fabric.

“Oni..chan….”

Altough zombie didn’t attacked him, sometimes zombie just come
running after him. He didn’t know their intention. As long as he
remember. Many woman zombie is trying to approach him with unknown
intention. He didn’t instructed them and asked them to stand still. Maybe
if he didn’t stop them they are going to do what Azuri is doing right now.

What Azuri is doing right now…

She was…



“That’s not good. Azuri.. Stop!”

Hearing his words, Azuri stopped.

“Is that.. What they’re trying to do is….. But I’m not sure. For now, Azuri,
wait here.”

Takumi wiped his forehead eventhough he is not sweating. But his heart
is beating hard. He has to shift his gaze and it fall not far from her.

There’s a beautiful girl. She is not pretty as Anba or Azuri but still pretty.
Maybe it was because her blank face. If only she was normal, she could
steal many man heart.

“Come here…”

From days before, Takumi noticed that his sexual desire is abnormal.
Just by a simple touch from Azuri, it was already hard, cramped in his
pants and painful.

“It would be bad if I comes up like this in front of Anba and Kisaragi.”

If Anba and Kisaragi saw the tent in his pants, what would their reaction
be?

“Azuri, sit down and face the other way.”



With takumi instruction, she turned her bosy and sit down.

After he said that, he drag Terashima and make her kneel.

A zombie that go to the same school as her sister. Altough he feel guilty
but at the same time his lust is uncontrolable.

She unleashed the uncomfortable feeling in his pants.

“Please give me a fellatio.”

He only said that. It is also to determine wether she have sexual
knowledge or not. Afterall the elementary student couldn’t completed
this.

“Slurp..”

Takumi is now sucked and a vulgar sound is made in the process. She
was taking it all deep and then let it out. Putting it in again then letting it
out. It was called Hyottoko Blow.

While it was planted deep, her tingue is swirling. Sending shivers to
Takumi.

“Sploch..”



As she took it out, she put it in again with a slurping sound because of
the wetness from saliva. It was slimy and a chill wind can be feel when it
was taken out and wind blew on it.

“You did a good job.”

Takumi don’t want to go back to the tea house this early. He need to
take care of something that is standing up. He pushed Terashima towards
a tree and bend her back. Her hand is touching the trees while her
bottom is facing Takumi. Her privates is already wet. No matter how many
times Takumi saw it, he still feel amazed.

Without waiting, in one movement, he planted it deep.

For students from all female private school, only low number of
students have a boyfriend. Whatsmore engaged in sexual activity. This is
the first time, her privates recieved a man.

“Ugh… This tightness…”

Feels like a child’s. He remember the elementary student’s and she was
on the same level of tightness. However, every time he move, it is as if
sucking him in.

“Sploch.. Sploch…”

Takumi gets nore excited than usual. Her waist and leg even lifted from
the ground at some thrust.



It was wet and wrapping Takumi’s completely.

The feeling of it sucking in, tightening and wetness, it won’t be long
before Takumi reach his limit.

“Ugh… I’m at my limit..”

He is on the edge.. However, his eyes saw Azuri is watching him doing
indecent things.

“Azuri….”

The moment he said that, he released white liquid vigorously inside. He
pull it out quickly at the sight of his sister but it makes a mess out of it. It
was running down on his member.

Takumi feel numb while the warm white fluid is running down and Azuri
with blank expression approaching.

She kneeled infront of him and as if there’s a magnet, she is attracted to
Takumi’s nether area.

“Smooch..”

Unlike before, this time it was a feeling of tongue running over. Licking
white fluid gently. When it finally enters the mouth..



It was warm… Different from the coldness earlier. It enhance the
pleasure he is feeling.

“Slurp… Oni… Chan… Slurp..”

Takumi is greeted by a gentle voice. He grabbed her shoulder naturally
and without any force in it.

After a couple minutes, he is already ‘cleaned’ and Azuri took it out
from her mouth.

“Azuri..”

However, Azuri keep silent…



Chapter 14 – Mother

When Takumi returns to the tea house, Anba and Yu was welcoming
Takumi with a relieved look. It’s a feeling of having a reliable family
member.

“I don’t think other zombie will come. I also have released the club
president.”

Actually on the way he already instructed all the zombie in the area.

“Don’t come to the tea house no matter what.”

After that Takumi said to Anba. “It’s about Azuri, I think we need to
accept the fact that she has become a zombie.”

Anba wanted to cry out loud but she is affraid that it will attract more
zombie. Then Takumi softly talk to her ear.

“I know a little bit about zombie. This is the first time I saw zombie that
could talk. I don’t know if she still have her consciousness. I really have no
clue but there may be hope.”

Azuri was outside of the tea house and taking role as a lookout.
However there’s not really important since Takumi already ordered the
zombie.

“It is also important that she was not attacked by the club president



and not attacking you.”

Takumi couldn’t make any conclusion because the lack of information.

Azuri didn’t attacked them maybe because her memory of them is
already planted deep since childhood. Because they could still maintain
their memory when still alive, it is safe to make an assumption.

However there is an info about a man attacking his own family. In this
case, Azuri didn’t attack them but helped them.

“Azuri is a zombie but she is not like the others. I want you to keep
treating her as usual. She is our family.”

Anba and Yu nodded to his words. Yu is not a family but is a childhood
friend of Azuri. She have a deep years of relationship of her and have no
problem treating Azuri as her family.

“However there may be problems in the future. Her eyes is red like the
others zombie. We don’t know how other will treat her.”

The biggest problem that Takumi think of right now is the possibilities
of Azuri attacking others that is not friend or family. She may attacked
them but he should try it out anyway.

“In other words, the existence of Azuri is a secret. Anba, besides me and
Kisaragi-san, don’t talk about Azuri to anyone.”



Anba and Yu nodded.

“If some life threathening situation occurs, I will take care of it.”

Takumi was thinking on what will happened to the world in the future.
Will zombie overcome mankind? Will humanity perished eventually?

For now there’s no need for Takumi to care about his normal life. It was
alright just to be alive, keep on surviving in this circumstances. Altough
there will be more problem living in these environment.

“Onii-san.. What will we do noe?”

“First, I want to check mother and father condition. I will take the bike
so it will takes around 30 minutes. I’ll go right now.”

“What about us?”

“As long as you’re hiding here, under the flooring and didn’t make any
sound you will be safe. Azuri is also here.”

The two of them was found out under the flooring because Azuri is
letting out a groan while transformed into a zombie. As long she keep
silent, they are safe. Also the surrounding zombie has been instructed to
not nearing the place. It was a safe place to stay.

“Azuri older brother…” Yu voice was trembling.



Yu look at him as a reliable man. If he leaves, it’s like she will have a
sense of crisis coming in.

“It’s Hiiro Takumi. You can call me any way you want.”

“Well.. Onii-sama.”

Takumi was surprised a little. Anba calls him “Onii-san”, Azuri calls him
“Onii-chan”. This is the first time he was called “Onii-sama”.

“Onii-sama, please call me by my first name.”

“Is that so? Yu-chan then?”

“Yes!”

Yu was smiling a little but it was not a sincere smile.

“Onii-sama, will you come back for me?”

“Of course. I will come back as soon as possible. If I met some problem
on the way I may come back in the evening. You keep hiding here okay. I’ll
call out for you when I return.”

He also said not to get out if it wasn’t him who come. He also left half of
his food for then. Takumi began pedalling his bicycle towards his home
afterwards.



“This is terrible.”

Takumi arrived at the town that he had once lived. It wasn’t a luxurious
residential area but this place is packed. It’s a dense population area.
Zombies scattering around, abandoned car all over the place and
unpleasant smell coming to the nose. It must be coming from the corpse
but he does not bother to look for the smell source.

When he lived as university student till now, he haven’t got a chance to
get back. The landscape of his hometown brings him to a nostalgia.

“I can’t be sentimental here.”

He continued his journey towards home. Naturally the light on the
house is all turned off.

The houses door are broken. He even found a familiar face.

“Nishizuka-san..”

It was a housewife that lives in the neighborhood.

(TL note; too bad we don’t have MILF scene here)

He keep walking and he recognize their faces.



“Damn..”

He finally arrived at his house and took out a key to open the door. It is
still locked. His parents may still alive. He was entering with expectation.

“…!”

In the living room, the window is broken. The sight of his mother
favourite garden can be seen. At that same time a wind blowing in from
outside bringing rotten smell. He dazed while walking forward.

It’s there…

His mother corpse.

The body has been missing half of it. Maggots were wriggling from the
belly. Takumi ran out to the toilet and throw up. He keep on letting out a
grieving tone.

He keep imagining his mother last breathe. He only hopes she doesn’t
suffer too much.

At first he want to cover his mother using futon and cremated her but it
could burn the house as well. At the least, he will burried her at the
garden which she loves.

He erected a grave and lifted his prayer.



He cleaned the fragments of glass in the living room using vacuum
cleaner. It attracts zombie but he askes them to go away. He cleaned
blood stain and trying to restore the house to its original condition. After
cleaning, he looked for his father. There is a massage on the answering
machine but not from his father. He then left a note.

“I was with Azuri and Anba. I burried mother in the garden. If you saw
this message, please go to this destination.”

He finished and pick up a flower from the vase. Put it in front of hia
mother grave and clasped his hand together. He gives his prayer again
before leaving.

He was sad.. He is too late too save his mother but relieved that she
doesn’t becomes a zombie. Zombie invasion, maybe in the future the
survivor will find a weapon to fight back. Dying instead of becoming a
zombie maybe the only way to keep the dignity as human beings. Afterall
there is no guarantee that a cure will ever developed.

Becoming a mindless zombie that roamed aimlessly. It was a sorry
sight, he remembered about Azuri and he feel sad.

Even if she was a zombie, he is still her brother. He need to protect her
no matter what. But how? Takumi didn’t think about the future. He need
to start thinking seriously. With such determination he returned to school.

He returned to the tea house and tell Anba everything. Anba was
shocked, crying and clung to Takumi. She was prepared but it still hurt
her heart. Seeing Anba, Takumi feel he was powerless and useless as a
brother.



Then Takumi go with Yu to her home. If her family still alive, it would be
great. It was only fivr minutes walk and he left Anba with Azuri in the tea
house. This time, the zombie doesn’t attacked Yu which is with Takumi.
But he didn’t realized that. Soon they arrived at Yu’s home.

Yu was frantic. She hurriedly entered the house and attacked by her
mother. Thankfully Takumi was abke to stop her. However the shock of Yu
is big. They returned back and Yu was hugged by Anba gently. There she
cries till her tears dry out. Seeing Yu, Anba cried again and they cried so
hard until they fall tired and asleep.

Takumi carried them down and lay them on the tatami. He decided to
take a guard duty. He was sleepy but he want to keep these two safe. He
decided to make a safe house, a base.

“For now I may try making the school as a safe zone.”

He was sitting on the outside of the tea house while thinking. He may
make a clear floor of the school and let zombies roam around at the
bottom as a guard to prevent new zombie coming. However how can he
keep his ability hidden?

(TL note: it seemed the two girl haven’t known about his ability, only the
fact that he is good at surviving)

He have no problem revealing it to Anba. But to Yu, she is still a
stranger for him. He shouldn’t let others know about this. He can
abandoned Yu but she was his sisters friend, what’s more she was a close
friend of Azuri.



“What do you think I should do Azuri?”

Takumi sit next to Azuri and gaze to the distance. He was surprised
when someone called him out. Of course it was not Azuri who look at him
with blank stare. It was Yu who came out of the tearoom.

“You are not sleeping?” Yu was sitting in front of Takumi. Her eyes were
shaking as if she was lost. She was also scared but seemed to want to do
something.



Just from the title you know it is 18++

15 fellatio festival

“Onii-sama…”

Yu expression is grim. In a short period of time the zombie apocalypse
occurred, a close friend has turned into one. Takumi also experienced
being attacked by his mother so he know the feelings. His younger sister
also turned into a zombie but he couldn’t show anxiety as an adult of 24
years old.

Takumi also feel sad with various things inside his mind.

“We.. What should we do now? ”

Yu asked but Takumi knows that right now no one in this world could
answer that. Still the feeling of wanting to hear something relieving is
there.

” Now we’re going to survive. The 3 of us, no 4. There is also the fence
and because it was high they couldn’t look inside. In other words it is
reducing the risk of zombie approaching. ”

Because it was a princess school, the fence is high to prevent crime
from outsiders. It also prevented zombje from the outside. Altough it
wasn’t a fort but it was sufficient. Still there is a danger of zombies



attacking Anba and Yu could be eliminated by Takumi.

” because this tea house is secluded from the main building, the
possibility of zombies coming here is even lower. Thanks to that I think we
could survive.

Still Takumi need to do something about Azuri. He couldn’t stay forever
here.

“But if there is no more food, we couldn’t stayed forever. ”

” I know what you’re trying to say. We couldn’t stayed here too long. We
need to find a better and secure location from time to time. ”

Japan have some facilities and shelter that the JSDF used as a base and
set up a perimeter. However the number is small and the main reason
Takumi doesn’t want to go there is because of Azuri.

” I will get some food from the convenience store and supermarket.
Since i’m used to it, I will do it as soon as possible. ”

The main concern is securing food. In the future vegetables and
livestock will be reduced more and more. Now he also need to feed Anba
and Yu. He also didn’t know if he could do some farming. Because of the
zombie apocalypse, he still doesn’t know if the soil is contaminated.
There is also a chance that the animal may become the zombie virus
carrier or turned into a zombie animal. So for now vegetables and
livestock is not a safe source of food.



Altough drinking water is also dangerous, but Yu and Anba have
drinked tap water because they were locked down in the tea house.
Luckily they didn’t get infected but from now on we will try to drink
distilled bottled water or boiling them.

“It was just a basic plan but you can leave it to me. If you believe in me
I’ll try my best to protect Yu-chan. ”

As Takumi words is lacking any support, it can be considered as
consolation only for Yu. However it could bring some hope for Yu.

” I will rely on you then Onii-sama. ”

” leave it to me. ”

Takumi make a strong pose to show his muscle by bending his left arm
upward and tapped it with his right hand. Altough it wasn’t muscular but
it was a good pose .

” Oh, Yu-chan, is there a map of this school? I may want to check out
some things. ”

” Well, there is one in the student handbook. ” Yu from her breast locket
took out a student handbook and pass it to Takumi.

Takumi nods while looking at the map.

” Are you going to search the school? ”



” Yes.. I will. ”

Yu then clung to the arm of Takumi.

” it’s useless! Are the students have become zombies, just from the
number alone it was dangerous.. ”

Takumi releases her hand gently and make a clumsy smile.

” It’s alright. I have a lot of experience. I’ve done this many times, and.. ”

Takumi wouldn’t be attacked by zombie. Even when walking with Yu to
her house, no zombie is even opening their mouth. The only danger is
from Yu’s mother. It also gives her some trauma.

” If the situation gets back I will back down. ”

Takumi somehow convinced Yu and them explore the school building.

Takumi firstly dispatched the zombie along the way to the school gate.
He ordered not to let other zombie comes in. If the zombie in the gate is
a lot, it is also reducing the number of human coming in. Rather than
adding more human, using zombie is more efficient, no time, effort, or
resources spent. It also have intimidating effect.

While doing so, he has reached his destination. There are rooms that he
want to check. The infirmary , computer room, shower room. The



infirmary and shower room is on first floor while the computer room is on
the second floor.

When he nearing the school buding, the number of zombies indeed
increases. In a mixed of middle and high school, it exceed a thousand
easoly.

The building he visit is the high school and should have around six
hundreds people. Taking into consideration that it was lunch time and
the majority is in the cafeteria, maybe three hundreds zombies are inside.
However he also didn’t know how much turned into a zombie and how
much dies like his mother.

Takumi will be busy regardless.

First, he cleared the first floor from zombie. He saw two bed in the
infirmary, it could be used for Anba and Yu.

Then hr goes around each classroom, cleared zombie until the third
floor of counseling room. Most of the zombie was in the classroom and
he ordered them to clean up the dead body. He ordered the dead to be
carried to the flower beds. He wanted to give them lroper burial but he
needs to find a scoop and waste a lot of time so he refrain from doing
that.

When the sky is turning bright, he already finished organizing the
zombie inside. There is also no survivors found in the process. He thought
maybe someone barricaded the roof but there is only three zombie on
top.



He went back to the infirmary. There is no shutter but it makes him able
to see the schoolyard. Looking at his work, he feel satisfied in organizing
the zombies.

“This is amazing. ”

He then decided to go to the counseling room. He have prepared a
reward for himself.

Inside the room, the desks and chairs have been gathered in one place
making it wide enough for 18 schoolgirls zombie. They all naked just with
a word from Takumi. He loves seeing them in sailor suit but the desire to
see them naked is bigger.

The eighteen girls, no one dyed their hair. Their breast were is different
sizes but no one have a bad figures. There are some mark of being bitten
by zombie but other than that their skin was smooth. Furthermore the
eighteen girls were carefully picked by Takumi.

“Every single one of them is beautiful indeed. ”

When it comes to this, no one have better knowledge of what to do.
Takumi was naked and he ordered the girls to circled him, lined up, and
kneeled down. Opening their mouth and given an instruction to lick the
ice candy.

It was a wierd instruction but everyone of them realize what he mean.
They were waiting with their mouth opens, waiting for him. It increased
his lust.



He stand in front of the most beautiful girl first. Se has a thick eyebrows
and her face is turning into an adult charm with a hint of childishnes
remained. With long hair flowing down to her waist, it was a long-haired
beauty. He doesn’t bothered to find out her name. He want to know
something better.

He stick his member in her mouth. Slowly cold tongue began to lick
Takumi’s. She pull it out while sucking and pulling in while moving her
tongue. Each time, a sensual sound of splashing water resounded.

“It wasn’t that good .. ”

It was like a bees trying to find the best petal out of the eighteen
flowers. Of course he was the bee. He took it out from the long haired
beauty mouth but she pull Takumi back by the waist. He decided to hit
the girl lightly in the forehead. It caused her to released him and in a
backwards arch, when it was disconnected, a water stream like a spider
thread was spit out.

He then look for another flower. It was an intellectual beauty in glasses.
She has bangs in front and her back hair is shoulder length. He named
her chairman zombie. Chairman swallow him slowly. Her cheeks was like a
balloon, swells and she lick the tip little by little.

“Whoa.. This is unexpected.. ”

The feel of his member touches the innerside of her mouth is new but
the sight of swelling cheek was amazing. It clearly shows that her mouth
is being tainted.



The third one is a girl with curly short hair. Cute, and her posture was
athletic. He then calls her as athlete. Athlete, is squeezing her mouth and
causing her cheek to inflates. She used it to move it out and in.

“It was unfamiliar feeling.. But not bad. ”

Feeling a little unsatisfied with her movement, he move his hips until it
reached her throat. If it was normal human she may be gagged but since
it was zombie, he doesn’t have to worry. He pull it out while massaging
her slightly small chest.

The fourth one hair is semi-long, slightly drooping eyes but her breast
was large. She has a grown up look that makes you feel calm. He called
her big sister . From the girls she have an older sister feel. However the
calm face is turning wild.

When he put it in, strong sucking sound is heard. Her hand was playing
wild in his bottom. Her tongue is crawling as if alive. It was one of the
best.

slurp

“She… Amazing… ”

His lust is now sky-high from threr girl’s mouth earlier. Under this big
sister vortex mouth and skillful tongue, he want to let it out.



” She is experienced. I was decieved by her appearance, she is a slut. ”

Big sister name was revised into slut. Even when he take it out, she
wasn’t willing to let go. He was unexpectedly let it out.

However when he take it out, it wasn’t softened. His sexual desire in the
past few days were abnormal.

The fifth one is a small girl with glasses, the moment he saw her he
called her litterature girl. Her expressionless face is normal but when she
was alive it may send a cold beauty vibe. Fearful to even look at her.

Her mouth was amazing. She took it in fast and released it slowly. It was
a strong pressure that wrapped him completely. She is drowning him in
pleasure.

slurp

“Such amazing and deep… ”

slurp

He need to take it out fast before it was too late. He then move to the
next.

The sixth one is the smallest. Her hair was really short like a kappa. He
was surprised to knoe that she was on the third grade of high school. He
named her kappa. She was only taking the tip and kisssing it while using



her hand to stimulate the rest.

smooch smooch

The kiss stimulation is comparable to a normal fellatio but it was
different.

“ugh.. This is good.. ”

Takumi stroking her head showing his satisfaction. He then decided to
move on.

The seventh and eighth girl was twin. They are identical and
indistinguishable. The only differences is one hair tailed on the right and
the other on the left. He will call them right and left tail.

“Do it together.. ”

Takumi stand between them and put his hand behind their head.
Leading them to his lower half. The two girls began to lick his left and
right side. Their tongue crawling and the feeling was enhanced. Altough
it wasn’t the first time being serviced by two people at the same time but
their identical face increased the excitement.

Takumi member is now hard and numb.

The ninth one is like a noble princess. The skin was fair but the glossy
hair and strong eyes glowing. Hair falls to her chest with fluddy wave



starting from around the cheek. Nicely trimmed bangs shows her young
beauty. He called him princess from her looks.

Takumi rammed it in inside her mouth. She doesn’t have any resistance
and she isn’t using her tongue. Maybe she is inexperienced. However
nasty sound resounded from his fast hip movement.

Her salive was dripping, leaking and overflowing to the floor.

“Huff. Huf.. Aaah… ”

The sight of his member shiny because of the saliva is visually
erogenous. The feeling of coming out and in inside her mouth is like
having sex itself. He pushed it deep inside her and spit out his white
liquid. The amount was too much for her to swallow.

“Haah.. Haaa.. That was good.. ”

He is stroking the princess head and neck.

” That was nine.. Finally half of it.. ”

There are still a lot of mouth open and kneeling. Half done but still half
more to go.

He finished with the rest of them and let it out twice more on the
second round. Finally he feel a little bit fatigued.



He ordered the girls to clean their mouth and finally when it was
finished he left the school and returned to the tea house.



Chapter 16 rest

Takumi returned to the tea house and Anba with Yu already asleep. He
also confirmed that Azuri is guarding the tea house at the entrance. He
then decides to go to the facilities around the school .

He go to the second gymnasium. He goes from another passage
extending from the school main building. There is no zombie on sight
but Takumi proceed eith cautious. He want to make sure the road to the
infirmary and the second gymnasium is safe.

“Woah.. The shower room is bigger than I expected. ”

Altough it was a private bath, but it could hold up to six people at the
same time.

When the gym class is over, it eliminates the possibility of you lining up
to take a shower before the next class.

He checked that the hot water is still running then checked the inside of
the gymnasium. It was lunch break when the zombie apocalypse occured.
Ten zombies in gym clothes is found. Fortunately there is no corpse
anywhere. Then he choose some that he like to go to the counseling
room and the others to the classroom.

“It ends quicker than I thought. ”



He secured the second gymnasium then heads to the basketball field.

He played around and take a distance of half the field. He throw the ball
and it flew foreard with unexpected speed. Before, he didn’t have enough
strength to throw a three pointer. Right now, the ball thrown with one
hand is missing the board but hit the wall vigorously. The soumd of ball
bouncing around even echoes with a loud bang.

“Is my body becomes stronger? ”

He take the ball again an tried to do a dunk.

This time he jumped and with ease he surpassed chest height.

” I feel that I’m not a human anymore… What am I? ”

He goes back to the shower room and look at the mirror hurriedly.

Thanks God tha his pupil isn’t red in the slightest. He atares himself in
the mirror and remained silent for a while. His face is still normal. Then he
shook his head.

” I am Hiiro Takumi. I am human… ”

Then he finished his work before the noon. He then lead Anba and Yu.

At first they were affraid but he guaranteed their safety. They walked



with Takumi and surprised not even a zombie come into their sight.

” I have found a secure pathway since the zombie is at distant area. It is
safe. ”

The two delighted to saw some bed in the infirmary. It was’t bad
sleeping on the tatami but a bed is wat better.

” we will move here in a few days and make it our base. If you want to
go to the toilet, I can accompany you. If not, always go there with two
people, never alone. When yoj finished, quickly returned back. ”

Takumi knows the school is a good place as a base and convenient, the
two girls just nod in agreement.

Now, he wanted to secure food. There is no cooking facilities in the
infirmary. It was possible to cook noodles with some electric kettle but it
is unhealthy to keep eating instant noodle.

They could use the cooking chamber in another building if he tried to
extend their range of movement. However it is still dangerous for the
girls. It wasn’t a problem if he moved alone but he is with Anba and Yu.
Anba is his little sister and as an adult he need to protect Yu.

Because there is so much to do so his actions is limited. Anyway, now
he need to keep the girls physical condition on check. Their heart takes
some damaged and cracked mentally, so he need to stabilize and cheer
them.



He wanted to lift their spirit by letting them take a shower.

“Whoa.. Shower.. ”

” Thank you brother.. Even in this situation, my body can really use this
to stay beautiful. ”

It was normal because they haven’t take a bath for five days. Using
cloth and water to wipe the body still have a limit. They also didn’t use
any soap so they are affraid if there is a smell.

” I’ll keep guard at the entrance. If there’s something wrong just shout
and I’ll come in. ”

It was Anba, Yu and Azuri that comes in. Anba takes care of her
although she is now a zombie. She wanted to clean her important sister.

Soap, shanpoo, rubbing scrub, is all there. The two girls is smiling a
little to be able to remove the dirt from their body after a long time.

“..? ”

Anba undressed Azuri but she noticed something. Anba and Yu body
started to smell but Azuri didn’t have a body odor at all.

She was thinking that zombie should be smelly and rotten. Her skin
doesn’t smell even after four days and the skin was beautiful. Anba skin
on the other hand has been rougher than usual because of the tension



and stress. The wound from the zombie also isn’t visible if not for some
dry blood. She doesn’t look different at all compared to the usual.
However when they take the shower together, the expressionless Azuri
makes her feel a little bit of sadness.

The girls even washed their underwear using the shower. Because there
isn’t a washing machine, they did it with hand and using soap. Dirty
underwear was a serious matter for girl. Since they didn’t have any spare
underwear, they wear nothing until it dried.

Then they decided to wear jersey for the moment. They took it from the
school necessity shop however they feel guilt for not paying.

“It’s just an emergency situation. In the future you can pay if the
situation is better. ”

He also need something to deceive them and gives hope. After the girls
finished, it was Takumi turn to take shower.

Then they turn back to the infirmary to sleep. Takumi also take a short
nap. He was told to take more sleep by Anba but three hours is all he
need. After three hours he feel bis strength has recovered and his
physical condition is good. Then he tried to look for information from his
smartphonr. He take his charger with him so he doesn’t have to worry
about the battery level.

He also asked for the computer password from the girls. It was easier to
look information from PC on the second floor than using phones.



The three of them then look for the state of world. Tokyo, zombie, and
any useful information. Hoeever it was progressing slowly. The new thing
Takumi find out is that the chance of being turned into a zombie is bigger
on woman. Altough no precise statistic but it seemed that it was true.

The chances of man turned into a zombie is lower and more likely to be
a corpse. Takumi nods and remember what he saw. It was definitely true.
The corpses is a man’s most of the time.

Since Takumi always looking for a lot of zombie with good appearance,
he noticed that there is a lot of women zombie than men.

The men zombie said to be abnormal and will mutated. Some said
about a muscular zombie with abnormal strength. Mutation only occured
on man zombie. However the debate is still not convincing without
proven theory.

On the other hand, on forums, people is coming to their end. Food
stock has been running out. There are some people trying to secure food
during the day with such hardship.

Anba and Yu seeing such writing feel lucky. The worst isn’t happened to
them. However it happened on earth, despair and hopeless.

Then, Takumi went outside gathered some food and drinks from the
convenience store. Even some underwear. Anba and Yu then began to
appreciate for Takumi work.

Anba have a strong feeling of respect for her brother that “she could



rely on”. Yu also started to see him in a different light.



Chapter 17 – festival night part 1

It was the sixth night of the apocalypse. While Anba and Yu is sleeping,
Takumi moves out.

He walk around the school vicinity to confirm if there is no zombie
around. Then he go to a nearby convenience store to find food. It was
almost empty. There must be other survivor too.

There was corpses of zombie around. Maybe the survivor put up some
resistance. Takumi was a bit happy for the fact that there are other
survivor.

However food will be the next problem but Takumi could move around
at night leisurely different from regular human. He didn’t take too much.
Just eough to fill his backpack. He didn’t move back and forth to emptied
it. It wasn’t a kindness but trying to see if other people could survive in
this situation using their own ability.

If he took all the food for his survival only, he feel guilty. If he lost in
greed, he may won’t forgive himself.

We don’t know how long we could keep raiding convenience store.
Because the supply was finite. There will be the limit in the future.

“At the least I will take only what we needed.”

He is back to school while thinking such thing. After confirmong that



the two girls were asleep, he go to the room next to it to store his
luggage. Afterwards he move to the third floor to channels his libido.
Once again a banquet in the counseling room will happen.

The number of girls have been increased by one from eighteen to
nineteen. It’s a strange spectacle to see everyone was stark naked. Of
course this time the party won’t ended by mouth service only.

This time the girls were lined up. Just the sight of nineteen naked girls
lined up is arousing. In the middle of the room, a soft mat used in
gymnastic class has been prepared.

“Alright, you are the first one! ”

It was a girl with semi-long hair, big breast and slighlty drooping eyes.
Her nickname is big sister which then revised to slut because her
amazing fellatio technique.

She is suitable for a warm-up. Her bug breast is bell shaped rather than
the ordinary round. The front facing marbles on her chest was curved up
like a mountain. It appear to be sagging but the tension of youth keep it
in its place, it might be caused by the size.

He touched her skin and the feel of something cold is transmitted. It
wasn’t sticky with sweat nor dried up, but the tenderness may surpass
ordinary human. He continued rubbing and massaging her chest. He
didn’t caused the shape to be distorted, moreover the softness and
suppleness can still be felt. The marbles on her chest is pale pink and
some part are hidden. Takumi pinched a bit using his finger to reveal the
remaining parts.



When he touched it, slut’s body trembles a little. Altough zombie under
his order won’t move, but sometimes sexual stimulation will cause them
to somehow react.

“It is wet after all.. ”

His hand is now already on her nether area. For a human, it will be
warm. But for zombie it is onky lukewarm water, like a pool in the middle
of summer.

Takumi wanted to enter his finger before something stopped him.

” This is?! ”

He was surprised then ordered slut to spread her leg. There is a thin
membrane which is giving a proof of her unexplored body. It was a thin
layer of white membrane and Takumi know what it is.

” She is still a virgin? How can she be so experienced in giving a head? ”

His manhood immediately react. The term of high school, girl, and
virgin when connected together will make any healthy man to directly
imagining wild things.

He ordered her to lay down and prepared himself. He is entering her
slowly and carefully cope a feel of breaking the hymen.



He is now inside her but it was still tight.

“Sorry, but now slut isn’t the right name to call you. I’ll call you erotic
student! ”

We’re now is missionary position. Her expressionless face when
swallowing all of my member inside her is contrassing to her lower half
which is tightening and slowly adapting to the new intruder. It was wet
and I feel a deep sensation like this could get me addicted.

“Sploch.. Sploch… ”

I started to move like a piston and enjoyed the damp sound. I hold her
waist while looking ay her face. Altough it was expressionless but it was
still a sight to behold.

” Put your hands behind my neck. ”

At the voice of Takumi, erotic student arms opened slowly and hugging
his neck as if he was her lover. It makes Takumi lower body becomes
increasingly hot. The tension is rising and her lower member is
enveloping his completely. He is starting to feel her lower mouth is
massaging and as if it was alive, it is sending strong waves of pleasure.

“This is dangerous.. The feeling.. ”

Then finishing touch was when Takumi feel that something is sucking
from deep inside her. In a sudden he was forced to release his white
liquid inside her. It was shot deep down into her.



” This child tecnique is really amazing.. How could she be this
experienced while being inexperienced at the same time? ”

He is now sinking in pleasure and gives her a satisfaction smile.

When he takes it out, it hasn’t soften a bit. How could he? Afterall
infront of him eighteen remaining girls is ready.

The next in line is the twins. He ordered them to show their bottom to
him by crawling on all four. The inky difference between them is the
alignment of their hair tail. One is to the right and one to the left. Their
lovely lower mouth is secreting slovenly love juice.

Without wait he inserted it into the right sided hair tail in doggy style.
There’s a feeling of breaking the hymen so he need to stop a bit. The
tightening muscle is still adjusting. In the mean time, he explored her
smooth and skin back using his arm. His hand finally rested on her waist
before lifting it up a little bit so he could enter his thing fully inside her.

He take it out and do the same thing to her twins. The left sided hair
tail gives him a similar feelings. However the left sided tail is more tight
while the right side tail is more soft and enveloping.

To enjoy the difference, he inserted alternately between the two.

He did it while holding their breast on his arm. The size was smaller
than his palm and he was dissapointed a bit. However when his hand
pinched the pink marbles, their lower mouth is wrapping him like a glue.



“It is tightening like crazy! ”

The sight was amazing. Everytime he go in and out inside the twins,
some love juices was leaking and fall down to the floor. A small puddle of
love juice is formed below them.

It is arousing him and sending Takumi near his limit.

” ugh… I’m coming… ”

He send his own love juice inside the left side tail but before he ran out
of it, he put it in inisde the right side tail. It wasn’t as tight as her twins
but the enveloping feeling is slowly sucking out the remaining. When he
takes it out, he enjoyed seeing the view of his white liquid leaking out
from the two.

Then he moves towards the zombie he found in the gym. She has short
hair which cover her ears and the bangs hid her eyebroes. Her eyed was
large and she is taller than Takumi. She could be a basketball team
member so she will be named basketball girl or basket for short.

She was tall so the curves of her waist can be seen perfectly. Her
bottom was quite large but her breast is smaller than hr have hoped. But
she was cute so it doesn’t matter.

Takumi lie down on the mat and asked her for mouth service. Afterall
three people will soften his member. Her cute appearance and the erotic
sight of her sucking him is incredible.



It doesn’t takes long before his member become hard again with the
sound of wet licking sound.

Takumi is lying down and ordered her to do the rest. Altough she failed
to put it in for several time, but when she succeed, her expression is
priceless. She was gaping and blinking for several times when her waist
has been seated. He is glad that they are all zombie. If they are still alive,
he doesn’t know how long it takes before they stop feeling hurt from the
first time receiving his hard thing.

He is trying to move his hip before deciding that it is better to let her
do the rest. She put both of her hands on Takumi chest and moves her
hips. She is like dancing on top of her. Everytime he moves back and
forth, his member penetrated into her deepest part. Takumi could feel
that it wasn’t being wrapped by the feeling , it almost becomes a
pinching feeling.

Her athletic body caused her to be able to tighten her muscle tightly.
And accompanying her movements, the thightening was being done
with a constant rhythm. She was moving without being tired and she is
trying hard to gives him pleasure.

While such spectacle unfolds, outside the counseling room, stood a
figure. Yu is looking at that with a hushed breath. She wake up in the
middle of the night because she wanted to pee. However seeing Takumi
moved somewhere, she followed him out of curiosity. She didn’t hesitate
to followed him upstairs.

She saw him entered the counselling room and she doesn’t back down.



She only pushed the door open a bit so she could peek inside and
unnoticed by Takumi.

In the darkness, she saw nineteen naked girls. She saw what he done
and as if she is forgetting how to breath, she saw Takumi climaxed again
inside the basketball girl. Takumi voice which is full of pleasure
resounded on her ears.

Without knowing that someone is watching him, Takumi is going to
enjoy the rest of the girls.



Chapter 18-festival night part 2

I wonder how much time has passed.

More than a dozen girl lie down on the floor with white liquid flowing
down inbetween their legs. Takumi feel endless vitality, although the
interval between climax has been short but his lust never subsided.

The next target is a zombie nicknamed literature girl. With skin fair
white and cute face wearing glasses. They are in a position called lotus.
Where their chest touched each other but no movement can be seen. The
first try was unsuccessful due to how tight it is. Therefore they just
hugged each other, waiting for love juices to smoothen the operation.

“A….. ”

The literature girl groaned a bit when Takumi tried to move. Takumi
could clearly hear her. The expressionless voice, a cold breath sensation
on his shoulder, the feeling of the body which is deprived of heat, it was a
pleasant feeling as if embracing a cold pillow.

“It is so comfortable hugging you. What’s more down there is very tight
but wet. ”

When he said that, her lower mouth tighten. He doesn’t know if she
reacted to his words or not but it is enough to bring him to the end.



The next target is long haired beauty. She has oriental beauty and if
there is a pamphlet of the school, she will be the model. He doesn’t need
long to recover. The excitement of tasting this beauty bring him back
from soft to hard.

He entered her on missionary position. It becomes normal for him to
break hymen now. Afterall of the dozen girls, they are all still virgin. He lift
one of her leg and continue to move. Altough the feeling was a little cold
bot it was unique and Takumi was completely addicted to it. More than
that, the feeling of superiority of ravaging young and cute woman driving
him mad.

juppjupp

This obscene sound can be heard and the girl is now gasping. Takumi
clearly hear her and then he grabbed her waist. He lifted her waist a little
bit to be able to move faster.

His movement caused the body of long haired beauty to move up and
down. Her chest was following the rhythm and swaying with her. Just
looking at the erotic scene motivating Takumi further.

gutchu… Nuppuchu.. Junudju…

“sploch.. Sploch.. ”

The obscene sound was resounded because his beast like movement.

All the girls lower mouth have different feeling. They have their unique



traits. The shape, tightness, wetness, narrowness, while remembering all
of that Takuni released his liquid into her deepest part.

Next is the smallest girl. Takumi have had it with elementary students
but she doesn’t seemed to be bigger than them. She must be a junior
high school student first grader. However her large chest clearly show
that her body is developed. Her cuteness also makes her look like a doll.

Takumi only took the beauty and cute child for his partner. Of course it
was obvious and it could clearly boosted his desire.

When he entered her petite body, he was surprised.

“what is this? ”

Something inside her seemed to be sucking him. It was the first time he
feel this way. He keep pounding her while kissing her. After normal
kissing, it turned into french kiss and then turned into tongue twister.

It doesn’t take long for him to release his liquid inside her due to the
intense suction inside her.

Then the last victim is the zombie called princess. Her haistyle look very
princesslike and her skin and hair is the best among them. He ordered
her to do cowgirl position.

The princess stretched herself open and inserted Takumi member into
her. There is a little pain when breaking her hymen but it gradually
changed with pleasure.



jupp.. Nuchu…nupu…zuchun…

Takumi ordered her to move more vigorously and her love juice is
overflowing. He couldn’t believe it was her first time. Her up and down
breast is pleasing to the eye.

The sight of a beauty fully devoted herself to serve him is driving him
mad.

“hah… Ha… Ugh… ”

Takumi grabbed her bottom to guide her movement. While watching
the white lines on the other girls, he couldn’t hold it back. He released it
inside her and soon white foam formed.

——–

” Oh brother.. He looked so full of pleasure. ”

Yu was watching the bizarre sight from the gap in the door. She was
unaware that her left hand is on her chest and her right rested inbetween
her leg. She doesn’t have enough knowledge but she have seen some
pictures on the magazine. However this is her first time seeing a man’s
member and a live sex scene.

She feel disgusted at the sight of zombie but when she look at Takumi,
her disgust disappeared. Yu was watching seriously and didn’t noticed a



zombie was coming. It was the zombie that is ordered to remain in the
classroom however he forgot to give them order again. It was already a
wonder that it could roam to the third floor.

“Gaaaa…. ”

The low groan of the zombie surprised her. It was only three meters
away.

” Impossible . ”

She could only move back in reflex.

The moment her eyes look into the zombie gleaming red eyes, she
couldn’t helped it but scream.

” Kyaaa.. ”

Takumi surprised and immediately move out. He was recovering himself
but hearing that, her earlier sensual feeling turn into alert.

” is that Anba? ”

No, the scream was near. He opened the door in haste and he realized
the situation.

” Stop! ”



The zombie then followed his order. Takumi quickly hugged the
trembling Yu.

” Go back to the classroom and wait there! ”

At the words of Takumi, the zombie slowly turn its body and walk away.

” Are you alright? ”

” Yes.. Thank you.. ”

Takumi examined Yu body and make sure there is no wound. After that
he gives a sigh of relief.

” Brother.. What happened? ”

Yu seemed to be confused. Of course she didn’t know that Takumi have
a special ability.

Moments later, another scream can be heard. It wasn’t a scream full of
fear like before. It was a shy scream.

The cause was when Yu line of sight was lowered. It was natural since
Takumi is naked.



Chapter 19 – Discussions with Yu

Takumi took Yu to the second floor of the PC room. The curtain was
closed but the lights can still be turned on. Then they are only sitting
there in silence with a heavy atmosphere.

Meanwhile Takumi is considering various things. Should he tell the truth
to Yu? However he even hid this fact from Anba. And if his ability comes
out to the surface, it wasn’t good.

“So,, about that.. Can you keep it a secret from Anba? ”

Takumi said that but Yu only look at him seriously.

” Yu-chan what are you thinking? ”

Takumi is worried if Yu realized his ability.

” That.. Onii-san .. I.. ”

It seemed Yu has realized it.

” You are able to control the zombie? ”

” Yes, at first I wasn’t attacked by them but then I realized I could
manipulate the zombies and give them order. ”



Yu eyes were wide open listened to the explanation.

” I realized it by chance but I don’t understand why this is possible. ”

It was half the truth. In fact he knows it was started when Yumi had
bitten him.

” After some time examining them and testing my ability, this is where I
am. ”

” That is amazing Onii-san. You have an ability to be the saviour of
humanity. ”

However these words didn’t make Takumi happy.

” Yu-chan, can you keep this a secret? ”

” Eh? Why? ”

” I don’t want to cause a ruckus. What if my ability dissappears as
mysterious as it appear? ”

Yu’s face didn’t look convinced at all.

” For example, if people know about it and Japan tried to take me in an
experimented with me, the rest of the world will ask for cooperation
however what if they decided to take me by force and caused another



world War? They also might experimented by dismembered my body. ”

” What? That is not allowed! ”

” That’s why this should be our secret. ”

” Of course I also want to save humanity but if in the future I will be
treated as a lab rat…”

“Onii-san.. ”

” this might be selfish of me but please understand. ”

Takumi is looking at Yu with a serious look.

” Onii-san.. If I were in your shoes too, I would do the same thing. ”

” Are you saying? ”

” Yes, I will keep it a secret. ”

Takumi smiled and thanked Yu however he couldn’t completely trust her
either. He just met her recently but there is no other way but to keep her
words. There is also a way to kill her easily by ordering a zombie but it
was a last resort. And if knowing her friend is killed by a zombie in this
situation, it must be hard for Anba to keep up her hope. He could kill her
using his enhanced strength but… For now, he will just go with the flow.



“Thank you Yu-chan.. I will he this ability to defend you in the mean
time. ”

He put his hand on her shoulder and said it warmly.

” Onii-san.. ”

Now Takumi also is the only one Yu could rely on.

” Shall we tell Anba about it then? That way I could use my ability freely.
”

For a junior high school girl like Yu, in this desperate situation she could
only believe in him. For Yu, which is a friend of Azuri that is now a zombie.
Her parents are divorced and she was left with her mother that attacked
her yesterday. Takumis existence is like a ray of hope. Then she holds his
arm and said. “Thank you Onii-san..”

Takumi could feel the sincere feeling from her. Just when he is thinking,
she was clinging into his arm.

“Yu, Yu-chan. Don’t do this.. I was just doing my job as an adult. ”

” Then, the thing that you do before.. Is that an adult job too? ”

That was one of the most dangerous blunder he have done. If there is a
hole nearby, he would jumped down to it to hide his embarrassment. It



resulting in an odd way to put both of his hand on top of his lap.

Yu face also turned red recalling what she saw.

“That is because my sex drive has been increasing when I got this
ability. My libido couldn’t be stopped and yesterday is my limit to
endure. ”

“.. I don’t know very well but I know some of it based on the woman
magazine I read.”

When Yu followed it up, Takumi feels more miserable.

“That.. I have my own reason. In this situation zombies are the only
thing I could use. I never had such intentions at first. However thinking of
doing it with another girl in this situation isn’t the right thing. ”

Takumi didn’t care about that but Yu didn’t show any disgust that
Takumi was doing it with a zombie. Thank God that the zombie doesn’t
look like the one in the movies otherwise he wouldn’t want to do it with
them too.

“please understand that I have no choice but to do that. ”

Yu face is now like a tomato. Hearing such vulgar thing and reason.

” Please keep it a secret from Anba too. ”



” It’s alright, I understand. I won’t say anything about what I saw
tonight. ”

” Really? ”

” Yes! ”

Seeing Yu said that with a straight eyes, Takumi feel relieved. If his sister
know that he has been doing it with a zombie, what would she think?
How will he face her?

” I’m sorry Yu-chan.. For me to be so pathetic like this. ”

” There is no way I could hate you. ”

This time Yu replied immediately with a loud voice. She seemed to be
angry. Really he couldn’t understand her.

” Is that so? I’m glad then.. ”

Because he don’t know what to say anymore he is forcing a smile. Yu
also smiled back but it was kind of bland. They are awkwardly staring at
each other. After that they waited until Anba wake up.

They tell everything except of what Yu saw that night. Anba was
surprised hearing that her brother have such ability, his experiment and
his experience until he arrived. However she couldn’t blame him. He is
their saviour and thus Takumi could use his ability freely in front of the



girls.



Chapter 20 – daily live

Takumi revealed his ability to Anba and Yu on the 5th night. Today it
was already the 11th night. The three life has adjusted to their current
situation. Whenever they are sleeping, Takumi always worried if there is
an intruder , even with the number of the zombie guard, he still act
vigilant.

They are also trying to gather information from the PC room, TV and
radio, to cover the TV lights, the room with the TV was covered in
cardboard.

“Everyone, don’t lost hope until the end.”

It was once broadcasted at the 7th night. There is also a message from
the government on the radio saying that it was alright to take whatever
you need from convenience stores, supermarket, grocery stores, even
weapon.

The netizen however said it was the wrong decision. It could infact
brings a crisis to humanity. The status of JSDF is right now securing water
and electricity supply, it is to give a sense of security to the people. They
also mentioned some emergency shelter location.

“the nearby shelter is in T-University.”

However the number of people gathered, the number of zombie will be
coming for them.



“When I come here, I saw some of the road was in blockade and if there
are really a lot of people sheltering there, soon supplies will be an issue.”

Of course in this kind of emergency situation, the government might be
sending supplies by dropping it from the sky however the more people
gathered, the sense of anxiety and fear will be bigger. Because the attack
of zombie never stopped day and night. Just thinking at how you can be
asleep when the sound of bullets can be heard all day long.

“I think it will be better if we stayed for the time being in here. Afterall
the zombies are under my instruction.”

Afterwards Takumi once again walk around the school from the
elementary to high school to find survivor although he found nothing.
Anba and Yu on the other hand couldn’t move away because the feeling
of their classmates turned into a zombie hunted them. Takumi also tried
as hard as he can to minimize the chance to see a zombie roaming in the
school.

When the night comes, it was the time for him to search for supplies.
The zombie becomes more active and normal human doesn’t dare to go
out at this time. He is searching for more supplies however Anba and Yu
now goes with him. They are walking slowly because they are afraid in
encountering another zombie. Anything that is coloured red scared them.
The traffic light, emergenct light, they are afraid if it was the zombies eye.
Takumi can only patted their head to calm them down.

Now, Takumi bring the girl because he wanted to minimize the chance
his power known to other people. He could keep ordering the zombie to
move the food and water but it will attract unknown risk. Now, only the
girls and Azuri that can be considered as a safe companion.



“if you noticed anything wrong, tell me immediately.”

Takumi said it many times towards the girl. Whenever he was outside
with them, there is a strong tension, he need to keep his guard up
because at any moment it could turn fatal.

At some building eventually there is a “help” sign or “we are here”
written on cloth. He can only look at them sadly. Anba is looking at him
but he shook his head. Again, he is abandoning another life but it is more
important to keep his own life and the girls and reduce the risk of his
power being known.

“because it’s been harder to find food and daily commodities, I don’t
think there will be many remaining survivor.” At the day, the survivor have
to compete with each other and facing the zombie meanwhile in the
night Takumi could freely secure goods. It wasn’t without any guilty
feelings however he doesn’t have any choice.

Most convenience store is almost empty by now. On the other hand,
department stores and supermarkets have lots of zombie inside. The risk
is bigger than the chance of securing food. That’s why Takumi is the only
one that could get inside.

“there’s not much reduced in the last few days.”

“maybe it was only us. If that is the case we can survive for about three
months from these food.”



When they go back, each on of them is shouldering three large
backpack.

“how about we use a car?”

“it is easy to find an abandoned car but I won’t do so.”

“why brother?”

“because in this condition, someone might now where we are going.”

Takumi believes, that for now the school is the safest place. It doesn’t
attract to much attention and pretty safe. There is easy access to food
from nearby stores. But still, staying in one place for too long wasn’t a
good idea.

“maybe in another week or two week we will move away. There are
several promising places for us but I will survey the place beforehand.”

Takumi believes that maybe little by little the government and the JSDF
could fight back the zombie and limited their movement so, he might
want to try to move to the JSDF base.

“anyway, we need to make two round trip for today.”

They diligently collected goods while taking short break between.
Without long, dawn has arrived.



They get back to the school and have some food before taking a
shower and go to sleep. The girls sleep for around eight hour while
Takumi doesn’t need that long. He reorder the zombie to make sure no
other human approaches them. He also look out of the school fence to
see if another zombie come in.

He is clearly making a safe zone within the school.

Next, his sexual desire treatment is taken place in the career counseling
room. Today, he decided to take three girls with him. It was the slut, the
big sister, and the erotic student. They are wearing their school uniform.
Of course it was somehow different from naked and something is making
him excited.

WARNING

This section is uncensored as it was contributed by a reader,,,

Next, he made his way to the career counseling room to get a fix for his
sexual desires.

As there is not enough time to do it with all the members, he decided
to make do with 2 or 3 of them.

After going at it with 2 partners, he’s now moving on to the third girl.
The third girl is the one whose name changed into big sister, slut and
erotic student. Takumi’s genitals are pointing high while overflowing with



love juice from intense usage. She is currently dressed in uniform, as
expected it provides a different form of excitement than simply being
naked. Even though blood circulation has stopped, there is no black
spots forming on her sickly looking white skin; the skin that could be seen
between the deep blue coloured skirt, and socks seemed so dazzling.

On her upper body is the white blouse that is worn in Summer. The
blouse looks bulged as a whole, due to the large breasts. Her presence
gives an extraordinary feeling.

Takumi approached and unfastened the buttons on blouse, leaving only
the last 2 buttons below. In that state the blouse opened to the left and
right, allowing the voluptuous breasts to spill forth. Spilling out of the
uniform in this way gives rise to an increasing lewd feeling. Then, Takumi
used both of his hands and started massaging those breasts.

“Ugh……Aah……”

As the zombie’s breasts has been fondled many times, she’s starting to
let out her voice due to the increase in strength as compared to moments
ago. Although it is not known if it is the same as what was called
moaning, such trivial reactions caused him to be pleased as his partner is
zombie which should have close to no reactions.

Even though she’s a zombie, the elasticity of the skin is still present; not
only does its gracefulness seemingly draw the hand to it, the feeling of
the tender breasts gives a mesmerizing feeling each time the hands
rubbed it.

Next, her nipples starts swelling. As before, her nipples were pinched



and teased and the zombie’s motionless body slightly fidgets. In the
mean time, the skirt which was rubbing against the mattress rolled up,
fully exposing the naked lower half of her body. Her underwear had been
disposed of as it was soiled previously. Although washing it was
considered, it was deemed too much of a hassle to go that far for it.

His right hand stretched towards her buttocks and starts stroking it
while the skirt is still in a rolled up state. The cold buttocks feels as if it
fits perfectly into his hand. Though many of the young lady here have
beautiful skin, a smooth buttock is still a sight to behold.

“Even the cuties in AV will surely put me off, if their ass is dirty……”

If the size of the buttocks is not right or that the skin is blemished, it is
easy to get tired of it. On the same point, it is hard to be tired of it if the
buttocks has skin as smooth as a baby.

Thus his right hand was stroking her buttocks while his left continued
fondling her breasts. It is visually pleasuring to see his hands easily
changing the shape of the giant breasts. To enjoy the breasts longer,
Takumi gently lifts her up before hugging her from behind while sitting
cross-legged. Then his towering member penetrated into her in a single
thrust, meanwhile she leaned forward causing her breasts be further
enveloped by his grasping hand. It was the position referred to as the
rear entry position.

In this way, he will be able to enjoy her breasts and deep insertion both
at the same time. Different from the time lying down, his back is straight
allowing him to feel the largeness of her breast supported it. Her bell-
shaped breasts moved up and down as he fondled it, being able to fully
enjoy her breasts is enough to get him excited, causing his member



which is inside her to be even more fired up.

Even though he is supporting all her weight, Takumi does not feel that
she is heavy at all. While still fondling her breasts, he shakes his hips and
the large up-down motion of her body gave a huge incrase in stimulation
to his member. Takumi’s towering member is now extremely hard as it
violently revolves as her and fully enveloped it.

Their current scene of exploitation is hard to express and gives a similar
feeling to a conqueror and his slave. As Takumi played with her body as
he wished, the zombie accepted it all unconditionally.

“Hah……hah……It’s as tight as always.”

Even with love juice as lubricant, her tightness can still be felt. Each
time he moved, it tightens ,drawing Takumi into climax.

His body falls backward and hot pulses can be felt, as his member
ejaculated into her. it wrung out every last drop as it constricts Takumi’s
member with pulsating motion. Takumi left the room after thoroughly
enjoying the pleasant feeling.

After that, his feet once again brought him to the first floor to reconfirm
the security, before going to the shower to wash his whole body clean. He
don’t want to look at the disastrous sight of the 2 girls getting infected
due to the zombie’s love juice. But he was somehow convinced that they
would not get infected by it.

Then he went to the PC room to compile the state and information on



the various countries around the world that is updated every second on
the internet, while also looking for a suitable place for their new base.

That night, he finished it fast, he take a shower then go to the PC room
to get updates on the current situation. He is also searching for potential
building to be a new base. When the girls wake up, it was his turn to
sleep. Of course he doesn’t need to take long sleep, even three hours is
enough but the girls insisted him to take six hours sleep. Of course he
obediently complies and the day come to a close.



Chapter 21 : Hidden Thing

It has reached the 12th day since the zombie apocalypse began. He has
found some food, batteries, and supply. He also search some clothing
and new promising space for a new base.

Meanwhile Anba and Yu is hiding at school. However they didn’t turned
on electricity in the night and just wait in a room while maintaining
going to the toilet minimal. The school gate and entrance is guarded by
many zombie wandering around. It is to keep any human from invading.
There is no human walking on the night but we can’t be so sure.

At dawn, Takumi returned and tell the thing he found.

“For now, I see a potential place to reside. It was one hour walk from
here. Called million mansion.”

“Million mansion?”

“yes, because the price of the apartment is more than one hundred
million yen.”

“how can the price is so absurd?”

After that Takumi go to the PC room and operate the computer showed
the home page of the apartment to the girls.

“Look at this.”



“Wow! What is this? It was so big.”

“The size of the room is even bigger than a house. There are also two
bathroom available while normal house only have one.”

“This one, the price is over two hundred million yen. If this apartment is
located in the city center, the price can even go more absurd.”

“Even though some people said that Japan people goes into recession
and the Chinese are actually the one buying these properties, however
this building is still brand new.”

In the inspection Takumi has found out the truth. The apartment was for
sale a few days ago before the zombie apocalypse so there won’t be
people inside of it. the electricity and water is running so it is a good
base since there is no people mean less or no zombie can be found there.

It was near the school too, so if there is something wrong he could
always walk back here.

“yes, and our next base may have to search one with solar power
generator just in case the electricity was cut off.”

Of course Takumi is taking precaution for the worst. However when he
walked today, he saw some banner and barricades signing there are
some survivor so it wasn’t good to walk that far yet.



“There is also a store that sell camping supplies.”

“camping?”

“yes, it will be convenient just in case we need to walk far.”

“Maybe, we could camp at a place far away.”

If one day, the electricity supplies was cut off the solar generator can do
the job. If the water supply was cut off too, it won’t be a bad idea to move
to the mountain where there is river, lakes, and spring to use as clean
water source. Of course that mean they have to camp there.

In this modern times, camping site also abundant so there might be a
few place to choose.

“So, we will take some camping supplies while we move to the million
apartment.”

After that Takumi decided after thinking for a while.

“We will move in the night, we will carry some groceries and necessary
supplies at first and try not to be too heavy and divide it in several times
moving.”

After that, he also thinks about the career counseling room where the
zombie girls are located. He also have some thoughts of moving the
zombies girl to one of the apartment in the million apartment.



“Come on, it will be busy when we move tonight, rest and sleep for the
meantime.”

When the girls are sleeping, he is collecting some information from the
internet however there is nothing new.

“people are getting more desperate day by day.”

Takumi read some article that caught his eye.

The zombie mutation. Where some zombies are known to be able to
run apart from moving slowly. Have enhanced physical and again there is
a possibility of some zombie that possessed intelligence.

“Indeed.. that is a possibility.”

He walked outside and confirmed that the zombie are guarding the site
properly. He see no changes in their movement nor there are any heart
pulse.

He also verified that there is no zombie in the school that undergo such
mutation like stated on the net. Of course to refresh himself he walk to
the career counseling room. Before that, he take a shower first.

Inside the shower, the steam from hot water blow his mind away. In the
near future he can take a bath when he move to the apartment. His mood
is getting better as he is humming a song that is popular in his school



days.

“…brother..”

A voice can be clearly heard. Takumi immediately stopped his childish
hum and look at the owner of the voice.

His eyes is opened wide.

He saw a body of the still growing junior high school sophomore. The
chest is slightly inflated but it will grow eventually. The lower half is
smooth without any hair covering the private parts. Although he froze
when he saw that, he look away in a hurry.

“Y-Y-yu chan, you should tell me if you want to take a shower. Please
wait, I’ll finish immediately.”

“Brother, let me wash your back.”

Yu clear voice blocked the panic voice of Takumi as she approached
him.

“Y-Y-Y-Yu-chan!?”

“brother, please don’t move. It will be hard to wash your back.”

“well…”



“please, I can only do this much for you. It wasn’t much than what you
did for me.”

“you really don’t have to do this. I have said many times this is because
Yu-chan is a friend of my sister.”

“please, let me do this.”

Afte that, Yu started to wash his back. She is touching him directly
using her hand not using any towel or scrub.

Takumi was surprised as the feeling of the hand and soap roam on his
back as she gently washed him.

“Don’t worry, I’ll wash it thoroughly.”

Yu hands than move to the back, shoulder, and then his arms. The
movement of her fragile fingers is as if caressing him. In the process, her
body temperature also transmitted from direct skin contact.

“Let me do the front too.”

She moves her hand toward his chest but she was still standing behind
him. It is causing her to hugged him from behind. Takumi then feel
something on his back. A slight bulge that is somehow elastic is rubbing
with his back.



“Y-Yu-chan.. please stop..”

“No, brother. Please let me!”

Yu hugged Takumi tightly and the feeling of the naked body can be
strongly felt. Takumi don’t know what to say anymore as her hand is
moving lower.

“This part too….”

It was unexpected because her hand moves fast and grabbed
something.

“Oh!”

Both slender arms of Yu is grabbing something hard and towering. Of
course Yu was embarrassed too as she firmly grabbed the thing in her
hands. A few days ago of course she has seen it and confirmed her
resolve.

“I will wash you thoroughly borther.. so this place too.”

Yu said that while whispering hot breath to Takumi’s ear from behind.

She take some soap on her hand and wrapped it again on the thing she
placed her hand before. Takumi body is trembling as the gentle touches
explored his member.



“It’s so big.”

Yu voice showed some hesitation but she won’t stop.

The thin beautiful finger carefully moves from the root to the tip,
tracing it many times. She moves her hand away to wash the other part of
his body and returned to trace it back. In such movement, it is swelling.

“it is so hard.”

Yu finger slowly massaging it using the knowledge she learn from the
net. Carefully from the root to the tip while using the thumb to give some
pressure. It is so smooth thanks to the soap.

“Brother, does it feel good?”

Her sweet voice entered his ear and the breath can only send shiver on
Takumi spine. He can only nods to confirm it.

She take another soap and move her hand towards his member. She
then moves her hand up and down smoothly.

“Yu-chan.. it’s so good.”

“Yes brother.. I am happy if you enjoyed this.”

While she continued to stroked him, Yu also feeling something deep



inside her. The bulge that in direct contact with Takumi back start to show
some changes. There is two dots that becomes hard and sensitive. Yu
start to move her body to rub that part on Takumi back.

“Brother… oh, brother…”

As she enjoyed herself and sending enchanting whisper to Takumi’s ear,
Takumi couldn’t hold back anymore.

Yu can feel that the thing in her arms is swelling and becoming bigger.

“Aaaahhh!”

As the sound of something is released, a cloudy liquid was discharged.
Yu hand is holding something that is trembling and her eyes is stunned
as she view something coming out.

“This is…. Warm..”

Yu can feel the liquid in her hands are emitting some warm feeling.
After that, in awkward silence, they finished the cleanup. It won’t be good
if Anba noticed what happened so they rinsed their body in hurry and
returned.

Fortunately Anba is still sleeping on the bed as if nothing happened.

Takumi is wondering. Wether the last moment have romantic feelings in
it or no. because Takumi himself didn’t have much experience in the field.



He is slowly observing Yu. If he jumped the gun and asked for more, she
may run away from him. However she has once caught Takumi in the act
with zombie.

(I shouldn’t think too much. Afterall I have tell them that my sexual
desire was increased due to what happened to me.)

While thinking he send prying eyes to take a glance at Yu several times.
Inside his eyes, there is a hint of passion and heat.



Zombie master chapter 22 moving preparation

As been said before, they will start to move from the school on the
night three days later. So they have two nights to prepare before they
leave the vicinity. They are making a list and check the things to bring,
ingredients, supplies, stuff and put it in the back pack.

“Because we have lots of things, just pack something that you really
need so I can carry it in one go.”

Takumi is explaining the condition to the girls. Soon enough they will
move to the apartment. It was fifty-minute walk away from the school
and he will check again to make sure that it was safe.

In the apartment first floor, he checks the surrounding carefully. It will
take around six hours to check on all forty floors. As for the key, he easily
took the master key from the security guards zombie. He also checks that
none of the door has a trace of being forced open but still he checked the
room one by one.

The apartment was divided into two parts, regular and executive. For
the executive floor it was more furnished and need a special fingerprint
to use the elevator. Of course Takumi have registered his own fingerprint
prior at the security room. After confirming that the apartment was clean
of zombie, he check the area around the vicinity, roads and entrance. It
was really quiet and good for living. The only drawback is if any other
survivor noticed it and decided to use this apartment as a shelter too. So,
he decided to bring some zombie to guard the perimeter of the
apartment.



Given the time and effort he spent for the new base he sighed
involuntarily.

“I wish… it is finished today.”

Takumi after that start to search for some zombie and ordered them to
walk to the apartment area. It was strange at how Takumi is tagging
along with the zombie horde. He aware of this fact and try to walk a little
bit further behind than the horde.

Crang

At that time, the sound of breaking glass can be heard. He looks for the
direction and looked up. It was from the other building with “HELP” being
written on sheets and tied to the veranda. It was a small building of seven
floors.

“A suicide in the middle of the night?”

Given the position where he is, it was not that far.

“You continue heading to the apartment.”

Takumi ordered the zombie that he brought as an escort. It was a
zombie that has mutated so his body is a little bit bigger with more
muscle. Some of the people on the net call them ‘tyrant’ because of their
muscular physique. It was an entity to be feared however for Takumi, it
was not any different than any other zombie that he give nickname. He
brought it here because aside from the big body, it have sharp hearing



that is good as an escort. However he doesn’t want the ‘tyrant’ to be
attracted to the glass sound just now. So, Takumi alone entered the
apartment.

“Mom!”

In a room at the sixth floor, a mid teenager girl crying out seeing her
mother who is lying down on the ground and blood flowed down. There
are several visible wound on the back of the mother’s head. She is clearly
no longer breathing and no ambulance around that could help her even
if she is still breathing. The eyes of the teenager girls then turned to a
man around mid-twenties.

They are the only two left on this apartment. When the zombie
apocalypse first began, the man is the one leading the survivor to build a
barricade and gathered food as quickly as possible like Takumi when he
first realize the situation. He blocked the stairs and elevator and
explained the situation to the residents of the same floor. The inhabitants
of the sixth floor included the girl that just returned home after school
exam. It was all luck that all of the residents in the sixth and seven floors
have food to sustain their selves for some time.

They are also having a success in acquiring food during the day when
the zombie activity reduced but one day one of the survivors got
attacked in the process. It was too late when they noticed that and one
residents turned into a zombie. Getting caught off guard, it was a miracle
that they could survive. Finally the food supplies are gone three days ago
and those who couldn’t withstand the hunger gone out but never
returned. Now only the girl, the mother and the man lives in the
apartment.



“Why are you doing this?”

“Either way, we will die of starvation in a few days. Trying to go out to
find food, we will be killed by the zombie. We’re just waiting for our end
here.”

As the man thrown away the bloodstained bat, he approached the girl.
She is moving back on reflex.

“You know, we will die anyways. At least let me enjoy your body… I
wonder how your growing body will taste.”

The man eyes are fixated on the girl’s chest. He can already imagine the
firmness of the junior high school student and the excitement can be
seen on the tent forming on his jeans.

“No..!”

“If you agree to cooperate, you won’t have to die like that woman over
there. I wonder if you are still a virgin.”

The girl couldn’t believe that words come out from the man’s mouth. In
the past, he always greeted her with a friendly face when they meet in
the hallway. When he raises the barricade and takes the lead to survive,
he was so reliable. The changes in just a few days are something the girl
couldn’t believe.

The phenomenon that occurred all round the world is something she
couldn’t believe too. She wishes she will wake up and find herself in her



room with her usual everyday waiting there. She wanted to believe so.
However the sight of her mother drenched in a pool of blood, a man filled
with madness approaching her, a bat that is used to hit her mother. In an
instance she took the bat and swings it.

“Waaaaah!”

Crang

The bat of course didn’t hit the man but since she swings it big, she
wrecked the room furniture and causing loud crashing noise. She didn’t
stop swinging it. She is trying her best to keep the man away from her.
Therefore tableware from the cupboard fall into her victim and loud noise
created as various other things are broken.

“Stop it! You are attracting zombie with the loud noise!”

“Waaaah!”

The man word doesn’t reach the desperate girl. And for the bad luck
added, downstairs, a horde of zombie are roaming around. The former
inhabitants and some new zombie friends. Usually they didn’t make
much noise but this time it attracted the zombie immediately. Although
there are barricade made of furniture, it couldn’t stop them. They are
attracted like magnets to the sound.

“Whoa… it was such a big uproar upstairs.”

Takumi heard that too as he climbed up the stairs. He also noticed the



sign of zombies breaking the barricade. Not long after he heard a man
and a girl scream. This time, he feel a little worried. Some tragedy may
happen if he didn’t prevent it. But he shook his head immediately. The
most important thing for him right now is Anba, Yu and Azuri safety. It
was unnecessary for the others. (Tl note: oh boy)

However another scream can be heard. Takumi remains expressionless.
He stood there doing nothing. Once the tranquility of the night has
returned, it was the time he makes his move. He walks to the sixth floor.

His face is kind of distorting when he smell blood and the devastation
in the scene. The zombies immediately stopped their movement when
they saw him. In addition he saw the girl who just becomes a zombie. Her
shoulder meat is gouged out and prowling nearby. The other one is the
corpse of a man that has his neck hanging after being chewed.

Takumi accepted the truth on what he saw but doesn’t think anything
more other than that. There is no sense of guilt. After he confirmed that
there is no other survivor, he take out the zombie girl. He examined the
girl and her appearance is in Takumi strike zone. Without any other
feeling he is making her his.

He decided that their base will be the fortieth floor of the apartment.
After all most of the room has been furnished and ready to use. He
decided to empty the room below until thirty seven as precaution. So the
one he will use it the thirty sixth floors. In the bedroom that has been
furnished, Takumi pushed down the girl zombie to the bed. It was done
after the girl being washed in the bath. Although the shoulder parts are
being scooped out but this small damage is not a big deal for him.

The girl hair is a little bit longer than the shoulder. There is no special



hairstyle and she looks expressionless as any other zombie. However her
chest was enormous. It is the thing that attracted the eyes of man.

“I couldn’t believe that she was a junior high school student.”

Takumi hand is trying to cover the chest. However it was overflowing. It
does not appear to be sagging and there is softness and firmness. The
overall size of the delicate body is disproportionate because of the chest.
However the unbalance body was good for Takumi.

His hand immediately explored from the bottom to the top as if giving
massage. Continue repeating it and then move from left to right. Then he
moved to the center and finds a hard spot and pinched it. Whenever he
squeezed it, the zombie raises a small groan voice.

“Oh, do you feel it? Is that a moan? Can you say something?”

Takumi face then moves closer to her.

“Hey, do you still have memories or instinct as a human?”

No matter how many times he asked there is no response. It is just
staring at him with gleaming red eyes.

“Give me a deep kiss.”

When he says that, the girls face slowly coming close to him. It was a
slow movement and as if the lips are attracted to each other. With a deep



kiss, her tongue suddenly invading Takumi’s mouth. It seemed that her
mind is acknowledging a deep kiss as a kiss with tongue. Her assumption
may not wrong if a deep kiss is a French kiss.

While continue to kiss, his right hand extend to the girl’s secret garden
area.

Sclomph

It was wet and ready. Plump and yet a hint of immaturity can be seen.

Takumi entangled with the girls as they kissed and feel the coldness of
the skin while getting naked. After adjusting his position, he is now ready.

He aimed it and pushes it in at once.

Schlup

For Takumi who has robbed the virginity of many other zombies, this is
an easy task. Without any wait, he goes into the girl’s deepest part. The
inside was wet in general as well. Even when Takumi pierced the girl for
the first time, she remained expressionless. The mouth that has been
connected with a kiss separated and a thread of saliva between them can
be seen.

Takumi lifted the girl by putting his hand on her back and start to move
his hip violently in missionary position.



Zutchu ……, Zutchu ……, Zutchu ……

The body of the girl is moving with the momentum of something big
coming out and in, swaying back and forth. Even if it was still narrow and
tight, Takumi just release all of his desire on her. Takumi releases his hand
and moves the girl to crawl on all four. His hand is now on her waist and
continues to move.

“Really, her chest is so big.”

While she was on all fours facing down, the chest was brought down by
gravity. He then scoops it and lift it with both hands from behind while
rubbing it strongly. As he grabbed it, he brings her closer to him and met
the timing with his hips.

Pok..Pok..Pok..

As the sound of his waist touched the girl’s bottom, the sound of meat
collided echoed in the room. From where their members are connected, a
clear line of juice flowing out like droplets from the girls.

“Aaa…A…”

The girls raises faint moan every time it was ravaged into her. Drool is
dripping from her mouth but she wasn’t even worried about that. Finally
under the intense pressure Takumi reaching his end.

“Uggh… Ah..!”



Warm liquid flowed down into the girl’s body. The girls then groaned
again but it was felt as if it was a satisfactory one.

“Fuuh.. That’s it for today..”

After he bathed and cleaned. He asked the zombie girl to clean the
bed. She listened to it and not long after followed the instruction.

“After all zombies can only follow instruction that they understand.”

He is still gathering information on how to order a zombie. He once
asked a zombie to cut vegetable however it ends up with the cutting
board split in half. He still needs more knowledge.

“I still need to understand them more.”

While he thinks on how to be familiar and smarter in giving instruction,
Takumi went back to the school.



The 23 A New base

“Wow, it’s so big!”

“It’s amazing! This is the first time!”

Anba and Yu is looking around the new apartment. They raised their
voice because of excitement and surprise. Finally Takumi has finished
moving their things and it was done without incident.

The first thing they do when arrived is register the two new people
fingerprint so they can access the elevator. In case of emergency, Takumi
walk around with the girls and instructed to the zombie around the
apartment, “You have to protect us three”.

Zombie extent to understand still couldn’t be known whether they
could recognized Anba and Yu but it was still better to try it. if
emergency occurred and the girls should flee the place, he hoped the
zombie could at least not attacked them.

In the moving process he also moved the school girls by camouflaging
them among the regular zombie. He also took them to a nearby clothes
shop to dress up since they are all wearing uniforms. Anba also take
some clothing from there. It would be weird to saw some zombie girls
shopping together, however if they are normal girls it wasn’t that strange.

Finally they have finished moving. They will live in the fortieth floor
while three levels up to thirty seven will be cleared. It was possible to
assign different apartment but it was decided that it was better to live in



the same room so they can act quick in case of emergency. So the choice
falls into a 3LDK room. (Tl note: I don’t understand the measurement).

It was a good room with a big size. From the balcony connected to the
living room they can saw a beautiful night view. However in this kind of
apocalypse it was kind of useless. The light in the middle of the night that
should be the highlights couldn’t be seen. In the middle of the night
there is no electricity because it will attract zombie. So most of the
survivor didn’t even think to turn on the light at night.

Aside from the lights of the street and convenience stores that
automatically on at night, no home or building is lighted. Lights from
abandoned lights also have disappear eventually. Under such
circumstances it was also better to not using the electricity at night.

“I think you both know but let’s not use the lights at night since there
are no shutters in this place.”

At the school they still could turn on some lights because there are
shutters. Maybe in this place there is a place that could be turned on, the
theater room but there is only a television and a pc.

“Just incase you really need it, go to the theater room.” There is no
window there, only ventilation in the ceiling for the path of air. It was
unexpectedly good to prevent lights from leaking outside. Of course the
original purpose was to watch movies so maybe when they are carefree
they could watch DVD.

A luxurious room also has a side that makes frequent cleaning becomes
troublesome but the security aspects make it the top priority.



“Nii-san, what should we do now?” Anba feeling has been switched
from excited about the room and asked Takumi.

“There are no changes. We will find information everyday, and on the
night we keep it low. Maintaining electricity and running water, food also
our first priority.”

“Nii-san, how long do you think electricity and water will run?”

“To be honest, I don’t know. They said that the JSDF is protecting the
electricity and water plant but we don’t even know if it is turned off
tomorrow.”

Once the water and electricity runs out, the condition will be much
worse. It is an indication that it will becoming bad but Takumi couldn’t do
anything.

“We just prepare as always and everything will be okay. I also have my
ability to survive.”

Even if the number of human growing less and the zombie increase,
Takumi ability will shine even more.

Maybe in the end only Takumi survived and it was the humanity happy
end. However looking at Azuri which turned into zombie it might not
really the ‘happy end’. Honestly if mankind goes into extinction, Takumi
can move around freely in day and nights. Lives wouldn’t be so difficult
and food preserved will be plenty.



However Takumi shook his head. How can such an idea come into his
mind? He is basically just being disqualified as a human being. He then
feels a sense of guilt. Takumi the look at the girls and make his resolve.

“I have a long way to go. At least we now got a comfortable living
space. The two of them need my strength and support.”

Takumi also tell them no to wander around the building and go out to
the balcony during the day. The elevator entrance is guarded by four
muscular mutated zombies. Another three is patrolling and one guarding
the emergency stairs.

Since there are lot of normal zombie he can even asked them to carry a
weapon however spear carrying zombie are too much eye catching. He
also don’t know if the JSDF will one day make their way to save them.

(no, it wasn’t a good thing to gathered too much zombie too)

The night come and it was the 16th day of the apocalypse. Although it
was only for 16th days but Takumi feel that it has been years.

(let’s just think about it when the time comes)

Takumi then goes into the 36th floor and found a lot of woman zombie
waiting. He brought them to a room with a bed to relieve his desire.

Last night, he found a new zombie girl in the junior high school



building. She wear the gym uniform that is clearly too small around the
chest area. Takumi while massaging the chest are fixing his position.
Yesterday he already has a taste of this girl. The girls is wearing bloomers
instead of short pants. Insertion can be done just by shifting it to the side
slightly. It was more of a H-cosplay uniform rather than gym. Her insides
is already slimy with love juice. The best thing about her is Takumi keep
feeling as if someone is sucking him deeper inside.

“This girl has another living thing inside her?”

Takumi leaks out a voice. It was as if a strong vacuuming force is
coming from her inside. Also because she is still in junior high school, it
was very tight and narrow. In particular, Takumi feel a strong stimulus
flowing. To avoid sudden accidental explosion because of the pleasure he
want to distract himself by playing with her chest. But it backfired, every
time he rub the small pearl on her chest, her lower body tightens.

“Aa….”

The girl is expressionless but letting out a growl. Her body temperature
is low, it was soft but cold. He then takes the pearl inside his mouth and
use his tongue to roll on it. even if she has turned into a zombie, there is
still a sweet scent emanated from her body. It was different than the one
in the movie.

“Why even if she has turned into a zombie, she still smells good like a
normal girl?”

While looking at the white skin and the pink pearl, Takumi moves his
waist vigorously. Whenever he thrust it in, the girl moves her body



forward as if replying. It causes Takumi to hit her deepest part. Takumi
feel an overwhelming pleasure and some numbness in his lower body
back. He can only move his waist to reduce the numb feelings. Every time
their hips touched each other it is causing a loud sound. Also the gushing
sound of wet genitals can be heard.

“aaaa….aaaaa…” as if moaning, the girl zombie is groaning. It wasn’t
that scary but it lacks the emotion to make it sweet. While looking at her
beautiful body, Takumi release all of him inside her.

“Ah… that was good. Now, clean yourself over there.”

Takumi instructed her and she is going to the bathroom, she also uses
soap to clean herself. While he is looking for another zombie girl, there
are some from the high school girls that he brought that approached
him. As if they are prepared, Takumi pushed them down with their
expressionless face and continue to feast on the zombie girl wet meat.



Chapter 24: interlude 2

Nakagawa Sarah needs to do something. It wasn’t only her. Many
researchers that are gathered in this facility all thinking of the same
thing.

Zombie Apocalypse. It has threatened humanity in only a short period
of time. The researchers that is usually done things in secret, now
abandoning their principles. No one is trying to monopolize their
research report. They are working together, driven by a strong sense of
crisis.

One of the reasons they tried to cooperate is also because the variation
of the zombie virus has exceed thousands. The cause of it is zombie A,
zombie B and zombie C all had different virus inside of them. Even if they
all shared their research result, it was hard to find a solution.

Sarah research is focused on flagella virus that she discovered while
American institute focused on the spherical virus. The Russian laboratory
finds a tailed virus.

“What is the meaning of this?”

Those researchers are holding a video conference and comparing their
research results but they couldn’t figure out anything. They can only
know that the brain cells didn’t affect much because of it.

They concluded maybe they can start by healing the brain cells first. If



they can make an antivirus for the brain, they could make a big progress
in fighting the zombie apocalypse.

However it was also met such difficulties. The virus couldn’t be
replicated and reproduced inside the lab. Animal experiments, not only
mammals such as rats and rabbits, even monkey and gorillas failed to
give positive results. Although the virus can attack the animal’s brain but
they failed when replicating. Maybe that is the reason no zombie other
than humans can be found.

They also found out that if a human have died prior to be bitten by the
zombie, the corpse won’t become a zombie. Furthermore the changes on
the body of those who become a zombie still can’t be explained why.
Except for the brain cell that isn’t altered, the rest of the body is greatly
affected.

The researchers don’t have enough data. The changes when alive
human is bitten and turn into a zombie, the whole process might be
needed to be researched. Judging from the number of thousands virus
variation itself, it tells how much time needed before the research bear
fruit. If it’s a race against time, maybe the human race will go extinct.
Some may hope 1% human may survive but it was a mere hope.

At least that is what Sarah believes in. For her who has lost both of his
parents because of deadly disease, she refused to give up. She needs to
fight. She has to win against the virus! She may need to take a closer
approach to the virus. Even if it will endanger her life, she needs to do
something.

One week after the zombie apocalypse begin, Sarah has split open
countless corpse of zombie. She isn’t afraid of getting infected and



focused in her research.

The dead bring no result so they start to bring in alive sample. A
zombie is brought in. Although its limbs have been restrained, however
its neck is twisted and fallen while managed to bite a staff member.

The staff has undergone some training; he directly sterilized the wound
however it is failed. In less than one minutes, he turned into a zombie.
Now a danger of him affected more colleague is occurred.

“Why is this happening….”

Sarah let out a desperate cry. Due to the nature of the facility, there are
safe lock door placed to ensure safety. However their goal is to prevent
zombies outside from entering. Soon the emergency bell ringed but what
happened can’t be reversed. The zombie staff infected others in the area.
Finally it is also Sarah turn to be infected.

Her left arm is bitten, some flesh is scooped out and blood flows out
with a dull pain followed after. It is already too late to think of anything.
The zombie that infected her also left her behind to look for new victim.

“I…still haven’t achieved anything…the virus…”

Sarah rather than thinking about her situation is more focused on her
research. Soon pain entered her chest and she realized. In less than one
minute she will turn into a zombie. With her last strength she pressed a
red button of emergency. It was her last resort to force a lockdown on her
research facility. At least she has to stop it from spreading further inside



the lab. After seeing the door closed, Sarah collapsed on the stop. Her life
flashed in front of her eyes as she loses her consciousness.

————————-

“……”

She didn’t know how much time has passed but she woke up. Her head
ached while she tried to remember what is happening.

“Ah…!”

She exclaimed while remembering she has been bitten by a zombie.
Her left arm that was gouged out can’t be seen anymore and the blood
has been dried.

“This is..?”

Sarah checked her surrounding while reaffirming her goal.

“Okay, I’m Sarah.”

She has a mission to find a cure for the zombie apocalypse virus.
However she realized there is no hope in finding a cure but a new hope is
found.

“If I can find another one…”



There must be a reason why she survived.

“If I can make children, two people can become, three, four, and so on.”

She felt an instinct. If there is another man who is like her who isn’t
infected by the zombie apocalypse virus, humanity has a chance to
survive.

“Where can I find him..?”



Zombie master chapter 24 v 2 – growth

(Since the previous chapter 24 is changed to intermission or 23.5 while I
already released it as chapter 24 so you can consider this as chapter 24 v
2 or 24.5)

About a month has passed since the Zombie Apocalypse occurred.

After one month, the military started to send troops to take control of
the situation. They have started to sweep the road slowly. This is
something that never crossed anyone minds a month ago. Today, they are
doing this because they have to do this. With limited supplies remaining,
the situation is getting worse if they keep doing nothing.

In some countries with less government involvements, they have
abandoned the thoughts of protecting the citizen. Some countries are
taking refugees. Of course they have hidden intention that if one day the
situation gets better, they will get tremendous support. However which
growing numbers of zombie every day, will it be real? The neighboring
countries that didn’t protect their citizens, only adds the number of
zombies as time goes on.

In this case, Japan is very lucky to be surrounded by sea on all sides.
The chances of zombies from neighboring countries to cross over are
zero. The landscape which mainly concentrated on cities, makes the
spread of the apocalypse is faster than any other place. Therefore Japan
took lots of early damage but reduced post damage.

Bababababababa (sfx sound of helicopter)



“There are helicopter flying today.”

Takumi muttered that without any real thoughts. The purpose of the
helicopter of course to find survivor and do some rescue. There are some
helicopters belonging to the media which is used to record disasters
from the sky but it has been handed over for the government in this
apocalypse.

There is one helicopter crashed down earlier. One of the survivors
actually infected and soon caused a doomsday inside the helicopter. This
disaster happened throughout Japan but the use of helicopter could
solve it all, but there is one problem, zombies are also attracted to the
sound of the helicopter. It could endanger the survivor rather than saving
them.

In the television they have started to air rescue scene of JSDF. The
reason is to light hope to the citizens that are watching that they could
survive. There is a ray of hope. But in fact the entire rescue mission
doesn’t go smoothly. Scene of guns being shot and civilians holding guns
are now an ordinary sight. He also noticed that zombies’ numbers are
increasing day by day and their movements have become more agile.
Takumi know that they have to resort to guns but thinking that the
zombies are former citizens is contradicting the real rescue points.
However, their effort to save survivor are still a good thing.

“That was good.”

After the scene of people being rescued finished he said that with a
sigh. He doesn’t know if the JSDF is an ally or foes for him. Therefore for



the day, he decided to hides from them. During the day when the sound
of helicopter can be heard, he tells Anba and Yu to stay away from the
window and close the curtains.

Even that means limiting their activities during the day but Takumi got
a great way to kill time.

Takumi is now lying on the bed. In his left, we can see Yumi from the
small apartment building and Hiromi on his right. The two girls are naked
and leaned over to him. His left hand is busy with Yumi busty chest and
his right on Hiromi growing buds.

When he gets into the room, the two girls approached Takumi without
being ordered. As if they welcomed their lovers. It happened every time
he returned to his secret girls stash. Yumi is still soft and she is still in her
growing age. Her body is somewhat cold but it didn’t stop Takumi to
pinch the pink pearl on her chest.

Hiromi on the other hand is only fourteen or so. She kissed him and
stared with her empty eyes but she has learned to play with her tongue
when their lips met and entwined. While they can’t speak any words but
they let out pant voice and moaned when they are engaged in sexual
activity. Hiromi kissed Takumi and caused some wet sounds from their
kisses. He pinched her pink pearl that turned hard and in return she
caressed his body by rubbing her own body. Meanwhile, Yumi didn’t do
anything.

After one month, Takumi teaches the zombie girls different techniques.
Some needed to be instructed, some acted on their own. Their learning
ability isn’t a joke. Yumi didn’t do anything because she didn’t want to
interfere with Takumi action. He successfully trained the zombie girls to



wait for their turn.

Takumi played with Yumi as he stroked her skin without touching the
pink area on her chest. His fingers go up from the stomach to the chest
and move down again. When he would reach the erogenous area, he
avoided it again and again. After some times, suddenly Takumi pinched
the area that he avoided so long and caused Yumi to let out a small
“Ah..!” cry.

Playing with both of the girl’s body, caused Takumi body to respond. His
lower half is now being serviced by three other girls. Rika, Yayoi and
Fumika the elementary school trio.

(Tl note: did their names just changed?)

The three girls are licking Takumi towering member carefully like a
kitten drinking their milk. To compliment their appearance, Takumi get a
cat ear hair band for them from the 100 yen shop and cat tails from the
adult shop. Of course the tails comes with a vibrator that is currently
resided in the girls’ bottom. As a zombie, their digestion system has been
stopped functioning so it was very clean. Fumika is still focused on
licking Takumi’s while Rika and Fumika, positioned theirself on top of
Takumi’s legs and rubbed their thighs against it. The three girls really
enjoyed themselves.

“Alright, everybody stop.”

The five girls stopped what they are doing and moved back a few steps.
Right now they have understood everything that Takumi ordered on the
bed.



Takumi sit down on the bed and he faced Yumi’s back. He entered her
on the back lotus position. Without any problem, it entered her easily. It is
wet and swallowed the whole thing in one go.

sploch

Wet sounds are emitted as Takumi move in and out. Yumi per Takumi
instruction also moved her hips to matched Takumi rhythm. Her wild
movement pleased Takumi.

“Look how well you moved.”

Of course Yumi couldn’t reply verbally but her movements get’s
rougher. The more he praises her, the wilder she moves. Moving her hips
up and down to please him. Takumi moves his hand towards her chest
and massaged it caused her to overflow with love juice. More indecent
sound is released as she gets wetter. Each time the obscene sound
reached Takumi ear, he gets harder than before.

“Yumi… I’m coming!”

As the movement grows faster, Takumi grabbed her chest harder and
when she moved down, Takumi burst up inside her. Yumi faced seemed to
be satisfied although it is expressionless.

“Hiromi, you’re next.”



Takumi ordered Hiromi to stand on all fours. He will enter her from
behind on doggy style. It didn’t take long before Takumi shoves all of him
inside her. This fourteen years old body has familiar itself with Takumi and
didn’t have any trouble accepting all of him. It is still tight but the juices
helped him. He grabbed Hiromi braids on his hand and moved while
pulling it. The sound of her bottom met with his hips and wet obscene
sound where their privates connected is arousing.

“Hiromi, look at me.”

Hiromi glanced at him and it was such a tempting stare. As she opened
her mouth and panting, Takumi moves harder.

“Hiromi, do you have something to say?”

As her body bounced back and forth, she couldn’t speak but a pant
voice can be heard.

“Ah… Ah… Ah…”

Of course Takumi want to hear her moaning and panting like a normal
girl but this alone is enough as the pleasure grows as she tightens when
she panted.

“Ah… Ah… Ah…”

The small expressionless pant voice brings Takumi to his limit.



“Hiromi, receive all of this.”

The momentum isn’t the same as Yumi when he is at her deepest part.
It was released as he moved in and out.

“Ah… Ah… Ah…”

Hiromi mouths gaped open as drool are flowing down from her and her
upper body falls and couldn’t maintain her posture as Takumi ravaged
her as he let it out.

After a while, Takumi take it out followed by the sound of a pop bottle
opened sound.

“Fuu… that was pretty good Hiromi.”

Takumi go out and grabbed some soft drinks, gulped it down and shift
his gaze to the three elementary school students zombie girl.



Zombie Master Chapter 25

Once again, Takumi looked at the three elementary school students
zombie. The three girls body isn’t covered by even a string. They wear cat
ear hair bands and cat tail that is plugged to their bottom. Both hands
and feet are also covered by cat glove and feet to complete the cat
cosplay set.

It should be noted that these elementary school students age is at least
12 years old. When thinking of having intimate play with girls with single
digit age, somehow guilt becomes a problem and Takumi lost his
motivation.

“Fumika, come over here.”

Takumi ordered Fumika to come. She looks like a Japanese doll and is
going to be the first one to be devoured.

Her genitals are already wet, overflowing with love juice. In the dimly lit
room with the closed curtain, it is shine and slippery, mysteriously
inviting Takumi to come. The red eyes glowing on her small face, as if
telling Takumi to do his deed.

Takumi approached Fumika and lift one of her leg. While looking at her
face, he entered her directly. It was amazing at how small she is but able
to accepted all of Takumi’s. The inside of Fumika is wet and causing
indecent sound as Takumi’s going in and out.

It was tight and wet, such a deadly combination and Takumi enjoyed



the sensation by slowly going in and out. Fumika is expressionless but
everytime when Takumi hit her deepest part, her mouth opened as if she
is moaning.

Droll sloppily flowed out of her mouth until it reached her lower
abdomen. Takumi don’t want it to disturb him so he turned her body
without even taking it out. His hand take a firm grab on her waist and
start to pound hard.

The small hole that is spread to the limit by the thing that is coming in
and out, let out a sweet love juice until it form a puddle.

“Aaah…Aah…”

Fumika raised a high-pitched sound as if she is moaning. Although
there is no tone to the voice but this time it was different from the usual
low growl. Hearing that, Takumi is geeting excited.

“Fumika, you’re so lovely.”

Takumi didn’t know whether she could understand but as he said that,
the high pitched voice interval got shorter.

“Aaah…ahh..aah…”

At the same time, her lower parts is tightening and squeezing Takumi’s.
Takumi couldn’t hold it back and release all of it inside Fumika.



“Ugh… Fumika..”

Takumi waited for a while before slowly taking his lower part out of her.
From where he left, a small gap can be seen with white liquid coming
out. Fumika couldn’t stand on her legs and immediately fall on top of the
bed while one of her hand is playing with herself.

Finished with her, Takumi eyes fall into Yayoi. She is the tallest among
the three. Accompanied with her short hair, she could me mistaken as a
boy as her chest area is under development and haven’t show its charm.
Having lost her vivacity and richness expression of living beings, she is
now licking Takumi member obediently.

The cold saliva enveloped Takumi’s and the tongue licking it skillfully.
Takumi eyes is fixated on her tongue dancing on top of him.

“That was excellent, but let’s try something different today.”

Takumi ordered Yayoi to be on all four. Her head is laid down on the bed
and causing her bottom to be outstretched upwards. In this pose, Takumi
can clearly see her bottom half.

After the zombie apocalypse, Takumi has seen a large number of naked
women. He also can start to discern the difference in their age and body.
In this case, Yayoi body is still under development, the flat bottom and
chest is modest and not developed. The lines on her body isn’t perfect
but there is a distinct slim waist there.

Takumi attention is now fall on her bottom. Where the cat tails are



plugged in, it was in a place where it is used to excrete.

“Even though you are a zombie, don’t you fell anything?”

He pulled the cat tail out and tried to push it in again.

“I’ll turn it on okay.”

as he said that, Takumi pressed the on power button on the cat tail.
Immediatelly, the tail is swaying back and forth before Takumi turn it off
and pulled it out in the process.

“Sorry, that was my bad.”

Takumi while laughing put away the cat tail. Then he takes a lotion and
spread it at her untouched woman part. Compared to Fumika, it was dry
so he need a lotion that he loot from adult shop.

Takumi spread the lotion on her privates part and spread it open.

“Will it be able to accept me?”

after that, Takumi prepared to enter her from behind. He can feel the
thin membaren of hymen inside her, making her hole even tighter and
narrow.

“It’s tight!”



as he said that, Takumi pushed his waist strongly and there is a sound
of something being ripped. Not long after, the lotion comes out from
where they connected with a drop of red blood.

Yayoi remain expressionless so Takumi isn’t hesitating to start pounding
her. It was tight and narrow to the point it was painful but the lotion
works wonder. This is her first time but she could accept all of Takumi
without problem.

“Tight! It’s too tight!”

Takumi cried out several time as he is moving vigorously. Every once
and then, Takumi keep adding lotion to make it smooth. Once Takumi feel
cold liquid flowed out from her insides, he didn’t need to apply lotion
again.

“It’s seemed like you’re getting used to this Yayoi.”

He touched her chest that is only slightly bulged where the center is
already hard and pointing to the sky. It was pink pale and every time
Takumi pinched on that part, her lower body is tightening and moving.
Every time, it makes Takumi feel numb from the sweet squeezing
pleasure.

Even though he just released his load not long ago, he feel that it is
coming. Takumi couldn’t hold it back anymore.

“Yayoi, this is the taste of a man. Accept your first experience.”



vigorously, Takumi release his load that is more than before. With a
shudder, Takumi takes it out and a white liquid followed to drip down
from Yayoi sensitive place.

Finally, the turn comes to Rika. She was short but beautiful like a
western doll. Twin tails and ribbon are emitting young and cute
fragrance. When she was alive, she looked like inexperienced but Takumi
is being surprised with her proactively outstanding technique.

Now, Takumi only laid down on the bed. She didn’t need to be ordered
before she rubbed her abdomen on his.

At first, her movement was rigid and awkward but after a few times, her
movement was adept. From her lower half, love juice are flowing out
visibly. It doesn’t take much effor to make her prepared and it will
enhance the pleasure.

“Now, I’ll let you do the work.”

Takumi put his hands on Rika waist and with gleaming eyes, her gaze
never strayed from Takumi. She raised her hip trying to put it in.

“Keep trying, I know you can inserted it on your own.”

If any ordinary elementary school heard that, they may not understand
but Rika knows well what she has to do.



Takumi towering member is now located at her entrance as she lowered
herself.

“Slowly…”

Takumi said that because it was painful. It was wet but it is tight
nonetheless.

There is a speck of red blood but as she moved her body, it couldn’t be
seen anymore. After finally tasting the three girls body, Takumi is
entranced with their tightness.

“…aaah!”

From all of them, Rika is the tightest. Even thought it was slippery, it
was too tight, moving, squeezing, as if another living beings is located
there. She doesn’t even moving. Slowly, she started to move and Takumi
lower half is in other world. Her movement is very lustful and visually
enticing. Even though her stature is small and her chest is only slightly
bulged, even with that small body, Takumi was drawn in.

His hand reached for her chest while she moved up and down like a
piston. As she move faster, her lower member tighten. As if she was
dancing, she seemed to enjoy all of it. Her red eyes shine mysteriously
and low growl sound can be heard. Takumi responded to that growl as he
also moved alongside her.

“Ahh….Aaa…”



Rika expressionlessly narrowed her eyes and as if there is a mouth on
her lower parts, there is a suction feeling. She couldn’t hold her body
upwards and fall on top of Takumi. She used this position to lick and kiss
his neck.

Accompanied with the cold kiss, suction on his lower half, there is no
way for him to hold it back. Only increasing pleasure that is
uncontrolable. In the next moment, he released another load inside of
her.



Zombie master chapter 26: Encounter

After sending the zombie girls into the bathroom, Takumi lying naked
on top of the bed after changing the bed sheets into a new one. It was
strange that after the sex feast is over he entered the wise man mode
and his mind was calm. Slowly he think about the situation.

Of course it was about what he will do in the future.

The current situation didn’t show any sign to ends soon and things that
he alone can do is limited.

“Maybe this is enough for now.”

above all, he still need to maintain his health and survival in this
extreme situation. When he was sick, it becomes impossible to go and
see a doctor, that’s why even a simple sickness is a doom. Not to mention
if it was an unknown sickness. Just a simple pneumonia from the cold
even becomes hard to diagnose and treat. Therefore Takumi also need to
take care of his health and food intake. Make sure that his digestion
system doesn’t encounter any problem.

Yu and Anba is still looking very healthy at the moment so it wouldn’t
be funny if Takumi is the one who fell sick while he in fact should take
care of the two.

“It was impossible to have a good diet if I didn’t found some source for
fiber.”

However, it is also not to mention that Takumi physical condition is far



better than what it used to be. His current body is light and didn’t feel
even tired after he walked far around the area and looting miscellaneous
in the middle of the night. His face freckles and pimples are also gone,
his skin is now as if he was still in his teens.

So for the time being, aside from the diet problem, he also still need to
think about this zombie apocalypse. Some people still surviving out there
because the internet still have people posting from time to time. If you
look at it, it is probably the last stand of mankind where we unite at once
trying to gathered our knowledge.

As time goes by, lots of people are also writing encouragement that is
increasing every day.

But still one question remain unanswered.

“Why does the zombie apocalypse occurred?”

majority agreed that it was because of a virus. Some people said it was
an evolving parasite and even a research was done to see if zombie’s
brain have a parasite living inside them. However none of the theory can
be proven. Even using electron microscope, there is not a speck of clue.

At the same time, people thinking back about the zombie themed
movie, novels, comics and games. Takumi himself rummage in the net
but his focus was on erotic cartoons and erotic novels.

“Ah, this story about the MC not attacked by the zombie. Could it be
me?”

in one of the novel he read, the zombie are able to turn back into



human by having sex. In that novel, the MC ‘white liquid’ carried
something that could killed the zombie virus. However it was only a faint
hope. After all Takumi has released lots of his loads inside the zombies
but there is no miracle such as they returned into human beings.

Speaking of changes, the zombie are now acting more and more
natural. At first, their walking style was wobbling unsteady left and right
badly but right now they regain their balance and walk normally. If you
look at them from the distance, there is no real differences. And this
phenomenon that Takumi saw also occurred all over the world.

“It is as if the zombie has accustomed to move in their new body.”

like common occurrence where a child isn’t able to ride bicycle for the
first time but after time passed, they will be able to ride perfectly.

Takumi suddenly shook his head. This kind of idea is unacceptable. It
was as if the human body is taken over by zombies entity.

“Onii….chan…”

Takumi looked back and found Azuri. It was because of her that his
theory was broken down. Azuri is now a zombie but her eyes is always
directed to Takumi. When at first she is even able to protect Yu and Anba
when they are still in the school just in case of emergency, now she didn’t
need to do that anymore. The apartment security was sufficient and at
the lower level, layer after layer of zombie is gathered. Takumi himself are
proud at his new defense.

That is also why he feel a guilt in his heart that he let Azuri be in such a
state. He will feel the same if it happened to Yu and Anba. Right now, the



two of them aren’t able to move around without Takumi permission and it
was restricted to their residential floor only. Although it was seemed to
be a complex instruction but they both comply obediently.

It was also why Azuri sometimes can be seen besides Anba and Yu.
Perharps she is still following her previous command to protect them.
Takumi wanted to believes that was the case. But still she is a zombie in a
room with two normal people. However Takumi still let Azuri to be able to
freely wander around. That is why, she is able to come here right now.

Takumi lost in his thoughts. Is she still has her memory? He want to see
a hope to return her to her previous condition.

“Azuri…”

Takumi stretched out his hands to pats her head and Azuri responded
by moving forward a little. Seeing that, his brain thinks again.

No matter what is her condition now, Azuri is still his sister. Both Anba
and Azuri, they are his sister. They are the only things that he could be
proud of. Smart and beautiful, good personality, that is his sister. Anba
that is cheerful and always be the center of attention, respected,
surrounded by many friends, junior and even senior. Azuri prefered to
read book quietly alone but apart from that, she was smart and has lots
of friends in class with looks that is not losing to her sister. A hint of
sadness appeared in his eyes.

In his memory, he always see Anba smiled like a sunflower blooming
and Azuri smile like the lotus in the pond. Both of them coyly called him
‘onii-san’.



“Onii….chan…”

right now, Azuri voice that called out to him lack any emotion. It was
still her lovely voice but her cuteness is gone. Still, Azuri is able to speak
those words that recognized Takumi as her brother. In her mind Takumi is
still Takumi. The more he think about it the more he confused.

Azuri also like the others zombie, start to show changes little by little. Is
it possible if she will completely turn into a zombie in the future? It’s
something that Takumi want to avoid.

“Onii…. Chan…”

Even if there is a gap before the other words come out, each sentence
are calling out to Takumi many times. Each time, Takumi always stroked
her head and eventually Azuri will fall silent and sit down on the bed.

After that some rumbling sound can be heard. Takumi directs his face
towards the source and it was the naked body of Yayoi, Rika and Fumika
comes out from the bath with towel covering their body. This is really a
pleasing sight if only the three of them wasn’t expressionless zombie girls
with shining red eyes that is surreal.

Even after finishing the bath, it just stand still without doing nothing to
wiped the body with the towel which every living human will naturally
do. As he thinks like that, he feels something changed.

“The three of you…”

The girls listened to his voice and looked at him. However they are



moving towards him like a robot without feelings. If only there is a trace
of emotion inside them.

“Ah, nothing. Just make sure to wipe your body.”

the zombies didn’t answered and just obediently followed the
instruction.

Without showing much movement when wiping their body with the
towel, and didn’t care if Takumi that is from the opposite sex are in the
same room with them. Takumi takes a deep breath and decided to take a
shower to clean himself.

………………..

(TL note: finally some development to the story)

“Fu… hot…”

Sakura said as she walked under the blazing sun. it was the 19th street
from the university that is full of zombies roaming around. Sakura wears a
white tank top and short dark blue jeans. She tied her hair up in a
ponytail and looking around with full of curiosity. Her sharp eyes full of
strong will and looked impressive. Her chest area is developed enough to
creates a fascinating valley under the white tank top. Slender legs that is
wrapped in the short jeans are something that invites crime along with
her smooth thighs.

Even though he is under the blazing summer sun, her skin wasn’t
affected at all and still retain its pure white color. If it was a month before,
every men’s eyes definitely would be gazing at her with full of lust and
admiration.



After the zombie apocalypse if someone goes out like this with exposed
dressing was akin to suicide. It was common sense that to reduce the
possibility of being infected by a zombie, one would wear thick clothing
for protection. It was even aired in the special TV program that the
government publicize.

So was she looking to suicide? The answer is not.

“Well, I wish I could find other survivor.”

Sakura examined the group of zombie with observant eyes. Yes, it can
be said that in the city full of zombie, she is not attacked by them.

One month ago at the university of Tokyo she was bitten by a zombie
however she couldn’t remember anything else aside from that.

“I just realized, maybe I’m not a human anymore.”

She tried to search her house but her parents are already dead and
become a zombie. Why they turn into a zombie while she survived? What
kind of circumstances that lead to her condition?

At her early days, she feels heavy headache but as times goes by, it
reduced and now she has a very good condition.

Any zombies that is overflowing the road gives her a different kind of
feeling which makes her understand.

(Tl note: sakura is talking to herself)



“They are not my kind.”

“Where is my kind?”

“There are some that is the same like me.”

“Somehow I understand.”

“We must increase our number.”

“This is because there are still a lot of human and our number is still
small.”

“We need to increase our number.”

“How?”

“Of course I need to find my man.”

“I need to find a man because I’m a woman.”

“But, human male is useless. Zombie also didn’t work.”

“Ah, how can I not understand?”

“Somewhere, there are a person that will lead us.”

“Our king? Emperor? Master?”

“No matter what we need to find this person.”



“But where? Where is he?”

“Maybe he is in the place where other people live?”

“There is a chance that I will find one of my kind.”

Toward the center district on the 23rd street, Sakura began to walk.

Her backpack are filled with sleeping bags, food, and survival necessity.
She already walked from the middle of the night until now, noon. But she
can only see zombie all over the place.

“What do I have to do?”

When she arrived at a major intersection, she get an idea. There is some
man wearing JSDF uniform.

(Tl note: this is the man in the radio talking)

“What?”

“We find survivor!”

Sakura stopped for a moment and decided to observe the situation.
Because there is no way the JSDF will go this far just to save a single
survivor.

Just in case they really did that, they wouldn’t do it in the middle of the
day and will choose the night where less zombie roaming around.



Sakura tried to hear more of the conversation from the radio.

“Yes… I understand… Doctor Nakagawa you survived the virus. We will
come and take you back to the shelter.”

She must be going to be taken to a shelter or refugee camp. However
one thing disturbing her. If she is also a survivor, she might have an
answer. Nakagawa Sarah is a renowned medical scientist and nobody will
doubt her words. Soon, fate brought two girls that survived after being
bitten by zombie together.



Chapter 27: Bathing

“Fu…”

After entering the bathtub filled with hot water, Takumi let out a deep
breath. Since the zombie apocalypse occurred, he was always filled with
anxiety and didn’t really care about what happened to his body, however
for the first time entering the comfortable bath, he had forgotten about
all of his problem.

After some time, some of the zombie girl entered the bath along with
him but the water didn’t turn dirty. At first, the image of a zombie
entering the hot water bath is a dirty sight with dirt and turn the water
dark. However when the zombie entered the water and it was still clear
without a speck of dirt visible floating on the water. The zombies were
clean just like humans. This makes Takumi think, even when before they
entered the bath, the zombies didn’t let out any rotten smell. It was
different from Anba and Yu which are still alive and sweating although it
was rude but it was true.

“I also need to take care of my own body odor.”

after muttering that, Takumi begin to wash his body with soap. He
couldn’t even smell his own smell but he don’t want to make Anba and
Yu pointed it out for him. That’s why he has been carefully washing his
body every day.

Gasha

at that time, the sound of the door of the bath opening can be heard.



When Takumi looked to the left, Azuri was there standing naked.

“Azuri?”

There stood a petite girl with a small body like a western doll. Small
face, and long black hair flowing down. Although she was expressionless
but she was still looked so beautiful yet fragile. Her chest was still
developing and only bulged slightly like an elementary school students.
The pink buds wasn’t clearly visible because of the steam.

Her lower body, some thin layer of hair can be seen growing hiding a
small crack like a secret garden. Although at this point Takumi can be
said has been tired seeing countless naked girl but his heart still skipped
a beat when he look at her.

When they were young, they used to take baths together and still
despite now she was a zombie, it won’t be a problem however Takumi
has a hard time looking at her.

“Onii-chan…”

Azuri as usual didn’t talk much and move towards Takumi back and
made him stunned. The apartment bath was indeed large enough for two
people to enter together however when two people are inside, it was still
only leaving small space between them. Azuri at this point doing things
on her own accord, the first time since she turned into a zombie. She was
still looking at Takumi expressionless and then Azuri’s hand started to
move up and down washing Takumi back.



Azuri hand slowly reach up for some soap and make it bubbles and
then started to wash Takumi’s back. At this point Takumi realized what
she was doing. The last time they had bath together was before Takumi
enter university. At that time Azuri was still around third grade in
elementary school. Anba at that time was already in the fifth grade so
she doesn’t enter the bath together with him anymore. At this time,
Takumi felt some nostalgia. Although he wanted to ask Azuri to go out of
the bath but he can feel Azuri affection from her movements.

“Do you want to use this?”

Takumi hand out a net sponge towards Azuri but she didn’t show any
sign to take it. Azuri just silently and slowly stroked gently Takumi’s back
using her hands. Even though her hands were cold and there was some
soap mixed in it, combined with the hot and steamy water it made
Takumi felt comfortable. Takumi for a while thinking that it was only a
dream, however when he looked at his sister again he felt embarrassed.
After a while he became calm again.

(I don’t know what Azuri is thinking but what is her true intention of
doing this?) – Takumi

“Azuri… Why are you doing this?”

Takumi asked her with a trembling voice and was hoping for an answer
but she stayed silent.

Not long after, Takumi thoughts were betrayed. Azuri moved her hands
from his back and start to reach out for his chest. At this point clearly her
hand movements were not like someone that is wanting to wash him.



“Azuri?”

Takumi was trying to stand up in a hurry but his movement stopped
when Azuri hugged him tightly from behind. No matter how hard he
struggled, she won’t let go. Afterall Azuri is now a zombie even though
her appearance is not convincing but she has some strength.

When Takumi gave up and sit back again, Azuri moved her body up and
down and pressing her chest slowly on Takumi’s back. Even if it was under
developed, he can still feel the slight bulge and it was enough to cause
his heart to thump. Even though just before taking a bath Takumi had let
out many times to the girls but he regained his vigor and it was already
standing up. Then as if it were natural, Azuri squeeze it gently with her
hands that were full of soap and bubbles.

“…!”

Takumi body trembles with only a touch. The thoughts of being
touched by your sister is different and he had a bubbling feelings coming
up from the bottom of his heart.

Azuri was holding it gently and she stroked it many times from the root
to the tip. The soap and the bubbles became the lubricant and it
stimulates Takumi’s sensitive parts many times in short interval. It wasn’t
just her fingers that roamed on Takumi’s but all of her hands were
roaming around swiftly.

“Azuri… you…”

Although she won’t answer to his words since she was a zombie, he still
need to say that. Since that delicate touch that she delivered wasn’t like



any other zombies. Before long her hands were running wild and
stimulate Takumi’s further.

It was a weird tension where there was a sense of crisis, embarrassment
and a weird feeling that came from his man’s part. Azuri movement was
gentle and subtle yet it gave enough pressure for Takumi. Not to mention
the soap that added the smooth feelings, it was giving far too much
stimulus for Takumi. Everytime her hands moved back and forth, there
was a wet sound produced from the soap, water and skin friction.

Due to the pleasure, Takumi rested his body back towards Azuri and
now he can see her face besides him. Although her stature was small, she
was able to support Takumi’s body weight.

The rhythmic movement produced a sound that gradually turns faster.
Azuri right hand was moving continuously while her left was roaming
wild. Everytime her hand moved, Takumi felt a sensation running on his
body. The force was not too strong and not too weak, it was perfect and
keep on sending pleasures surging for him.

When Takumi tilted his face, he can see Azuri was looking at him with
her red glowing eyes. It may only be an illusion but there were
movements in her eyes. It was only for a second before it disappeared
and her face was still expressionless.

“I can’t hold it back anymore.”

As that eyes looking at him, he felt that he was at the limit. However
Azuri’s hand stopped at that critical moment. She even move her body so
she isn’t supporting Takumi’s body anymore. Takumi who was now using



his arm to support his body was confused but the next scene was mind
blowing.

Azuri put it inside her mouth. The next moment, her small tongue
began to quickly lick all over it and the cold sensation of her mouth, and
wetness was unimaginable. Takumi won’t last long.

“Azuri, I’m coming.”

It took less than ten movements of her head that Takumi let it all out
inside her mouth. He really let it out inside his sister’s mouth. She
stopped her movement and waiting for all of the load to be discharged
before moving again in a slowly sucking movement. Each time she
moved, as if squeezing the remaining liquid that was still inside of
Takumi.

Each time she moved, as if she needed more and while doing so she
also swallowed the liquid that is inside her mouth. Finally she let it out
with a wet and popping sound from her mouth.

“Onii-chan…”

Azuri once again called his name in a soft whisper while looking
directly into his eyes. That innocent face of her sister somehow still
showing her naivety despite what she has just done. Takumi also could
only look at her without reacting anymore. After awhile, he can only place
his right hand on her head and pat her wholeheartedly.

“Azuri…”



however he still can’t decide on what to say so he just simply call her
name. He wanted to say lots of things but nothing came into his mind
and the situation wasn’t suitable. Now, he could only quickly wash his
own body and his sister’s and quickly leave the bath. Next, he was
getting dressed and also put on Azuri clothes. She was now wearing a
pink pajamas and she doesn’t look like a zombie at all. Since at the
moment all the zombie have tattered clothes and look very dirty thus
Azuri look very human like except her red glowing eyes.

Takumi look left and right as if he was doing something wrong and
afraid of getting found out after realizing that nobody was here, he
laughed it off at his own stupid conduct.

“Do as I say.”

Takumi then sat on the sofa while Azuri sat beside him.

“Azuri…”

He does what he usually did, which was spoiling Azuri. He put his hand
around Azuri and started to stroke her head gently.

However at that time Takumi couldn’t see what happened. Azuri
expression changed as she put her head on Takumi shoulder. At that time,
Takumi also thinking how he should act around Anba and Yu.



Chapter 28: slow destruction

Takumi was thinking about the future on how he will live from now on.
He has been looking for emergency food everyday however there’s not
enough vegetables or plants and crops seeds.

The zombie apocalypse was not like a major threat to humanity like
how it was shown on movies or games since there might be some
country that have prepared against this kind of apocalypse. It may even
be possible to kill all of the zombie if the world’s big power joined
together and move their army. However Takumi have no idea on how
hard actually it is to move the army and how long it will arrive in Japan.

The most worrisome thing was food that couldn’t be imported
anywhere and fuel which was always imported from outside of Japan. If
things stay this way, Japan will slowly be heading into destruction. The
water and electricity may be running now but there’s no telling for how
long. Sooner or later, people will be forced to move from their shelter for
survival not because of the zombie attacks but because of endeavor to
ensure food. Takumi also can’t let Anba and Yu starving. The longest time
he can support both of them, at the longest is five years that was if they
relied only on canned food. If things occurred for more than a decade,
even canned food will be expired and face the danger of corrosion. Even
if they kept on moving and find some food in the end it will run out since
no new food source was found and produced.

Although there was a possibility that animals can be consumed but no
report yet if they are safe since there could be zombie animal. Even if
they successfully catch animals and fish, there is no guarantee that Anba
and Yu won’t turn to a zombie because the animals may become a virus



carrier. Years from now, Takumi already think that far ahead and full of
anxiety. The more he thinks about it, the more confused and worried he
became. It was already good since he doesn’t have to think about
defending from zombies too which was on every humans’ mind at the
moment.

Takumi finished checking his inventory, emergency food, and turned off
the lights as he get out from the zombie harem room. In fact, his situation
was way better than any other human out there. Without having to be
fear of zombie attack, bath, toilet, air conditioning, water, and food, all
were fulfilled and he can even have some entertainment in the movie
room.

For Japanese who had lived in clean environment as a developed
country, even in a shelter just because of the toilets was below standard,
it can accumulate a great deal of stress. Although they can make
temporary toilet just in case emergency earthquake occurred but this
time the situation was too large to be handled and this disaster occurred
everywhere, leaving no time even to build a simple toilet. The most
important things were they have to fight everyday and their movements
were restricted because of the zombies that were scattered everywhere.
Those who fell ill because of toilet stress and desperation will not be a
few.

(TL note: really this toilet stress was funny lol)

in addition, because the fear of being attacked by a zombie, they can’t
even go to the toilet in a relaxed mood and it caused more stress. The
best thing to do was to ask someone to watch out when you are going to
the toilet but it wasn’t really comfortable at all.

In such situation, emergency shelters such as the JSDF and riot police



HQ getting less food and water distributed to survivors. If it kept on
continuing, in one month their supplies will be gone. Of course the
government has to grasp the situation but they don’t want to let the
public know about it and keep on broadcasting about it.

“OO shelter is still there, and survivor are welcomed.”

however since the net is still up, some info can be get from the SNS or
blog about the shelter’s condition and soon enough people could see
that the shelters aren’t really guaranteeing anything and despair filled
the places sooner or later. The side effects of the zombie apocalypse
could be seen. The situation has been deteriorated. People were full of
despair, all around the net, they also kept on looking for a speck of light
that could bring hope to the world. But when the net goes down, finally
their hope will slowly fade. Humanity slowly is heading to its destruction.

For normal people, there was no peace in their mind but Takumi under
such circumstances was now sunbathing in the room. Lately there was no
helicopter moving or flying around the town. He was sunbathing by
moving the sofa into the location where the sun light falls. He did that to
maintain a healthy exposure to the sun light. For example, vitamin D that
can be acquired from the morning sun. in fact after doing that for some
time, Takumi felt that his body condition is getting better.

He can also feel his stomach is filled. He at that moment taking meal
once a day and lately the amount has been getting lesser and at this
point he think that he will be okay without a meal and it was only
compulsory. It wasn’t only him that sunbathing, all of the zombie girl are
all there on his left and right, naked.

Directly on his right side was a high school student with a ponytail hair.



She was recently found around the vicinity and not brought from Anba
school. Her chest was already well shaped and growing. Takumi is now
playing with it as he feel the exquisite elasticity feeling that was
transmitted by his hand. It was soft and big like an adult woman’s but it
has a trace of immature hardness. The fresh skin of a teenager is superb
and it also can no longer sweat after they become zombie. Takumi was
playing with the pink pearl on her body and massaged her chest.
However when he was doing that, something came up and stopped him.
On his left, a girl with a short hair around junior high school students’
age with a bangs that can be seen. Her facial features were clean and
cute. Petite but all of her limbs are firm. She was probably an athlete as
there was only a slight bulge on her chest. He slowly stroked her cheek
and shoulder but her calm face remain expressionless.

Sitting in front of Takumi, it was another girl, Azuri. With the other two
girls, she was servicing Takumi using her mouth and tongue. Her white
skin, petite doll-like face and bluish lips contrasted with her long red
tongue as it run over Takumi’s body. Her tongue was moving wildly as if it
was a living being. She was licking it greedily before finally putting it up
inside her mouth while making a wet sound. After countless times going
in and out, Takumi’s are now sticky and wet from Azuri’s saliva. He also
had let it out countless times inside her mouth but he didn’t show any
sign of losing its hardness. Takumi suddenly looked into Azuri eyes, as
their eyes met each other and, as usual, he can’t guess what she was
thinking from her expressionless face.

“Onii-chan…”

Takumi heard her voice but compared to before there seemed to be a
little halt on her diction. Her voice also getting clearer compared to
before that is almost like a mosquito buzzing. More than anything, her
eyes were showing a glint for a moment. He may think that it was his
imagination again but there was a possibility that something was
happening.



“Azuri, that’s enough.”

Because he don’t know on what to do, he just commanded Azuri to
remained away from him and falls back a few step.

“…Darn.”

Takumi mind was now disturbed. He wanted to think but he don’t know
anymore so he look at the girl with the short hair cut and pierced her
deep in her wet hole. In particular it was to distract his mind. She
accepted all of him but there was not a single trace of her virginity that
he took only a few days ago. Looking at her, she was completely like a
lewd girl by now and more importantly her lower parts were cleanly
shaved. It was like a child’s since it was smooth without any hair at all.

“Tighten it.”

on his words, she start to tightens, not only that, she wrapped him
completely and as if it was alive, something was squeezing Takumi’s.
After that, Takumi lifted the girl and carried her while he moved her up
and down. The love juice completely overflowed each time he thrust and
yet it only gets tighter and tighter.

“Now, it’s time for you to move your hip.”

as Takumi ordered that, the girl put her feet on the sofa and turned her
body in a clockwise direction so she was now half standing on top of the
sofa with her back facing Takumi and she began to move. Each time she
moved, Takumi felt a very pleasant feelings. Before long, the pleasure



driving Takumi to the edge. At this point Takumi moved along with the
girl vigorously. The sound of their body colliding with each other. The
sound of love juice that was coming up every time he pulls it out and
pushed it back in was resounded. The girl was tightening with every
thrust. Until Takumi couldn’t take it anymore. As his limit came, he let it
out inside of her many times until it was even coming out overflowed.
After he took it out of her, she politely lick him to clean it up.

After it was clean, Takumi pulled the ponytail girl and do her from
behind while standing. It also easily entered her without any resistance.
Once it was in, she slowly secretes large amount of love juice and it
wrapped Takumi’s. Since he was doing her from behind, he didn’t forget
to grab her chest and rubbed it wildly while moving his hip. There were
undulate feelings every time he moved in and out as it enveloped him
entirely.

“This feeling… I am already on my limit again.”

While moving violently, his hands were also massaging her. The feeling
of the soft and lump pudding, it isn’t losing to the heavenly feelings that
is caused by her lower body.

Zuppu Zuppu Zuppu

the wet sound of two pieces of meat came together was so obscene
and further enhanced Takumi’s pleasure. No matter how many times he
experienced it, he still took pleasure and felt excited. The softness,
tightness, wetness, he could never get enough of it. In a few minutes he
will let himself loose inside of her again. The overflowing love juice made
it smooth to get in and out despite the tightness.



“Okay, here we go…”

Takumi eyes were ful of pleasure and his breath was now getting harder
as the final moment was approaching. Finally, he planted it deep inside of
her and let it all out. He was exhausted and immediately pull it out as he
sat down on the sofa again. Watching the substance that slowly drip out
of the ponytail girl and look at Azuri afterwards.

“Azuri…”

Takumi called out to her as she obediently walked quietly on all fours
and clean up the mess carefully with her tongue.



Chapter 29

The zombie is slowly become aware of the humanity survivor. It was
start as a rumor on the net but in fact it indeed recognized the human
survivor. The survivor at this point already researched about the zombie
movement further. They have some camera installed at some point and
from it they can see the differences of the movement of the zombie.

In the beginning of zombie apocalypse, the zombie movement was
rough, unorganized and slow. It was rare but sometimes there is some
that has a fast response towards human. Sooner or later, they start to
show sign of abnormal development of muscle and looks like a monster.
Some show that zombie that doesn’t really have any appearances from
normal human walking normally. The worst thing is the female zombie
seemed to be stronger than the male one. In addition, the number of
female in the world is much more than male. It was such a horror
knowing that the number of enemy that they have to face is much more.

The infection rate is also crazy. At first it was believed that the virus can
only be spread through zombie bite but at the moment, any wound that
is caused by a zombie even showing sign of infection. A man was slashed
in the neck but soon the blood turned to black showing sign of infection.
The zombies also have an amazing regeneration. Unless their head is cut
off, they won’t be defeated.

The fact that their amazing recovery makes them able to survive even
the fatal wound, make some people believe. They are not undead but a
living dead. Some even made a theory that zombie is an evolved
organism of human, in other words, human evolution and will become
the new ruler of earth. Although that idea was crazy but if it wasn’t



stopping some already have a premonition that it might be true.

While people around the world are suffering in despair, Takumi is
enjoying his day. As usual, he didn’t do anything much other than
ordering the zombie to take guard. He also examined the sombie and
nothing changed. The heart isn’t beating, their expressionless remained,
body temperature was low and the glowing red pupil is still there. They
are waiting there, waiting for Takumi commands like robot. However,
when Takumi gives his order, they will try to complete it to the limit of
their ability.

Takumi also still order them to take a bath and change their clothes
regularly like normal human. Although their rigid robot like movement
and their unchanged expression showed them that they are no longer
human. They can’t even do simple conversation that makes it clear that
they have turn into zombie.

Recently, there are also changes to the normal zombie out there. Every
time they saw Takumi, they will be startled. However, Takumi himself
didn’t see that changes as important. Since he keeps on meeting with
them every day and a slight change like that won’t make him noticed it.
He views it as a natural thing they do.

Also one of the most important things that is discussed about the
zombie apocalypse is whether or not they have emotion. However, for this
one, Takumi has given up. The zombie seemed to have emotion yet they
are not.

In the first day, when he saw a man attacked he was running in fear and
panic but lately he turned into a zombie and those fear and panic
vanished.



His mentality also changed. For not Takumi thinking simply for survival
as everyone else is also trying to survive on their own. It was totally
different from his former self that believe in helping each other in crisis. It
also because Takumi way of thinking that he can survive on his own and it
was convenient that the zombie can even do household chores on his
order.

Now, Takumi is massaging the two high school girls’ zombie that is
naked both on his sides. While sitting on the couch he gives them
enough pressure and rubbing it as he wishes. One of the girls has a semi-
long her. Her nickname has been changed several times from onee-san
into sl*t and now called ero student. Her large chest and slightly
drooping eyes is one of her charm point.

She is now moving on top of Takumi in a steady pace. As a zombie, her
stamina and leg strength was enough to make her do it all night.
Although he has entered her many times, he never gets bored. It always
welcomed him with plenty of love juice and the tightness never reduced.
Her up and down motion sways her chest accordingly and every time she
moves up, she always take it out and when she moves down she always
take it all the way deeply. It was one of the reason why he calls her ero
student.

In front of her, another student is sitting on top of his head. His eyes are
now stuck seeing a big bottom and that twitching parts. Every time it
was wriggle and moving, such an obscene spectacle always makes him
excited.

Every day he always enjoying himself without realizing that Yu is there
taking a peek at him. At first Takumi always ask Yu to return to the room



but she won’t listen to him. Although she was still a virgin, there are no
other spot on her body that haven’t been touched by Takumi. Of course
the main reason is her skin was warm and it has a different charm from
the zombies. However, when Yu is there, staring at him, Azuri always
come and hugged her from behind. She even licks her neck from behind
until she was trembles. Of course seeing the sight of them together
makes Takumi confused but excited. It only happened recently when
Azuri is approaching Yu. At first Takumi afraid that she will hurt Yu but it
doesn’t happen. They started to take bath together and finally this
happened. They are even able to give mouth service to Takumi at the
same time together.

At that point their saliva was tangled up together and Takumi is worried
that Yu might turn into a zombie but after some time, he was convinced
that Yu isn’t infected by that. So it also makes him confused.

(Somehow, saliva isn’t one of the virus carrier substance) – Takumi

Yu didn’t even show the slightest sign of being infected so far. So was it
something in the zombie teeth that need is transferred directly into the
victim blood? Takumi at this point don’t know anymore.

He only knows that as a man that is bitten by zombie, he will have
enormous sex drive like him. There are also debates whether the zombies
are having sex between zombie but it was all only some rumor on the
net. Yu on the other hand already accepted this situation. She believes
that Azuri won’t hurt her and she doesn’t mind even what they do are
almost yuri. Azuri also obeyed Takumi order just in case things goes bad,
he can still order her.

However, this is not the time to think of anything else. Takumi brought



back to reality by the amazing pleasures that is coming on his waist. The
movement of the ero student and her techniques that sometimes mix a
turn and shake increased the pleasures. It was one of the reason he likes
to embraced her.

At the same time, the scene on the back of his body become hotter.
Azuri and Yu was there, cold and warm embrace at the same time.

“Ahn…”

Yu let out her voice instinctively as Azuri massaged her chest. Every
time her fingers ran around her body, Yu always let out a voice. Looking
at the yuri scene, Takumi can feel that he is nearing his end. He grabbed
the ero student’s chest and start to massaged it. He is doing that while
looking at Azuri that is enjoying herself on top of Yu. Every time Takumi
rubbed harder, it keeps on getting tighter driving him to his limit. It was
tight yet it still envelopes him wetly, soft and it was perfect. Suddenly the
ero student turn her body and rotated her hips. Every time she did that, it
was getting tighter and giving a new sensation for Takumi.

“Ah, it’s out!”

Takumi under the new sensation couldn’t hold it back anymore and let
it all out inside of her. It was the first time that he couldn’t hold himself
back. Not long after some white liquid can be seen flowing out from her.
However, she didn’t stop at that moment. She is squeezing him dry and
only stopped when he already let it all out.

Takumi is resting but he heard some wet sounds from behind. Azuri is
now completely all over Yu. She is licking all over her body without



missing any spot.

“Yu-chan… such a pleasant sight…”

“Onii-san, please, do something…”

Takumi approached her and kiss her. The warmth of her mouth was
different than the zombies and it makes Takumi hard again. Yu put it
inside her mouth and the warmth was superb. She even smiled happily
while licking it. She is sucking it hard as if it was reluctant to part with it.
After that, Azuri comes and joined and the coldness come immediately.
The changes of temperature even make Takumi shivers and trembles
however they didn’t stop there.

After some time intertwined with the cold and warm tongue, he is now
ready again. He is now walking towards the main dish. This girl was
found by chance in the city yesterday. She wears a sailor uniform and
have a curly black hair. Her eyes were big and fits her long face. The girl
name is Yoshinari Nakahara, 14 years old and she is a famous girl that is
starring in a soft drink commercial and be one the number one girl in the
Pretty Face Grand Prix. She even debuted as an idol and have an album. It
was only because she was so famous that Takumi recognized her face.

“Yoshinari, take off your skirt.”

Under his instruction, Yoshinari take off her dark blue skirt and show her
fair white skin of her thighs. Underneath she wears a white panty with a
black knee socks that look charming. Takumi eyes is looking at him as if
he wants to eat her whole.
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